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At Last, a Truly Industrial 
J86 PC AT System for the OEM 

Easy to mount 
Eurocard hardware 
with optional power 
supply. Can be 
rack mounted or 
bolted into any 
embedded system . 

Two boards 
makea 
complete 
386 computer 
with your 
choice of EGA 
or VGA display. 

l, 2, 4 or 8 
Mbytes 
of on board . 
Full support 
for LIM EMS 
and BIOS 
shadowing. L 

L I 

Three side mechanical bond into the card cage, 
yet easy to access for simplified maintenance. 

Introducing the first 386 PC AT 
system originally designed to be 
embedded into your machinery or 
instrumentation. 

With the GESPAC AT system, 
"ruggedized PC" no longer describes 
a desktop PC in a stronger black box. 
Instead it is an architecture made to last 
by design, with such features as small 
and robust board format, and ultra
reliable pin-in-socket connector. 

What's more, the GESPAC System is 
built for performance with Intel's original 
16 or 20 MHz 80386SX processor and 
80387SX Arithmetic Unit. In fact, this 
system is the most compact implemen
tation of the 386 in the market today. 

On board ----L---:,-
support for 

The powerful G-64/96 bus interface 
lets you customize your AT system with 
any of the 200-plus system components 
available from GESPAC, to match 
virtually any system requirement. 

COMl, COM2, l. ' 
LPT, keyboard, 
clock, floppy disk, 
and I DE hard disk . 

Compact single 
height Eurocard 
board format 
(100 x 160 mm) 
that doesn' t flex 
or bend and 
withstands the 
toughest shock 
and vibration . 

Small price to help 
you compete. 

_..._ 
~ .. 

JI _. 

Take advantage of GESPAC's 

16 or 20 MHz 
80386SX CPU 
and 80387 
Arithmetic Unit. 

12 years of experience in serving the 
OEM marketplace. Call today to receive 
your free data sheet and GESPAC's 
catalog of board level microsystem 
products. Ask about GESPAC's exclusive 
Guaranty of OEM Long Term Delivery. 

Full 32-bit expansion bus 
for easy system expansion 
and customization with 
up to 20 slots . 

] ar= 

Unprecedented selection of 
inexpensive 1/0 functions, 
from the simfJlest parallel 
and serial 1/0, to 
high performance 
networking, 
MIL 1553, 
motion control, 
and computer vision. 

Call Toll Free 1-800-4-GESPAC 
or call (602) 962-5559. 

USA-CANADA 
50 West Hoover Ave. 
Mesa, Arizona 
85210 USA 
Tel. (602) 962-5559 
Fax. (602) 962-5750 

FRANCE 
Z. I. les Playes 
83500 La Seyne 
France 
Tel. 94 30 34 34 
Fax. 94 87 35 52 

INTERNATIONAL 
18, Chemin des Aulx 
CH-1228 Geneva 
Switzerland 
Tel. (022) 794 3400 
Fax. (022) 794 6477 

MS-DOS is a registe red trademark al Microsoft. QN X is a registered trademark a l Qua ntum. 
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OiilCK access saves time 
in assembly. last, and 
mainl8nance. Loosen two 
captive fasteners and the front, 
top, and Sides slide off for 
maximum access to ad of the 
inl8maJ componenls. Each 
intllmll COIDPoMRI comes out 
with two screws. or remove 
live hex nuts and the entire 
system lifts out of the bOltom 
tray to provide a tree-standing, 
fully funcllonal dMlopment 
platform! 

AirllOw is dlrec!Bd over 
the components that need 
cooling-the power supply 
and your boards. Separate · 
chambers maximize cooling 
by channeling airflow and 
restricting recirculation. 

--- --- --:=::::; -- -

The Last Word in System Packaging 
Now you can benefit from 12 
years of design experience 
and innovation that has made 
Electronic Solutions the industry 
leader in system packaging. The 
Omega™ Enclosures will give 
your VME or Multibus system the 
attractive exterior your image 
demands with a rugged , well
designed interior to withstand the 
most demanding environments. 
And besides the Electronic 
Solutions' full 3-Year warranty, the 
Omega bears FCC approvals 
and is UL, CSA, and TUV 

listed to get your system to an 
international market in the 
shortest time possible. 

Call Electronic Solutions for the 
latest information about the best 
choice for your system package. 
It's the last system enclosure 
you 'll need to see. 

6790 Flanders Drive. San Diego , CA 92121 
(619) 452-9333 FAX: 619-452-9464 
Call TOLL FREE (800) 854-7086 

in Calif. (800) 772-7086 
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Synchronous Communications 
• 

eas 

To a PC, workstation or 
communications card, it seems like just 
another asynchronous UART. But to the 
intelligent, synchronous universe of 
high-speed data communications it looks 
and functions like the world's first 
virtual communications packet 
controller. 

"It" is our exclusive new M650 
Serial Packet Controller. In a single-chip 
CMOS package you now can add high
speed (14,400+ bits/sec) modems to 
your PC peripheral bus or integrate with 
most high-speed synchronous 

communications networks. 
The M650's dual-port mode 

architecture accomplishes in hardware 
what you can't do as well in software. 
Even after you've linked up multiple 
UARTs and messed with glue logic. 

So the M650 can take the heat off 
your CPU and function comfortably as a 
communications sub-processor. And, in 
power-down mode, be sensitive to the 
low power demands of your laptop and 
notebook PC designs. 

Clearly, it's the intelligent asynch/ 
synchronous communications link your 

Circle No. 3 for Product Info 
Circle No. 4 for Career Info 

next-generation product designs are 
waiting for. To find out more, call us for 
I iterature package CPD-10. We'll 
connect you with your nearest Silicon 
Systems representative and update you 
on our latest developments. 
1-800-624-8999, ext. 151. 

Silicon Systems, Inc. 
1435 I Myford Road. Tustin. CA 92680 
Ph (714) 731-71 JO Fax (714) 731-6925 
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THIS ISAMPTODAY 

Stripline high-performance connectors. 

AMP and ACTION PIN are trademarks of AMP Incorporated. 



'Fast silicon' (rise time~l ns) requires 
strict impedance oontrol. Conventional 
connectors give up half their pin count 
for this-a sacrifice you can do without. 

Our modular, scalable Stripline 
100 connector system can accom
modate edge rates of 250 ps (500 ps 
at <3% crosstalk), and still give you 
40 signal lines per inch - all four rows 
on a .l"x.l" grid. Reference planes 
isolate individual signal columns 
within the standard grid geometry, 
creating an interface completely trans-

parent to high-speed logic. 
Stripline 100 connectors deliver 

more than raw speed, too. Each 
reference plane can distribute three 
amps, and sequenced mating is 
available for ground, power, and 
two signal levels. 

Manufacturing is easier as well. 
ACTION PIN compliant posts (for 
existing 0.040" pcb holes) simplify 
backplane assembly, and all materials 
are compatible with high-temp reflow 
processing. 

In fact, sub-nanosecond logic just 
got easier all around, and there's an 
easy way to 'bring yourself up to speed' 
on this exciting technology: call 
our Product Information Center 
at 1-S00-52'2-6752 (fax 717-ffil-6110). 
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 
171ffi-3003. In Canada call 416475-62'22. 
For design assistance in characteriz.ed 
backplane assemblies, contact AMP 
Packaging Systems, 512-244-5100. 

ANIP 
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You've chosen the 
'040 because you 

need maximum per
formance in your VME 
system. But look care

fully, because other 
Single Board 

Computers may 
give you only half of 

what you expected 
from the '040. 

Compare Synergy's 
SV 430 performance to 

any other SBC. Compare bus speed, 
MIPs, support, flexibility, documenta
tion, reliability, 1/0 intelligence or any 
spec you can think of. We think you'll 

find the same thing we did-the SV430 
outperforms every other SBC on the market 

by as much as 150%. 

Surprisingly, this kind of quality won't cost you 
any extra, because Synergy products lead in another 
important area-value. At Synergy, you don't have 
to pay a premium price for premium performance. 

Let us show you just how far ahead your system can 
be with a Synergy processor board. Call us today, and 

get the whole '040 story. 



an 
Compare our specs. 

Synergy is superior across the board! 
VME 
Transfers 
VME64 doubles 
bus performance 
to 66 MB/s- and 
the SV430 is the 
only '040 board 
that has it. But 
we don ' t need 
VME64 to win 
thi s com pari son. 

Even normal 32-bit transfers race at 33 MB/s. 
That's 200% faster than Force or Motorola. 

110 Modules 

VSB 
SCSI 
Ethernet 
ISDN 
Floppy 
16 Alync 

~~l~ii 
1/0 

GPIB 
30 MFlop 

FPU 
Encryption 
Proto
typing 

TI Line 
HSCI 
EGA 

Gniphlcs 

Synergy's EZ-Bus modules are compatible 
with our entire line of SBCs. This mean; 
Synergy's current line of 12 intelligent 1/0 
modules are immed iately avail ab le for the 
SV430-today. No other vend or comes c lose 
for se lection . functi onalit y or ava il ab ility. 

Data from Motorola MVMEl65 data shee t dated 
2190. and Force CPU-40 data sheet A I Rev. I. 
DRAM measurements shown are with parity. 
VMEbus transfers are 10 a 60ns slave. 

VME64 is a 1rademar\... of Performance Technologies. Inc. 

Synergy Microsystems, Inc. 
179 Calle Magdalena 
Encinitas , CA 92024 

(619) 753-2191 
FAX: 619-753-0903 

DRAM 
Burst 
Rates 
A 25 MHz '040 
is capable of 
access ing mem
ory at 80 MB/s. 
The closer you 
are to thi s max 
imum, the more 
'040 perform

ance you' re ga ining. SV430 bursts are 26% 
faster than Force and Motorola. 

'020/'030 
Compatibility 
Software 
compatibility 
between Synergy 
SBCs means 
use rs have simple 
upgrades to the 
SV430 from 
our '020 and 

'030 SBCs. Force offers compatib ility o nl y from 
the '030 level. and Motorola offers '·upward 
migration" -a polite phrase th at means rewrit
ing your code. 

CIRCLE NO. 6 

DRAM 
Random 
Accesses 
Non-burst '040 
performance is 
measured in wait 
states . Fewer 
wai t states mean 
hi gher perform
ance. The SV430 
is not only 66% 

faster than Force or Motorola , it supports twi ce 
the on-board memory-32 MB . 

Product 
Warranty 
Synergy backs 
the reliability of 
its SBCs with a 
two year standard 
warranty. Force 
and Motorola 
only offer 
you one. 
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Tough act to follow 
from Actel 
It seems that Actel (Sunnyvale, 
CA) is no longer willing to let com
petitive field-programmable gate 
array (FPGA) maker Xilinx (San 
Jose, CA) walk away with a 
majority of market share. About 
two weeks ago, Actel strengthened 
its position in the FPGA market 
by expanding its Industry Alliance 
Program and, at the same time, in
troduced the second member of the 
ACT 2 family, claiming it to be the 
industry's fastest FPGA. 

Unlike Xilinx, Actel recognized 
early that FPGAs would often be 
used for prototyping rather than 
for production, and has thus com
mitted itself to providing a migra
tion path to masked gate arrays. 
With the addition of alliance mem
bers Aldec, Gould AMI and Ter
adyne, Actel now offers design 
support to users through technical 
relationships and cooperative 
marketing efforts with 16 design 
automation, gate array, synthesis, 
and PLD tool vendors. "Our ex
panding relationships with in
dustry leaders such as these 
reinforces the Actel Industry Alli
ance Program's goal of providing 
customers with technology-trans
parent design solutions to meet 
their design-to-production needs," 
says John East, Actel's president 
and CEO. "Actel clearly is becom
ing the device of choice for today's 
system designers," boasts East. It 
remains to be seen whether 
market figures will live up to the 
claim. 

- Barbara Tuck 

Integrated Systems and 
Software Components 
Group merge 
The merger between Integrated 
Systems Inc (Santa Clara, CA) 
and Software Components Group 
(San Jose, CA) brings together two 
companies whose individual areas 
of expertise complement one 
another for the designers of real
time embedded systems. ISI's 
strengths lie in the control en
gineering and simulation fields, 
while SCG's strengths are in real-

8 SEPTEMBER 1991 COMPUTER DESIGN 

time operating system kernels, 
pSOS+ and associated software 
modules, such as file system 
managers, multiprocessing 
software and debuggers . ISI's 
CASE and development tools in
clude ones that simulate the execu
tion of embedded code, as well as 
the behavior of real-world devices 
such as motors , gears, sensors and 
actuators. The company's System
Build development tool can also 
generate documented compilable 
code automatically. One of the 
fruits of the merger is the integra
tion of a real-time operating sys
tem into ISI's development and 
simulation environment-some
thing that was previously missing 
from ISI's repertoire-and the 
ability to produce completely in
tegrated embedded code using only 
the tools from a single vendor. 

-Tom Williams 

DSP chips speed 
processing by doing 
math "backwards" 
A digital signal-processing filter 
IC developed by researchers at 
Queen's University (Belfast, North
ern Ireland) can perform 250 mul
tiplications and additions per 
second; about lOx the speed of cur
rent commercial devices. The in
finite impulse response (IIR) filter 
performs recursive computations 
"backwards." Instead of starting 
with the least-significant opera
tions , it starts with the most sig
nificant operations and feeds the 
results back immediately instead 
of waiting for the entire process to 
be completed. The result is an al
most tenfold speed-up. 

The IIR filter is expected to find 
applications in a variety of radar 
and telecommunications systems 
as well as in high-definition televi
sion (HDTV). Ten working proto
types of the chip have been 
fabricated at the VLSI Technology 
foundry in San Jose, CA. The de
sign is patented and can be li
censed from a company called 
Integrated Silicon Systems, estab
lished by Queen's University. 

-Tom Williams 

CFI demos IC standard 
prototype 
The CAD Frameworks Initiative 
(CFI) has just completed its first 
public standards demonstration out
side the area of traditional 
electronic CAD. CFI's Technology 
CAD (TCAD) Framework group has 
unveiled working prototypes of its 
first two proposed standards at 
Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA). 
TCAD comprises computer-aided en
gineering for semiconductor device 
and process design, technology char
acterization for circuit design and 
IC design for manufacturability. It 
includes modeling fabrication 
processes and electrical simulation 
of devices and circuits. 

As is the case with all of CFI's 
efforts, the TCAD offering repre
sents cooperation among IC ven
dors, computer and communi
cations manufacturers, software 
vendors, and universities. IBM (Ar
monk, NY), Digital Equipment 
Corp (Maynard, MA), Intel (Santa 
Clara, CA), and Texas Instru
ments (Austin, TX), as well as the 
University of Michigan, Stanford 
and MIT are among the partici
pants in the TCAD effort. 

-Mike Donlin 

Reverberations of 
IBM/Apple 
It seems everything that could be 
said of the IBM/ Apple letter of in
tention has already been said and 
repeated. And while it's true on a 
number of fronts , there's been lit
tle speculation on any kind of I/O 
platform. Apple has been increas
ing the use of its version of the 
early NuBus format, most recently 
incorporating the faster version in 
its newest computers. And while 
technically an open standard, the 
bus has a relatively limited follow
ing among add-on board vendors. 

IBM, with its MCA bus, on the 
other hand, has seen a number of 
board makers jump on the band
wagon to provide needed functions 
for the PS/2. But with the introduc
tion and subsequent mushrooming 
sales of its RS-6000 workstation 
products, IBM has been caught 

Continued on page 10 



Program your hot 
new parts here. 

g:rarnmer is 
the designer's 
first choice. 

UniSite is always 
first to support the 
latest devices like the 
Altera ~1ax, Al\ lD MACH;'" and the 
newest FPGAs. It also supports more 

packages- including PLCCs and 
LCCs up to 84 pins, pin grid 

arrays, and SOICs. 
UniSite is designed 
for the future. 
Data I/O®'s univer-

1 1 j salpin-drivertechnol
/ 1/ ogy eliminates pinout 

/I adapters, for single-site 
programming of each 

device type. And its new 
PinSite '" programming mod

ule uses Data I/O's new Universal 
Package System,"' to support all 
surface-mount packages from one site. 

Data 110 Corpor•tion 10525 Willows Road N.E., P.O. Box 97046, Redmond, WA 98073-9746, U.S.A. ~206) 881 -6444 
1-800-3-Data lO 11-800-332-82461 

Deta 110 Canada 6725 A irport Road, Suite 302, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1V2 (416) 678-0761 
Deta l/O EurofMJ Workl Trade Center, Strawinskylaan 537, 1077 XX Amsterdam, The Netherlands + 31 (0) 20-6622866 
D•ta 110 lm;trumatic Electronic Sy•tema Vertrleb• GmbH lochhamer Schlag SA, 8032 Graefelfing, Germany, + 49 (0)89-858580 
Data 110 Japan g~1~~~~~~1~:~:~~~:~ ~~~;S~· rl -7, Higashi-Shinbashi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan 

©1991 Data 1/ 0 Corporation 

Adding device support is easy too, with 
UniSite's update diskettes. They're 
released quarterly, so you'll always have 
support for the latest devices- first. 

FREE Programming Tutorial. For 
a FREE copy of our programming 
technology tutorial and more infor
mation about UniSite, call now. 

1-800-3-DataIO 
(1-800-332-8246) 

The Personal Silicon Experts 
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Continued from page 8 

short in its ability to support 
OEMs needing specialized I/O. 

So IBM executives are making 
serious inquiries into other 
possible I/O bus architectures that 
will meet its requirements: fast 
I/O and a large contingent of 
board makers offering a wide 
variety of board types. While IBM 
has flirted with Futurebus+, it 
seems to be taking VMEbus or 
SBus more seriously. 

Though a big departure for 
IBM-and Apple-such an ap
proach might not be inconsistent 
with IBM's needs. And while Sun's 
SBus is certainly in contention
and consistent with IBM's desire 
for a small-form-factor, low-power 
bus-political considerations 
and/or, SBus' tie to Sun/OS and 
Spare might be a problem. VME
bus is less encumbered with tech
nical and political baggage, but 
still carries some vestige of Unix 
System V. But should Motorola's 
computer group start thinking of a 
RS-6000 approach to its Multi-Per
sonal Computer line, things might 
become very interesting. (You can 
send us your comments on all this 
by using the Reader Inquiry Card.) 

-Warren Andrews 

Shielded VMEbus 
connector 
The VFEA (VME Futurebus+ Ex
tended Architecture) technical com
mittee of VITA (VME Internation
al Trade Association) is reviewing 
the virtues of a new Eurocard con
nector. The new connector, 
developed by AMP (Harrisburg, 
PA) is intended to provide shield
ing protection at the board/back
plane interface. 

But the VFEA technical com
mittee seems more entranced with 
the power-handling capability of 
the new connector than its EMI 
protection. According to tests run 
by AMP, the lower ground plates 
wired in parallel will handle just 
under 50 A, while the upper plates 
will handle just over 50 A "We'll 
have to include something in the 
specification," says VITA technical 
director, Ray Alderman, "to make 
sure people don't try to use the 
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connector to its full power capac
ity. There'll be no way of getting 
that kind of heat out of a VMEbus 
box." The committee is expected to 
make a decision about what to in
clude in the specification in the 
next few weeks. Currently, many 
are more concerned with getting 
the power to VME boards and 
then "we'll figure out what to do 
with the heat when the problem 
arises," they say. 

-Warren Andrews 

New complementary 
technology for GaAs 
Researchers at Honeywell (Min
neapolis, MN) have developed a 
complementary gallium-arsenide 
technology that offers significant 
improvement over traditional 
GaAs. Dubbed C-HFET, this new 
complementary technology is 
based on p-channel and n-channel 
heterostructure field-effect transis
tors. C-HFET combines the speed 
of other GaAs and ECL tech
nologies with the low-power con
sumption and density of CMOS, ac
cording to Honeywell. Devices 
based on C-HFET technology 
could become a viable alternative 
for future supercomputer and 
workstation designs. 

The most recent device to use C
HFET is a 4-kbit SRAM that oper
ates at a clock rate of 250 MHz. At 
100 mW, the C-HFET SRAM's 
power consumption is only one
fifth that of equivalent GaAs 
memories with similar speeds. Ac
cording to Honeywell, its C-HFET 
circuits consume significant power 
only during the short gate-switch
ing period. As a result, the total 
power consumption is much less 
than devices based on n-channel 
GaAs or ECL technologies. 

-Jeffrey Child 

i960MX shoots at 
military designers 
With its multiple data and address 
buses, Intel's (Chandler, AZ) 
i960MX, the $1,500 high-end 
military processor, poses some 
tough interface problems. Even for 
Intel. Intel representatives admit 

that to get a board product to 
market, they've contracted out the 
design of an MX-based Multibus II
based CPU board to none other 
than Tadpole Technology 
(Cambridge, England). And al
though photographs of the Tadpole 
MX board have been distributed 
by Intel, it admits that the 
product won't really be ready until 
next year. The good news is that 
Intel is working on a multichip 
module (MCM) based around the 
i960MX processor that may take 
some of the pain out of building a 
second-level cache subsystem 
around it, since the MCM will in
clude a second-level cache control
ler. While the design world holds 
its breath for the Intel products, 
i960 Ada aficionados might like to 
look at an i960MX Ada simulator 
and cross compiler developed by Ir
vine Compiler Corporation (Irvine, 
CA-if they can. "We're under con
tract to build an Ada compiler for 
the i960MX chip," says Joe Kohli, 
vice-president of sales and market
ing, "but I can't tell you when it 
will be available." 

-David Wilson 

Spare in the news 
Just as Cypress Semiconductor's 
Ross Technology subsidiary (Aus
tin, TX) gets set to unveil its Spar
core set of MBus modules, some of 
Cypress' own customers have al
ready been made privy (under non
disclosure agreements) to future 
Cypress plans in the superscalar 
arena. The Mile, or Multiple In
struction Launch and Execute, is 
Cypress' next-generation processor 
design scheduled for official unveil
ing in the second quarter of next 
year. In another Spare-related 
development, Tadpole Technology 
(Cambridge, England) has 
switched to Ross Technology to 
supply it with chips for its Spare 
notebook, to be launched at Com
dex in Las Vegas this year. The 
company previously had disclosed 
that it was using LSI Logic's 
Sparkit chips in the design of the 
product. 

-David Wilson 



For your "must-win" defense and aerospace programs, 
put the world's leading supplier of MIL-SPEC VMEbus 
systems on your team. Ready-to-run VMEbus systems 
from DY 4 are selected overwhelmingly by system 
Integrators for aerospace and defense programs 
worldwide. 

DY 4 provides performance, reliability and cost
effectiveness through integration of a full range of 
open-system VMEbus products and services to 
military, rugged and commercial standards. 

DY 4's system solutions incorporate non-developmental 
item (NOi) products from the broadest product line in 

DY 4 Systems Inc. 

the business - CPUs ... memories .•. communications 
controllers ... analog 1/0 ... high-performance graphics 
engines ... chassis .•. Ada* foundation software and 
built-In-test (BIT) diagnostics. 

DY 4 provides a comprehensive quality program to 
MIL-Q-9858A and fully compliant configuration 
management to MIL-STD-483; design procedures 
conform to MIL-STD-1521 with manufacturing 
according to MIL-1-45608 (quality control) and 
soldering to MIL-STD-2000 in an ESD-controlled 
environment. 

"Ada 11 a trademark of the United StatH Department of Defense 

Ottawa, Canada 
Tel : (613) 596-9911 
Fax : (613) 596-0574 

Campbell , California 
Tel : (408) 377-9822 
Fax : (408) 377-4725 

Hammel, Denmark 
Tel : +45-86-963624 
Fax : +45-86-962575 

Nashua, New Hampshire 
Tel : (603) 595-2400 
Fax : (603) 595-4343 

Pennant Hills, Australia 
Tel : + 61-2-484-6314 
Fax : +61-2-875-1665 
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OUR NEW PARTNERSHIP 
Is As Hor As IT GETS. 

w --



•

After all , it 's Sun. 
.. That's right, FORCE and Sun have 

·~ teamed up to offer one of the brightest 
.. El new products in embedded systems. 

• 
The SPARC'" CPU-IE engine. It's 

a complete implementation of SPARC
station™ I, fully supported by the powerful SunOS"' and 
the real-time expertise of FORCE. 

For the first time, you can design with SunOS and 
real-time on the same VME backplane. With industry
standard SPARC technology, no less. 

And that's just the beginning. FORCE will spark 
embedded systems for generations to come, based on our 
partnership with Sun. In fact , we're already designing the 
SPARC CPU-2E. Of course, our entire family of SPARC
based products is 100% SunOS-compatible. 

So nothing stands between you and the most power
ful development environment in embedded systems. 
With SunOS and the SPARC CPU-IE, you can program, 
debug and observe real-time code. All 
within the same development and target 
system, thereby slashing costs and 
development time. 

The SPARC CPU-IE accommodates up to 80 Mbytes 
of DRAM. You can run real-time, UNIX~ Sun Windows1

" 

and utility programs. Standard OMA-driven SCSI and 
Ethernet interfaces give you full network access. There's 
even an SBus™ interface for 110 expansion. 

We also provide such leading real-time operating 
systems as VxWorks:· VADSWorks:• VRTx:· MTOS ;" 
PDOS"" and OS-9/9000™ products. Along with over 2IOO 
third-party applications from Sun's Catalyst'" program. 

Finally, we can supply all your 
system components. Everything 
from SPARCstations and 
mass storage modules to 
expansion boards, monitors 
and keyboards. 

But that's what you'd expect from the 
vendor with the broadest, most flexible line of embed
ded systems solutions. So call I-800-BEST-VME, ext. JO 
for more information or fax a request to (408) 374-1146. 

And put the heat on your competition. 

FORCE Compulcrs, Inc. 3 165 Winchester Blvd .. Campbell , CA 95008-6557 

All brands or products are trademarks of their respective holders . 
© 199 1 FORCE Computers, Inc. 

VME at its best. 
CIRCLE NO. 9 



I EDITORIAL 

I'm afraid that 
bigness has become 

essential for 
economic survival, 

whether it's in 
electronics, in com

puters or in banking. 

John C. Miklosz 
Associate Publisher/ 

Editor-in-Chief 
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David beat Goliath 
only in the Bible 

I don't like big business. I don't like big league sports because 
they've become big business. I don't like big-time entertainment 
because that's become big business, too. And most of all, I don't 
like big government. I don't like them because sooner or later, big 
business, big government-big anything-abuses its power, grows 
out of touch with the people it's supposed to serve and stifles 
creativity. It leads to obscene CEO salaries and bonuses, to immov
able bureaucracies and S&L debacles, to Roger Clemens pocketing 
$100K a game (more or less) and Bruce Willis getting 10 million 
bucks for making a bomb. 

Like a lot of other folks, I fantasize about small, tightly knit en
trepreneurial companies with great bosses and happy, innovative, 
well-paid employees; about many Mr. Smiths in Washington; the 
Bailey Bros. Building & Loan in Bedford Falls; Babe Ruth, Ty 
Cobb and Joe Dimaggio playing on grass; and Spencer Tracy and 
Katherine Hepburn who made more, and more memorable, films 
than all the Bruce Willises, Robert Redfords and Warren Beatties 
combined. The fantasy may have been reality at one time, but the 
world's needs today can't be met by small scale efforts. And even if 
they still could, the size and complexity of today's world economy 
relentlessly fuels the drive to bigness. Our fantasies may keep us 
fighting the reality, but other societies and economies that don't 
entertain the same fantasies will ensure that our's become true 
and that our industry, our banking and our economy becomes 
small by today's standards. 

This need for bigness to compete and survive in today's world 
shouldn't be forgotten when we look at developments in our in
dustry. We can comment interminably on AT&T's acquisition of 
NCR; on Microsoft's "tyranny" of the PC world; on the IBM/Apple/ 
Motorola deal; on IBM's deal with Siemens; on Borland's acquisi
tion of Ashton-Tate; on the Intel/AMD battle over the 386; on 
whether or not U.S. Memories was a good idea. And we can 
bemoan the evils of big companies, and big deals and market domi
nance ad nauseam; or the evils of regulation or industrial policy to 
the same degree. But even if we threw all of the companies we've 
been talking about lately together, they wouldn't match in size the 
largest of the Japanese industrial groups. NEC, for example, may 
not be an IBM or an AT&T, but it's part of the Sumitomo group, 
one of several keiretsu in Japan that boast annual revenues of be
tween $200 billion and $400 billion. Compare this with IBM's $70 
billion and AT&T's paltry $37 billion. And the Sumitomo group is 
headed up by the Sumitomo bank, only one of the seven Japanese 
banks counted among the top 10 in the world. To put that in per
spective, the recent Chemical Bank/Manufacturers Hanover 
merger still didn't put them among that select group. 

No, I don't like big business, or big government, or big sports or 
big entertainment. But I'm afraid that bigness has become essen
tial for economic survival, whether it's in electronics, in computers 
or in banking. David beat Goliath only in the Bible. That was also 
in an earlier, simpler time. 



"THEY LAUGHED WHEN WE PLUGGED 
A PC IN OUR VME SYSTEM ... 

"The pressure was on. Shorten our design cycle. 
Cut our software costs. Deliver the "gee-whiz" features 
customers wanted. But the old solutions weren ' t 
working. We needed a new approach. 
We looked to the PC. Others looked 
at us like we were nuts. They 
sent memos. 'The PC 
is not a real computer.' ... 'Not 
enough horsepower' ... 'Just 
a pretty user interface' 
.. . 'It can 't survive 
that environment.' 
But the PC 
is going 
places. Over 
40 million are 
in use; 4 million 
in industrial 
environments. 
Another 1.4 million 
are expected on the plant e 
floor this year. From 
the moment we plugged in a 
RadiSys Embedded PC, we 
understood why. Software 
for PCs is abundant and 
inexpensive. We had two dozen 
software houses fiercely competing 
to sell us high quality, man-machine 
interface software. Why should we reinvent 
the wheel? For multi-tasking operating systems, 
we could choose from Windows 3.0, OS/2, UNIX, 
VRTX- all with integrated VMEbus support from RadiSys. 

Join the party! Call RadiSys at 
800/950-0044 (fax requests: 
503/690-1228) for a catalog of 
Embedded PC Products and brochure 
"Open New Windows of Opportunity With 
Embedded PCs." 

There is a wealth of development tools 
available to shorten design time. No wonder the PC is 

the world 's most popular software development 

• • 
host. And PC-based 

networking is light-years 
e ahead. PC versatility 

is unmatched. 
We can give customers what 

they want, right now. More 
options . Proven features . 

Everybody knows how 
to use the PC, our own team 
and our customers. And it 's 
a sure bet that future appli
cation programs, languages 

and OS standards will run 
on it. PC horsepower 

is up there. The new 
Embedded 386 and 486 

PCs have more than 
enough power to 

• 

handle our mix of user 
interface and control 

~ 
functions . We got the best 
of both worlds. Plugging a 

' RadiSys Embedded PC directly 
· into the VMEbus gave us the 

full performance, ruggedness and 
reliability of the VME form factor, plus all the 

PCs software advantages. You know the rest 
of the story. That Embedded PC has the 

whole company laughing. 
All the way to the bank:' 

• TM 

CORPORATION 

The Inside Advantage 
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr. 

Beaverton, OR 97006 USA 
(800) 950-0044 
(503) 690-1229 

Fax (503) 690-1228 

Copyright @1990 RadiSys Corporation , Inc. All rights reserved. EPC is a registered trademark and Rad iSys is a trademark of RadiSys Corporation . Windows 3.0 is a trademark 
of Microsoft Corporation . OS/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation . UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. VRTX is a registered trademark of 
Ready Systems, Inc. 386 and 486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
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Contact-free soldering 
and de-soldering 

Of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in a matter of 
seconds with the Leister-Labor "S"hot-air tool. Electronic control of 
temperature and air supply, ESD safe. Over 400 special nozzles 
available. 

Ask for free brochure UW 154 

Brian R. White Co ., Inc ., 313 Henry Station Road 
Ukiah, CA 95482 phone: (707) 462-9795 
Farmingdale , NJ 07727 phone: (908) 938-2700 
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Setting The Standard 1 
For IndustMlal Proeesso..S 

Trenton Reliability 
Trenton Support 
Trenton Selection 
Trenton Performance 
Trenton Experience 

For Today · · · For Tomorrow 
For Information Call 
(404) 381-6031 

Fax: (404) 381-0048 
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Trenton Terminals Inc. 
33li Breckimdge Blvd STE 100 

Duluth. GA 3ll:Ji 

See us at BUSCON, Booth # 11 4 

September 11 - 13 
BUSCON/91-East 

CALENDAR 

CONFERENCES 

Omni Shoreham Hotel, Washington, DC. The - ----
industry's leading board- and systems-level eusH~.?!~~1.; !;_~5T 
show makes its mid-Atlantic debut this year in "":'.=~:."1"' 
Washington, DC. The first glimpse of advances in bus architec
ture, from Multibus II to VMEbus, Futurebus+, SBus, and 
Turbochannel, plus the newest offerings among other ele
ments of systems architecture-boards, backplanes, chips, 
embedded software and operating systems-will highlight the 
show. At the technical seminar program, attendees will have 
the opportunity to learn about new bus architectures directly 
from the people who developed them. Information: Con
ference Management Corp, 200 ConnecticutAve, Norwalk, CT 
06856, (800) 243-3238, fax (203) 857-4075. Circle 202 

September 24 - 27 
Embedded Systems Conference a 
Santa Clara Convention Center, Santa Clara, CA. 
The Third Annual Embedded Systems Con-
ference will offer 75 intensive lectures, panel 
discussions and workshops on real-time programming, 
microprocessors, microcontrollers, CASE, embedded project 
management, programming languages, debugging and algo
rithms. Tutorials will be offered on building software teams 
and synthesis. Information: Angela Hoyte, Miller-Freeman, 
PO Box 7843, San Francisco, CA 94120-7843, (415) 905-2354, 
fax (415) 905-2630. Circle 203 

O<tob., 1 - 3 lsm-.I SysComp/91-East 
Royal Plaza Trade Center, Marlborough, MA. 
The industry's first exclusive OEM sys
tems/sub-systems components conference and 
exhibition. Workshops and technical sessions will focus on 
technical solutions and directions involving microprocessor 
system architecture, 0 EM systems and software, power sour
ces, interface technology, mass storage, systems packaging 
and manufacturability. Exhibitors will include vendors of criti
cal systems building blocks, including software, boards, com
plex microcircuits, power sources, storage systems, displays 
and other ancillary products. Raytheon's famous Patriot mis
sile system will also be on display. Information: Betsy Ander
son, marketing specialist, COMPUTER DESIGN, One Tech
nology Park Dr, PO Box 990, Westford, MA 01886, (508) 
392-2209, fax (508) 692-0525. Circle 204 

October 7 - 9 
Connectors and Interconnections 
Technology Symposium 
Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel, San Diego, CA The 
24th Annual Connectors and Interconnections 
Technology Symposium sponsored by the II CIT 
will feature over 50 technical presentations, seven tutorials, 
including a special session by a DESC representative, special 
forums and guest speakers, and a trade show. Information: 
Kathy Billa, IICIT Headquarters, 104 Wilmot Rd, Suite 201, 
Deerfield, IL 60015, (708) 940-8800. Circle 205 



Take FOOi To l\lew Height!i With The Power Of Partner!ihip. 

To achieve boundless performance in FDDI networking you need the strategic application of all 

your resources; from adapter hardware and driver software through system-wide orchestration and service. 

That's why at CMC we put The Power Of Partnership" to work with our customers around the globe. 

The result: the world~ most efficient, highest performance FDDI VMEbus network adapters. 

Through d namic and collaborative enterprises, like our FDDl Forerunners Program, a new 

generation of adapters that fulfill the promise of FDDI connectivity is now available. 

Our adapters feature the most significant advances in FDDI to date, including on-board RISC 

microprocesso1~ integrated SMT and SNMP software, 2 megabytes of dual-ported memory, fast address 

detection circuitr and custom silicon crafted for performance - fully supported by the technical 

team that has made CMC the world leader in VMEbus Ethernet and lSDN products. 

To soar to new heights in connectivity call for The Power Of Partnership. 

Call l-800-CMC-8023. 

The New Generation of FDDI Adapters. 

---- --- =--= -=--=-===-= - ---- ------ ------- ----- -- ----- --- ---- ---- =- === --- A Rockwell International Company 

125 Cremona Drive , Santa Barbara, CA 93117, Phone: 1-805-562-3173 

1-800-CMC-8023 FAX: 1-805-968-6478 In Europe: 44-81-577-2800 

The Power Of Partnership and CMC are trademarks of CMC. 
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CALENDAR 

CONFERENCES 

October 21 - 25 
COM DEX/Fall '91 
Las Vegas, NV. The 13th international fall trade 
show for computer distribution professionals 
has been expanded into three programs: the 
main conference program, the network computing conference 
and the multimedia conference. The main conference will 
feature discussions about the industry in transition; market
ing; new technology; pen-based computing; resellers and ven
dors coping with changes in distribution channels; applications 
software; and portable computing. The network computing 
conference features more than 25 detailed technical sessions 
about fundamentals, applications, designs, and managing and 
planning of network computing. Also, this series will coincide 
with a network computing exhibition. The multimedia con
ference features sessions about the evolution, applications, 
software, and hardware of multimedia. Information: The Inter
face Group, 300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194-2722, (617) 
449-6600, fax (617) 444-0165. Circle 206 

October 26 - 30 
International Test Conference 1991 
Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN. The 22nd Inter- ~ 
national Test Conference offers technical U U L:I 
programs and exhibits of test-related hardware 
and software. A three-day technical program reflects the 
theme: ''Test: Faster, Better, Sooner." This program consists 

of a plenary session, 40 formal paper sessions, a poster session 
and panel sessions. Papers and posters will cover numerous 
aspects of test from chip through system-level and present 
innovative ways to solving today's design and test problems. 
The test week is rounded out by two days of tutorials that 
explain or expand on test topics presented in the technical 
session. Information: International Test Conference, 514 
Pleasant Valley Blvd, Suite 3, Altoona, PA 16602, (814) 941-
4666, fax (814) 941-4668. Circle 207 

October 30 - November 1 
Analog & Mixed-Signal Conference ""'"¥' II" iii!!' 
Santa Clara Marriott, Santa Clara, CA. The S:::::;: 
Analog & Mixed-Signal Conference is dedicated ~ 

Hij'i ii.! OHi iii 
to the unique needs of mixed-signal design. 
Over 50 lectures and workshops will focus on subjects includ
ing transmission line effects in high-speed design; mixed 
analog/digital design; modeling, simulation and test; and 
much more. Information: Angela Hoyte, Miller-Freeman, PO 
Box 7843, San Francisco, CA 94120-7843, (415) 905-2630, fax 
(415) 905-2630. Circle 208 

Would you like your event listed here? 
Computer Design can include a calendar announcement for your 
upcoming conference or seminar as long as it's received at least three 
months prior to the date of the event. Be sure to include a specific 
loca tion, a description of the conference/ seminar content, and a contact 
name, address and telephone number: 

LOW POWER, HIGH PERFORMANCE OTHER 
TME 

PRODUCTS 11386SX11 .--------..------. SINW BOARD COMPUTER TME 386 SXC Competitors 
t--~F_EA_TU~R_Es~ ........ ~~~----i ·1~u~.1~1~1:~1*~*~4 ... 

64K Cache emory 0 x 4.75 

IDE Hard Drive 
Interface. 

TME AUX connector providing 
VCC, GND, Keyboard, KBINH , 

Power Good, External Power fail, 
Battery & Speaker signals. Power connector for 

stand-alone operation 

Floppy Drive Interface. 

/ I 

See U8 al 

@comDlll7Fal '91 
• October 21·25, 1991 • Las Vegas, Nevada 

....__ ....................... o1 ........... ~ 

..-. ...... dWVI ... _· .,,.._Y1.2 
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v 80386SXCPU 

v 16120/25 Mhz ooeration 

v Up to 16MBytes of 
On-board Memory 

v 64K Cache Memory 

v Up to 1.5MBytes of 
Flash Eprom or Eprom 

Two Serial l'orts v 115K Baud capability 

v One Bi-directional 
Parallel Port 

v F~&IDE 
Har Disk Interfaces 

v Under 6.5 Watt capability 

v Fully buffered ISA/AT BUS 
for driving up to 20 slots 

v Watch dog timer 

v Power Fail Detector with 
NMI generation 

v Auto Configuration BIOS 

v Small form factor 4.75" x 1 O" 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

16/20125Mhz 
80386SX CPU, 
2S, 1 P, Floppy & IDE 
Interlaces, 1 MB 
Eprom/Flash Eprom, 
1 MB Battery Backed 
SRAM, 16MB 
On-Board Memory, 
Low Power CMOS 
4.5W., 4.7"x1 0" 

25133/40Mhz,80386DX 
CPU, 2$, 1 P, FklllPY & 
IDE lnterfaces,32MB 
On-Board Memory, 
1281< Write Back 
Cache Memory, 641< 
User Eprom Space. 

20l25l33i50Mhz, 
CPU, 2S, 1 P, f1oilov & 
IDE lnllrflcls,48MB 
On-BoardUamnrv, 
optional s'Wibl 
Back C8che Memory, 
64K User Epom 
Space. 

TM E Toronto MlcroElectronlcs Inc. 
1848 Bonhil Rd., I 1, Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1C4, Canada 
Tel: (416) 564-4833 • Fax: (416) 564-4768 



We put SoftBench on Sun. 
So you can put your CASE 
on autopilot. 
SoftBench automates all those 
tedious, repetitive tasks in the 
software development process. 
This gives your developers 
more time to think and speeds 
up the project life cycle, while 
reducing errors 
and rework. 
And now it 
runs on 

Sun SPARCstations, as well as 
HP and Apollo workstations. 
A tool integration platform, 
with its own set of tools, Soft
Bench provides distributed 
computing services, tool com
munication, and a common user 
interface that's easy to learn 
and use. Add Encapsulator, and 
you can integrate your favorite 
CASE tools. Now and in the 
future. Without even having to 
change source code. 

SoftBench will make your soft
ware development process far 
more efficient, cost-effective 
and accurate than ever before. 
It will protect your present and 
future hardware and software 
investments, too. 
Call 1-800-637-7740, Ext. 
2195 for complete product 
information. And get the best 
CASE environment under 
the Sun. 

F//QW HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 
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TOGETHER, MATSUSHITA AND LSI LOGIC GAVE THE NEW 
PANASONIC PALMCORDER A CLEAR ADVANTAGE: FUUY LOGIC. 

The market: volatile and changing fast. The 
products: getting smaller. And doing more. The 
competition: tough. The potential: significant world
wide sales gains from volume production of a 
superior camcorder. 

No wonder Matsushita designers chose to 
work with LSI Logic to help create the cell-based 
ASIC chips for the new Panasonic Palmcorder.'" 

Our unique expertise in ASIC design tools 
and technology not only helped Matsushita make 
the new Palmcorders dramatically smaller, but 
helped add remarkable new capabilities as well. 

Indu=:· anewimage~system 
based on fuzzy · . 

And was 
~--of~to 

duction, Matsushita and LSI Logic created each 
of the two key ASIC Palmcorder chips in less 
than 5 months. 

We can do the same for you. LSI Logic 
offers the design tools, engineering expertise, and 
worldwide manufacturing capability to help bring 
your new and improved electronic products to 
market on time. 

And in volume. 
Call us at 1-800-451-2742 orwrile to JS 

1551 McCarthy Blvd., MS 



_:...:...:, _ _,,,~N~ew=:-AP;-;;-;Labs VMEstation c.i: 
F ttl/y integrate systems fa seamless real-time development ... 

> SP ARCengine or 68000 series architecture L b 
> SuoOS and VxWorks with AP Labs' Asynchronous I/O 8 5 
> RDBXworks™: C source-level SPARC debugger 6215 Ferris Sq1um 
> F111lyi11te•ratedVME and SBus I/O real-time device driver support Sait Diego. CA 92121 

0 (619)546-8626 
> Darn Acquisition; Communications; Signal Processing Fax:(619) 546-0278 

SPARC, SPARCengme. SunOS and SBus are trademarkS of Sun Mrcrosystems. lne. VxWorkS rs a trademark of Wind River Systems. 68000 rs a trademarl< of Motorola, Inc. 
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Radstone Technology Corporation 
20 Craig Road, Montvale, NJ 07645-1737 
Call Toll-Free: (800) 368-2738 
Eastern Region : (201) 391-2700 
Centra l Region: (708) 304-0202 
Western Region : (408) 727-4795 
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A muhiple systems-within-a-system architecture forming 
tightly coupled sub-systems capable of independent and 
parallel operation. ' 

The VME Sub-system Bus give~ you ... 
• A proven system solution that'~ multi-vendor sourced and industry 

accepted. 
• Highly flexible multiple bus capability today. 
• Multiple systems within a system. 
• Wide range of products: CPUs, 1/0 and memory. 
• Freeflow+ architecture that eliminates system bottlenecks. 
• Increased system efficiency: VSB for data/ VME for message passing. 

If you're looking for a way to get next generation bus architecture per
formance right now, look at VSB. Radstone will support your efforts with 
the world 's most complete line of VME/VSB processor, 1/0 and memory 
boards and the world's only line of Freeflow+ architecture boards. Call 
us to take advantage of the ancient wisdom of VSB ... now. 

BUSCON/91-EASr 
R 

See us at Booth #1017 
TEC H O L OGY 



Does he know 

something about 

IKOS File: Case No.101 

The Accelerated VHDL Solution 
I got a tip that a major military contractor had to simulate a 

system defined in VHDL at the behavioral level. The problem 
was, they had to process a minute of real time data through the 
design to verify it. Using a SPARC 2 with e.nough memory for a 
herd of elephants, it still would have taken months. But these 
guys simulated that minute of real time data on the entire 
design in a few hours. How? Turns out they were a beta site 
for the new IKOS VHDL Accelerator. The brass was impressed. 

Check out the details. And if they ask you where you heard 
about IKOS, just say, "A little bird told me." 

I
~os(!) For a free copy of the complete technical case file, 

l~ Call: 1.800.952.6300 ext K11. IKOS Systems, Inc., 

S Y S T E M S 145 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 



Wayne 
G utsch ick on: 
Programmable 
logic 

Programmable logic is well on its way to replacing 
standard LS logic. Programmable logic had its 
beginning when a design team led by John 

Birkner (then of Monolithic Memories) developed the 
first PAL in 1976. It has since advanced from limited 
use as specialty devices to wider use in digital design. 

Asprogrammable logic's use increased, so have 
the capabilities of the design software supporting 
it. Programmable logic design software tools have 
evolved from early programmable logic device com
pilers to today's sophisticated design synthesis soft
ware that's fully integrated into CAE design 
environments. These design tools will continue to 
grow more powerful and will begin to incorporate 
industry standards such as VHDL. 

Users of programmable logic have also progressed. 
Early adopters wrestled with the technical challenges 
of limited silicon capabilities and the rudiments of 
programming devices via fusemaps. Designers of today's 
more complex hardware face complex technical and 
strategic challenges in responding to changing customer 
needs while reducing time-to-market for their products. 

I Programmable logic today 
While some programmable logic manufacturers have 
used different names and terminology to position 
their respective products, all of today's technologies 
can be placed into one of the three general categories: 
programmable logic devices (PLDs), programmable 
multilevel devices (PMDs) and field-programmable 
gate arrays (FPG As). The chart titled "Re la ti ve merits 
of digital logic solutions" indicates the relative 
strengths of these technologies.Note that design time 
is best with LS, PLDs, and PMDs, while full custom 
and standard cell technologies shine in the category 
of complexity and added features. Also note thatPLDs 
consume more power than the other technologies. 

The percentage of gates used in programmable 
devices is a function of the application, the efficiency 
of the design, and the quality of the design software 
used. Using LS, most gates will be utilized because 
LS devices were developed for specific applications. 
Because PLDs are general purpose in nature, it's 
extremely rare to find all the gates of a particular PLD 

used. If cost is not a consideration, the best combina
tion of both speed and usable gates is found in gate 
array and standard cell technologies. 

According to Andy Rappaport, president of Tech
nology Research Group, the programmable logic seg
ment of the digital logic market is the fastest growing 
segment. This segment is projected to grow from 764 
million dollars in 1990 to 1. 765 billion dollars in 1995, 
representing an average compounded growth rate of 
18.2 percent. 

The PLD segment of the market is driven by speed. 
These devices are now available with delay times of 5 
ns. Devices with 3.5-ns speeds will be available in the 
near future. The combination of increasing speeds and 
higher densities is responsible for the erosion of the 
standard LS market. Wayne Spence, vice-president of 
worldwide design support for Texas Instruments' semi
conductor group, supports this idea. "We will continue 
to see programmable logic devices replacing TTL logic 
devices. More and more, the basic building blocks of 
digital design will be programmable devices." 

At the other end of the programmable logic spec
trum, FPGAs continue to make inroads into what was 
considered the low-end gate array market. FPGAs are 
still in their infancy. As Wes Patterson, executive 
vice-president and chief operating officer of Xilinx, 
points out, as we continue to learn more about the 
architectures and processing of these devices, their 
performance will improve at a compounded rate of 
50 percent. 

The PMD segment, such as Altera's Max, and 
AMD's Mach families , addresses the middle ground 
between PLDs and FPGAs. PMDs, which are also in 
their infancy, offer the designer an effective tradeoff 
between speed and density. ''PMDs will extend beyond 
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what used to be considered complex PLDs, and will 
start competing with FPGAs," says Andy Robin, direc
tor of marketing, programmable logic, AMD. 

What's driving the growth of programmable logic? 
There are a number of factors : increasing pressure on 
manufacturers to deliver products to market in 
shorter periods of time; their desire to pack more 
functionality into a given space; and the insistence of 
manufacturers to protect the proprietary nature of 
their products. There are 4.5 PLDs on the average 
digital PCB. This number will continue to grow as 
more digital design engineers take advantage of pro
grammable logic technology. 

Early devices were easy to understand and with its 
low density, designers could easily mark on a fusemap 

Graphics was the first CAE vendor to fully integrate 
PLD synthesis technology into a total design environ
ment. Since then, many other leading CAE companies 
have integrated programmable logic synthesis tech
nology into their design environments. 

Compiler software and synthesis technology address 
different needs of the digital hardware designer. En
gineers use compiler software to describe a design that 
will fit into a single device. When a design does require 
multiple devices for its implementation, and compiler 
software is used, these designs are approached as a 
single device application. These device-specific tools 
require designers to have intimate knowledge of the 
particular device that the design will fit into. Designers 
often will focus on only a small number of architectures. 

RELATIVE MERITS OF DIGITAL LOGIC SOLUTIONS 

Because com
pilers are device 
specific, designs 
too large to fit into 
a single device 
must be manually 
or interactively 
partitioned across 
multiple devices. 
Similarly, test 
vectors used for 
simulation also 
need to be parti
tioned manually 
or interactively. 
Partitioning is a 
difficult and time
consuming 
manual process. In 
some cases, not all 
of the functionality 
of the device 
selected is directly 
supported by the 
compiler. 

Standard PLDs PMDs FPGAs 
Logic (LS) 

Average Unit Price 
1 3 5 at high volume 

Average Unit Price 
1 4 6 at Low Volume 

Design Entry Costs 
1 2 (CAD System) 

Non-Recurring 
N/A N/A N/A Engineering Costs 

Space Consumption 10 6 5 

Design Time 1 1 1 

Complexity and 
8 6 Added Features 

Redesign Flexiblity 2 2 1 

Test Program Devel. 1 2 

Speed (gate) 1-5 1 6 

which fuses were to be blown. As density increased, 
it became more cumbersome for engineers to deal at 
the fusemap level. Recognizing this problem, MMI 
developed the first software tool to aid PLD design 
engineers , and introduced Palasm in 1978. Palasm 
allowed engineers to describe their design in terms of 
Boolean equations. It also provided some basic logic 
equation-reduction algorithms. The introduction of 
Palasm was a significant milestone, allowing digital 
hardware designers to take advantage of PCs. 

I Programmable logic software 
Following Palasm, as new PLD IC manufacturers 
entered the market , they introduced their own 
proprietary compiler software for equation entry and 
logic equation reduction. By 1984, the first third
party tools, Data I/O's Abel and Assist Technologies' 
Cupl had been introduced. The advantage of these 
early compilers was that they supported devices from 
several IC manufacturers. 

In 1988, Mine introduced the first synthesis tool 
which targeted programmable technology. Synthesis 
technology lets engineers describe larger and more 
complex designs. It frees them from learning all the 
intricacies of a device's architecture. In 1989, Mentor 
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4 

5 

4 

N/A 

4 

2 

4 

2 

3 

5 

Gate Standard Full 
Arrays Cells Custom 

2 2 3 

9 10 20 

5 6 20 

9 10 20 

2 1 1 

5 6 20 

2 1 1 

9 10 200 

6 8 20 

4 3 3 

Today, compi 
lers such as Data I/O's Abel can handle designs up to 
1,000 gates. It's an excellent choice for PLD designs 
requiring a single device implementation. When 
PMDs or FPGAs are the targeted technologies , how
ever, designers must divide the design into a series of 
modules with gate counts less than 1,000. "Abel works 
best as a module generator,'' says David Kohlmeier, 
engineering manager of Data I/O's design software 
business unit, in a recently published article. But, the 
design must still be manually or interactively parti
tioned into modules. Also, since compilers function 
well up to 1,000 gates, it isn't possible to simulate the 
entire design when this limit is exceeded. One advan
tage of compiler software is that it's relatively inex
pensive. Prices for compiler software running in a 
DOS environment range from $500 to $3,000. 

Synthesis technology addresses the needs of de
signers who want to functionally simulate an entire 
design prior to fitting or routing. Larger, more com
plex designs can be described in a single source file. 
The entire design can then be simulated prior to tech
nology or device selection. Once the designer is satisfied 
with the simulation results, synthesis tools will auto
matically target various technologies and architectures. 
If the design is too large to fit into a single device, the 



tool automatically partitions the design and its test 
vectors across a multiple-device implementation. 

With most of these tools, the user can also input 
design constraints and criteria. The tool will consider 
this information and automatically select from its 
device library the device(s) that will fit the design and 
meet the design criteria. These tools also provide 
flexibility for manual intervention into device par
titioning and the device-fitting process, which allows 
"tweaking" the design, should that be desired. Another 
attribute of synthesis tools is that they generate a 
number of solutions for the designer to evaluate. Price 
is the major disadvantage of these tools , they cost 
from $2,000 in the DOS environment to over $10,000 
running in networked Unix environments. 

Synthesis technology has been fully integrated into 
the design environments of the leading CAE vendors. 
Programmable logic parts of a board can be designed 
with the same design methodology used for designing 
the remainder of the board, including ASICs. Also, the 
entire board can be simulated, including ASICs and 
other circuitry present on the board. 

Software tools can be classified by the types of 
technologies t hey support. Most compiler suppliers 
rely on the IC manufacturer to provide fitters for the 
support of PMDs and FPGAs. But, since compilers 
handle designs of up to 1,000 gates, FPGA vendors 
have had to develop their own tools or work with 
third-party synthesis companies. "The importance of 
software grows in proportion to the sophistication of 
our devices," observes John East, president of Actel. 
To support these larger devices , FPGA vendors have 
had to rely on schematic capture as their primary 
input method. The drawback of schematic entry is 
that it's a structural approach, which is effective for 
designing "glue" logic, but is less effective for describ
ing behavioral designs such as state machines. "Inte
grating VHDL with synthesis tools makes it possible 
for digital designers to use the industry-standard 
language for high-level behavioral design," says Erich 
Marschner, president of CLSI. 

I Programmable logic users 
New FPGA synthesis tools allow the ASIC designer 
to design using the ASIC library of choice. Once the 
design has been completed and synthesized through 
the ASIC tools, the output of the ASIC tool is fed into 
the FPGA synthesis tool. This tool then optimizes the 
design and places the low-speed portion of the design 
into FPGAs, while allowing the high-speed or critical 
nets to be placed into high-speed PLDs. Using this 
approach, the designer makes all the design tradeoffs 
in favor of the production silicon-the ASIC-rather 
than in favor of the prototype silicon-the FPGA. 

There's a fundamental change occurring among 
device users. When programmable logic devices were 
considered specialty devices, they were designed as 
an adjunct to the board design. This process involved: 
the programming of a device; plugging the device into 
a breadboard; debugging the device using traditional 
instrumentation; modifying the design; reprogram
ming the device; placing the device back into the 
breadboard, debugging, and repeating this process 
until the correct functionality was achieved. Today, 
designers depend more on simulation and less on bread
boarding for debug. "The days of building multi-

breadboards and prototypes are numbered. This expen
sive and time-consuming process will be replaced with 
board-level simulation which includes programmable 
logic devices," claims Lutz Henckels, president ofNorth 
American Operations, Racal-Redac. 

To address what users want, programmable logic 
synthesis technology is becoming more important in 
the overall design process. The technology is moving 
from point tools to fully-integrated design solutions. 
"PLD and FPGA synthesis tools are beginning to play 
a more important role as design engineers look to 
concurrent engineering to help reduce time-to-market 
and improve their productivity. The programmable 
and reprogrammable nature of these devices will lead 
to interesting applications as concurrent engineering 
continues to evolve," says Gerry Langeler, president 
of the systems group, Mentor Graphics. 

I Programmable logic- the future 
As manufacturers of electronic equipment continue to 
face cost and time-to-market pressures, the attraction 
of PLDs will increase. A number of factors will in
fluence the future. Among these factors are increased 
silicon performance, in terms of speed and density, 
as well as device pricing. We have already witnessed 
substantial price reductions. As use increases, prices 
will decline. Additional device flexibility, allowing a 
device to be used in a number of different applications, 
will also impact pricing. 

Software development tools will play a critical role 
as devices become more complex. The challenge is to 
continue providing tools that are flexible, powerful 
and easy to use. These tools will also have to conform 
to various industry standards. 

For silicon, look for densities greater than 60,000 
usable gates, and speeds approaching 1 ns with in
creased versatility. Standard LS functions will be 
incorporated into PLDs. In the mid 1990s, we'll see 
the integration of processors and PLDs on the same 
substrate. We'll also see digital signal processors and 
PLDs combined to offer new capabilities. 

For software, we'll see third-party tool vendors and 
IC manufacturers working closely together. The first 
step in this direction occurred at this year's DAC 
where leading vendors and users embraced VHDL as 
the standard language for programmable logic design. 
And as programmable logic technology improves, and 
the market for programmable devices grows, VHDL will 
become the medium of choice for "programming" logic. 

Advances in automatic partitioning, presently 
available for PLDs, will be extended to include PMDs 
and FPGAs. Finally, programmable logic synthesis 
technology will be further integrated into CAE design 
environments. PLDs have progressed from being 
considered specialty devices to the threshold of 
becoming the basic building blocks for digital de
sign. Companies presently using PLDs will increase 
their usage . Companies who are not currently using 
PLDs must get on board to stay competitive. 

Wayne Gutschick is president of Mine (Colorado 
Springs, CO). 
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The Elegance Inside The HP LaserJet IIISi™ Printer: 
The 29K™ RISC Microprocessor Family. 

HP's customers were on the prowl. 
And Hewlett-Packard knew exactly 

what they were hunting for-a faster. 
PCL5 and PostScriptecompatible. 
affordable desktop laser printer. 

So they built the HP LaserJet lllSi printer. And 
naturally they built it around the most versatile. 
high performance embedded RISC processor ever: 

The 29K™ 32-bit microprocessor from AMO. 
Only the 29K Family gives you the widest 

range of performance - thanks to its innovative 
register file and high-velocity memory interface. 
That's how HP achieves its blistering 17 page-per
minute throughput even with complex PCL5 and 
Postscript documents. 

Only the 29K Family keeps your system costs 



low. while keeping performance high. Features 
like AMD's unique on-chip caches and burst 
mode give you maximum performance from less 
expensive memory 

Only the 29K Family helps bring your product 
to market so fast. You'll breeze through develop
ment with AM D's own tools. or the hardware and 
software tools provided by over 50 Fusion29KSM 
Partners. And the 29K Family continues to grow, 
with new members offering even higher perform
ance and integration. 

mers. 

So make sure your customers are happy 
puppies. and start designing with the 29K Family 
from AMO. Call 1 ~ 800~292~9263 Ext. 3 for 
more information. 

l1 
Advanced Micro Devices 

90 1 Thompson Place. PO. Box 3453. Sunnyvale.CA 94088. < 1991 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 
29K is a trademark and Fusion29K is a servicemark of Advanced Micro Devices. 

LaserJet lllSi is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard Co. PostScript is a registered trademark of 
Adobe Systems. Inc.All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks 

of their respective holders. 
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The co etition 
• 
~ ........ us ruthless . 

Youcan us 
at 1-800-234-

It's enough to make other VME board to pay for somebody else's board. And it's 
builders call us names. Or call it quits. A just $200/MIPS for the CISC board. 
new 23 MIPS VME single board computer The MVME187 (RISC) and MVME167 
based on the 88100 RISC microprocessor. ( CISC) boards employ VME D64 architec-
Or a new 20 MIPS VME board based on ture. And both come with four 32~,I. ~ 
the 68040 CISC microprocessor. bit timers. fL~~ 

Both are built by Motorola and For a free color brochure, •1JJl'ww 
offered at $3,995 each. That's just $174/MIPS call the 800 number above. And '~ 
for the RISC board, which compares nicely see why the competition undoubtedly 
with the $1,000/MIPS you've been asked wishes we'd call the whole thing off. 

®MOTOROLA 
Computer Group 

Motorola and tile ® are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. ©1991 Motorola. All rights reseroed. 
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Putting the magic 
in multimedia 

I I I 

W 
hen any technology be
comes sufficiently com
plex, it's tempting to regard 
it as "magic." When magic 

is too simple a term, then "multimedia" 
is often used in its place. Dave Nelson, 
cofounder of Apollo Computer and now 
chairman of Fluent Machines (Framin
gham, MA), doesn't use the word at all. 
But that's not because his new product 
doesn't fit the multimedia mold. Indeed, 
it may fit the mold better than the rest. 

Multimedia is an "umbrella" 
term. Unlike the terms "graphics" 
or "local area networking," that 
convey some kind of software and 
hardware solution to a computer 
problem, "multimedia" systems 
embrace many technologies, in
cluding video and audio capture, 
compression, and LAN. Software 
and/or hardware must be part of a 
multimedia offering. If one is 
omitted, then the system isn't 
complete. 

bandwidth of that network might be. 
That implies measuring the network's 
bandwidth and dynamically altering the 
compression ratio of the data to fit the 
bandwidth available. 

Any multimedia scheme such as this, 
of course, is quite useless unless soft
ware developers can take advantage of 
the underlying software and/or hard
ware provided to them. For Nelson that 
meant Fluent had to provide its own 
application programming interface (API) 

Nelson says, however, that it's the 
company's multimedia software architec
ture, rather than the specifics of the 
hardware itself, that sets it aside from 

others in the multimedia pack. 
"Fluent is not a hardware com
pany, even though we have built 
some hardware," he says. Aside 
from capturing the video and 
audio data, the hardware is 
simply used to accelerate the 
processing and display process . 
"There's no reason, that given 
faster workstations, the whole pro
cessing function shouldn't be car
ried out by the host," Nelson says. 

I Fluentstreams is key Dave Nelson's Fluent Machines 
has a complete multimedia solu
tion, even though he will not say 
so. He's been busy working on it 
since he founded his new com
pany in 1989. Fluent Machines 
already has over 35 people 
working for it, and the com
pany's mu ltimedia architecture 
solution, called Fluency, recently 
left the starting gate. Fluent Machines' Dave Nelson has crafted a multimedia 

architecture, dubbed Fluency, that will allow both audio 
I Full-motion video networks and video to be shared among networked machines. 

Fluentstreams is Fluency's 
software architecture. Nelson's en
gineering team developed real
time operating system software, 
data structures and control logic to 
manage synchronization, schedul
ing, storage and display of multi
ple video and audio data streams, 
in addition to the task of executing 
algorithms for video and audio 
compression and decompression. 
Nelson estimates that Fluent
streams comprises over 20,000 Fluent's focus lets developers in

tegrate full-motion digital video 
and synchronized audio into computer 
systems. But Fluent doesn't stop there. 
What differentiates Fluent from the rest 
of the pack is an architecture that 
promises to allow both audio and video 
data to be served up over a network of 
machines. That means that Fluency can't 
stop at just acquiring video and audio 
data by hooking a microphone and video 
camera up to a PC. The data must be 
processed, compressed and the results 
stored to disk and retrieved. In some 
applications the data must be transmitted 
over a network. Fluent plans to let both 
audio and video be transmitted over a 
network no matter what the available 

that would accommodate developers 
wishing to integrate video and audio 
capture, playback and editing into their 
Windows 3.0 PC-based applications. 
The API consists of a group of functions 
that can be used to perform different 
operations on the data. 

Acquiring, displaying, compressing 
and transmitting audio and video data 
today means building some hardware. 
Fluent Machines has already un
wrapped an i960CA RISC-based two
board AT-compatible set for capturing, 
digitizing, compressing, storing, and 
playing digital audio and video on PC
based machines. 

lines of C code . When a PC is 
configured to run with the AT board set, 
Fluentstreams software is partitioned 
between the host and the board set. 
The board set runs a custom operating 
system, compression and decompres
sion algorithms as well as analog-to
digital conversion code. The call-based 
API resides on the host. 

At the center of Fluentstreams is a 
language-based encoding system 
called Smartstreams. Nelson hopes 
Smartstreams encoding methodology 
will become a standard for audio- and 
video-data representation such as Post
script became the standard for data 
representation in laser printing . 
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Move into the right 32-bit 
architecture and you'll be comfortable 

there for a long, long time. 

Since nobody really relishes the thought 
of moving, you want to find an architec

ture you can stay with. And with the most 
complete line of 32-bit embedded processors, the 

Intel i960'" family is the perfect place to call home. 
It's not only the most complete line, it's also 

the most complete solution. For starters, you get 

compatibility across the entire i960 line. So 
whatever direction you want to move 

within the family, the move is easy. 

i960 is a trademark of the Imel Corporation. © 199 1 lncel Corporation. All righ cs reserved. 

And with a price/performance path from under 

$20 all the way up to 100 MIPS, you'll have plenty 

of room to grow. 
Obviously, a complete solution 

would be incomplete without a 

comprehensive set of development 
tools and suppott. Which is why we 

put together the Solutions960 Collection. Over 
100 hardware and software products from 
debuggers to printer controller boards to help 



you get started, to develop and to get 

your products to market quickly. 

And when you move into the 

i960 line, you'll be among some 

impressive neighbors. People like Dell, Seiko 

Instruments and Hewlett-Packard whdve 

found the i960 processors are perfect 
for today's more demanding appli

cations-everything from laser 

printers to communication products. 

So when you're ready to settle into the 

most complete line of 32-bit architecture, call 

800-548-4725 and ask for the 960 Welcome Guide 
for a more in-depth view of the i960 line. 

Then sit back, relax and enjoy some very 

interesting reading. 

infel. 
The Computer Inside."" 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Portable systems get boost 
from power management 

This $4,000 board is the primary component in the Intel 386SL Microprocessor Super
set Evaluation Kit. With i t, designers can experiment with the modes and functions 
of the 386SL. The board provides a separate connector for the peripheral interface 
bus, switches for disabling the SRAM cache memory and multiple power-monitoring 
locations. 

Dave Wilson, Senior Editor 

Power and battery management 
are critical in the design oflow
power equipment such as lap

top computers. Power-management 
techniques can be applied to all the 
components in a system-from 
LCDs and disk drives to active ICs. 
They can be controlled by methods 
such as reducing the clock rates on 
ICs or controlling a power-down 
mode for peripherals based on the 
system's need for their services. Bat
tery management, however, is in
tended to monitor and maximize the 
power available from a system's bat
teries, rather than minimize the 
system's power consumption. Both 
issues may involve hardware and 
firmware or BIOS design. But since 
no "industry standard" methodology 
exists to perform either function , it's 
left in the designer's hands. 

Battery management is a differ-
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ent beast than power management, 
according to John Landau, vice
president of marketing at Bench
marq Microelectronics (Carrollton, 
TX). In his view, rechargeable sys
tems must include three key fea
tures. First, the system electronics 
must let the user accurately know 
how much energy remains in the 
system. Second, the system must 
support fast battery charging. And 
third, the battery capacity should 
be kept as high as possible for as 
long as possible. To support his ar
gument, Benchmarq recently in
troduced the bq2001 chip specifi
cally for battery management in 
notebook computers. But the com
pany isn't the only one that has 
identified the need for battery 
management, nor does the bq2001 
represent the only approach. 

BIOS companies like Phoenix 

Technologies (Norwood, MA) have 
also recognized the need to solve 
battery- and power-management is
sues. Phoenixmiser, Phoenix's soft
ware package, for example, controls 
the power use of the system as a whole 
by dynamically changing power-con
sumption modes based on specified 
system-inactivity times. It also pro
vides power control of individual com
ponents through inactivity timers 
and/or simple enable/disable settings. 
Phoenixmiser resides in the system 
ROM in the ROM BIOS address 
space. Designers can use the power
management software in conjunc
tion with a battery-management 
software package called Battery 
Watch. This software estimates 
power levels in hours and minutes 
and warns the user when the 
power is running low. It can also 
allow NiCADs to be deep discharged, 
allowing them renew their charge to 
maximum capacity. Phoenix OEMs 
the software custom-configured for 
particular hardware parameters of a 
manufacturer's system. 

I Finding the right approach 
Designers have several options 
when it comes to installing low-level 
power- and battery-management 
software in their system. It might be 
installed as a system BIOS routine, 
as Phoenix has chosen to do. And, in 
designs based around the Intel two
chip "low-power" 386SL processor, it 
could be a system management 
mode software routine. The ex
tended address space of the 386SL 
processor can be used to ensure 
that power-management software 
routines don't conflict with any of 
other BIOS routines. In fact , one 
of the biggest challenges facing 
laptop designers is where to place 
the power-management software 
routines to interfere the least with 
other software. Putting them in at 
the BIOS level is generally sound, at 
least for DOS applications, according 
to Benchmarq's Landau. "But if Unix 
or OS/2 are used, where the BIOS is 
bypassed, then battery-management 
and/or power-management options 
may be limited," he says. 

Three commonly used methods 
exist for avoiding such conflicts. 
First, the software can be installed 
within a keyboard decoder micro
controller, such as an 80C51, which 
can run double duty as a power
managemen t/ba ttery-managemen t 



When it comes to real-time system 
software, M icroware Systems Corpora
tion leads the way. ow, we offer two 
books that provide you with complete 
real -t ime solutions - the OS-9 and 
OS-9000 Car.alogs. 

M icroware offers the broadest range of 
real-time solutions in the industry. Data 
sheets and flyers just weren't enough to 
tell our story, so we wrote these books to 
tell you about our real-time operating sys
tems. These catalogs are chock-full of 
more than 330 pages of useful information 
abou t our operating systems including 
networking, graphics, language compilers 
and productivity tools. 

OS-9 is the world's leading real-time 
operat ing system for 680XO-based sys
tems. OS-9 has been designed into thou
sands of embedded applications from 
industri a l automa tio n to con sume r 
electronics. 

OS-9000 is a portable real-time oper
ating system written in C for advanced 
C ISC and RISC processors. The ability 
to port OS-9000 to various hardware plat
forms "future-proofs" your real -time soft
ware investment through the 1990s. 

Put the world 's real-time leader to 
work for you today. 

For Your Free Catalogs, Call 

1-800-475-9000 
In California, call ( 408) 980-0201 

MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

1900 N. W. I 14th Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50322 
Phone: (5 15) 224-1929 • Fax: (5 15) 22 4-1352 

M1croware 1s a registered trademark of M1c roware Systems 

Cc..:pora11on. OS·9 and OS-9000 are trademarks of M1crOY1are 

Systems Corpora11on All other brand or product names are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders 

MORE CHOICES •MORE OPTIONS • TOTAL SUPPORT 
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microcontroller. Second, a dedicated 
off-t h e-shelf device, such as the 
Benchmarq bq2001 energy-manage
ment controller may be used. Third, 
some newer chip sets, such as Oak 
Technology (Sunnyvale, CA) three
chip OakNote, offeroperating-system
independent power-management 
sch emes implemented by using ac
tivity monitors that track system 
activities such as keyboard activity. 
Since the monitors operate inde
pendently of the BIOS, the chips can 
enter power saving modes without 
calling on the system firmware. 

I Unix needs power management 
The 386 and 486 notebooks will be 
used to r un Unix, not just DOS, says 
Al Safarkis, vice-president of new 
products at Ogivar Technologies 
(Quebec, Canada), a designer of lap
tops and notebooks. In the company's 
Interport 386SX, 386DX and 486 
products, Ogivar makes use of the 
unused idle cycles of an Intel 8042 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

keyboard controller to handle 
power-management and battery
management functions. "When you 
use 386 and 486 processors, the user 
wants to run Unix, and you must 

Battery management 
isn't easy, or that 

accurate, whatever 
approach is taken. 

I I I 

have hardware power management. 
You cannot depend on the BIOS or 
any other firmware that you might 
have in the system," says Safarkis. 
"That's why we've used the 8042. It 
performs screen power down, 
brings DRAM refresh to a mini
m um, hard disk power-down and 
monitors the battery off-line," he 

adds. In the design of the Dell laptop, 
Mike O'Dell, vice-president of sys
tems development at Dell Computer 
(Austin, TX) also chose to use a 
microcontroller to handle the power 
functions-in his case the Cops 
microcontroller from National 
Semiconductor. 

I Solving battery problems 
Battery management isn't easy, or 
that accurate, whatever approach 
is taken. David Bell, CEO of Bell 
Associates, a Los Altos , CA design 
firm says that you can estimate the 
charge in lead acid batteries 
reasonably well by measuring the 
voltage across the battery. Unfor
tunately, portables use Ni Cads. And 
with a NiCad, the discharge voltage 
curve over time is reasonably flat. So 
regardless of its state of charge, a 
Ni Cad delivers a very constant volt
age. "Its simply impossible to obtain 
much information by looking at the 
voltage," he says. "In fact," he con-

Every connecting product for every kind 
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tinues, "there's no really reliable 
method to tell what the state of 
charge of a Ni Cad battery is at any 
given time," he says. 

Nevertheless, Bell likes the Bench
marq approach and may use it in 
future designs. "If you know the 
battery is fully charged, then you can 
keep a record of how much charge 
there is in the battery at any given 
time by measuring the charge that's 
being used and any recharging that 
occurs while the notebook is in use," 
he says. That information can be 
stored in nonvolatile RAM in the 
Benchmarq 2001 chip. "That's really 
the best mechanism for estimating 
the charge within a NiCAD," he adds. 

battery," Bell says. But, he adds, 
there's really no accurate way to 
measure the self-disch arge within 
a battery cell . "Since leakage oc
curs within the battery, the best 
you can do is to estimate what the 
self-discharge might be based on 
the characteristics of the battery." 

And OEMs must pay a premium for 
them over NiCads. Nevertheless, 
Ogivar, for one, already offers NiMHs 
with its machines. Bu t like their 
NiCad counterparts, they will still 
need to be managed to get the most 
out of them. 

• 
I Better batteries on the way 
As far as battery technology is con
cerned, designers are stuck with 
what vendors have to offer. Today, 
that means rechargeable NiCad 
batteries. But newer batteries 
based on NiMH (nickel -metal
hydride) are on their way from com
panies like Gates Energy Products 
(Gainesville, FL). Sporting 30 per
cent better energy density and a 20 
to 40 percent longer life than high
capacity NiCads, they are also bet
ter for the environment. Even so, at 
present, NiMH batteries cannot sus
tain the high charge rates available 
with NiCads, according to Gates. 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

The 2001 chip can also be used to 
calculate self-discharge. "If t h e 
battery has not been used, you 
might estimate that a certain 
ch arge has leaked off th rough self
discharge. Having the date of last 
discharge is important for estimat
ing the state of charge of the 
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New multimedia chip sets 
aimed at niche applications 

Rapid Technology's "Visionary" PC AT real-time JPEG compression board uses LSI 
Logic's new JPEG chip set. The board can achieve CC/R-601 resolution at video speeds. 

Dave Wilson, Senior Editor 

W hile it may seem obvious 
that "multimedia" systems 
must acquire, process, store 

and retrieve video and audio data, 
industry standards associated with 
potential application environments 
are so diverse that no one "multi
media" chip set stands to win sockets 
in all applications. Even though 
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts 
Group) and MPEG (Motion Picture 
Experts Group) are the new multi
media compression/decompression 
"standards," in some applications, 
JPEG- or MPEG-compliance is not 
required. Noncompatible compres
sion schemes, in these cases, may 
present more cost-effective solutions. 
Understanding the application re
quirements is essential for designers 
of multimedia chip sets. And recent 
announcements from Philips/Signetics 
(Sunnyvale, CA), LSI Logic (Mil
pitas, CA) and Zoran (Santa Clara, 
CA) testify to the fact that IC houses 
intend to produce chip sets tailored 
to the needs of specific slices of the 
multimedia marketplace. 

I Designers' approaches 
With the introduction of the 
Philips/Signetics digital video en
coder, personal computer designers 
can now build products that let users 
output digital video to television 
monitors or to videotape recorders 
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for storage. LSI Logic's chip set is 
largely a feature-processing solution, 
aimed at applications where users 
need to compress and decompress 
video data to and from storage-devices 
in real-time. For its part, Zoran has 
taken the approach oflinking up with 
Fuji Film to define a compression solu
tion that appears to be cost effective 
for the designer of digital still
photography equipment. 

The new Signetics chip fits with the 
companies Diva (Digital Video Archi
tecture) and complements two other 
devices in the Diva family-the 
SAA7191 video decoder and the 
SAA 7192 color space converter. The 
SAA 7191 accepts digitized composite 
video and converts the signal into 
brightness, color and timing data. The 
SAA7192 converts the SAA7191 out
put into primary RGB video. 

So far, those devices have seen a 
number of design wins. RasterOps 
(Santa Clara, CA), a manufacturer of 
graphics display controller boards for 
the Apple NuBus, has used the de
coder/conversion chips in the design 
of its 24XLTV board, which provides 
24-bit graphics capabilities, real-time 
digital video in a window and built-in 
QuickDraw acceleration. 

I The digital video encoder 
Introduced at Siggraph in July, the 
new Signetics SAA 7199 digital video 

encoder accepts seven different digi
tal formats, including CCIR601 and 
VGA. The encoder can generate 
analog output signals in NTSC or 
PAL formats . Furthermore, it can 
operate in three user-selectable 
modes. In the master mode , the 
SAA 7199 accepts timing from the 
graphics system. In the stand-alone 
mode, it generates graphics-timing 
signals based on a video clock. In 
genlock mode, the device locks to an 
analog video signal and generates 
all graphics-timing signals. Genlock 
mode allows graphics to be overlaid 
on any video source. 

Signetics has no feature-processing 
devices at present. As a result, the 
designer must choose another dev
ice, such as a RISC processor or dedi
cated custom device, to run feature
processing algorithms. While many 
systems based on the Signetics dev
ices have already hit the market, 
they are only the tip of the iceberg. 
More advanced products that use 
JPEG and MPEG standards are cur
rently underway. Many of these pro
ducts may still use the Signetics 
chips as the front-end for systems 
that send and receive video data to 
and from storage and networks. 

I The color space converter 
Like the Signetics SAA 7192, the LSI 
Logic L64 765 is also a color space 
converter. The device is an addition 
to LSI Logic's image-compression 
chip set that includes the L64 735 
discrete cosine transform processor 
and the L64 745 JPEG processor. 
Developed in conjunction with Rapid 
Technology (Amherst, NY) the LSI 
Logic device not only converts be
tween RGB and YlN color spaces, it 
provides the control logic to convert 
pixel data in either direction, be
tween a raster-ordered signal and a 
JPEG block-ordered signal. Rapid 
Technology's PC-based image com
pression board, dubbed Visionary, is 
the first commercial implementa
tion of the device. The board can be 
used to continuously read or write 
video Lo a disk. The board uses a 
JPEG compression scheme, and 
achieves CCIR-601 resolution at 
full-motion speeds of 30 frames/s, 
according to Steve Levine, Rapid 
Technology's president. 

Working with Fuji Photo Film 
(Tokyo, Japan), Zoran has developed 
a two-chip set that has already been 
used by Fuji in several products, 
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including digital still-video 
cameras, memory card players, and 
video graphics printers. The two
chip set comprises the ZR36020 dis
crete cosine transform processor 
and the ZR3603X quantization and 
coding chip. Tugether they imple
ment a JPEG-compliant image-com
pression system for the compression 
of a continuous-tone color image. 
The processor combination goes bey
ond the JPEG specification because 
the device can perform on-the-fly, 
real-time statistical spectrum 
analysis of a still video image, ac
cording to Zoran's president Levy 
Gerzberg. The spectral analysis is 
used to dynamically determine a 
compression ratio that can be ap
plied to the data, while retaining the 
required quality. Naturally, in appli
cations such as still-digital cameras 
that may use 8-Mbit memory cards 
to hold data, the compression ratio 
applied to the image data has a direct 
re la ti on to then umber of pictures that 
can be stored on the card itself. Zoran 

plans to develop a family of devices 
based on JPEG-compatible tech
nology. These will include JPEG
compatible and extended JPEG
compatible (JPEG-Plus) in addition 
to non-JPEG-compatible devices 
differentiated by price. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this artide, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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Hippi vendors hop on serial 
bandwagon 

FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Inter
face ), rather than just a channel or 
a point-to-point solution. There are 
some who feel that Fiberchannel will 
offer a complementary, compatible 
networking environment to Hippi. 
But Jim Toy, president of Broadband 
Communications Products (Mel
bourne, FL) is not one of them. "The 
Fiberchannel format is completely 
incompatible with the Hippi for
mat," says Toy. "To couple a Hippi 
port to a Fiberchannel channel, you 
have to store the data, deformat the 
data , then reformat the data for 
Fiberchannel before sending it down 
the link. A lot of people who are 
implementing Hippi today just need 

Dave Wilson, Senior Editor 

V endors dissatisfied with the 
price, performance or capabil
ities of their network standards 

have taken the LAN into their own 
hands. The result is that more cost
effective, high-speed networks will 
soon be sprouting from new com
puters. The Hippi (High Performance 
Parallel Interface) Serial Implemen
tors Group, which began work in 
October 1990, completed its serial 
version of the Hip pi ANSI specifica
tion in April 1991. Now that the 
specification is finished, vendors will 
be racing to bring products to market. 

Hippi-Serial, as it's called, was de
fined by a group of over 40 compa
nies. It specifies a 1.2-GHz data 
communications interface that will 
make it more cost-effective for de
signers to connect the Hippi inter
face to workstations and supercom
puter systems. The Hippi-Serial 
specification agreed upon by the 
group overcomes previous limita
tions associated with cable-based 
Hippi hardware. It describes not 
only the physical fiber, laser and 
electrical requirements, but also the 
encoding scheme to be used. 

The specification is an extension to 
the current proposed Hippi ANSI 
standard that defines a point-to-point 
communications link over 32- or 64-
twisted-pair data lines. Operating at 
a 25-MHz signaling rate, the parallel 
Hippi data rates of 800 or 1,600 
Mbits/s are supported. Hippi specifies 
channel electrical requirements, 
packet protocols and a 100-pin con
nector. Furthermore, it's limited to a 
rather short 25-m copper cable. 

The motivation behind serial 
Hippi was to enable computers to be 
connected at distances up to 10 km 
with a lightweight cable, such as 
fiber, according to Marc Friedmann, 
vice-chairman of the Hippi-Serial 
Group. Although Hippi-Serial was 
intended for fiberoptic intercon
nects, coax can be used for distances 
up to 100 m. 

Unlike the parallel Hippi stand
ard, the serial interface has nothing 
to do with ANSI standards efforts. 
Rather, it's an "agreement among 
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vendors" to ensure the interopera
bility of equipment from different 
manufacturers, according to Digital 
Equipment Corp's Marty Halvorson, 
chairman of the Hippi-Serial Group. 
The Serial Specification involves the 
multiplexing and encoding of the 
Hippi parallel data and control sig
nals into a high-speed serialization 
device on the transmiter side. On the 

Parallel-to-serial interface 
HIPPI SERIAL EXTENSION 

In the serial Hippi speci fication, da ta is multiplexed and transmitted dow n a fiber
optic cable at over 1 Gbits!s. Interface silicon from Applied Microcircuits (shown 
here) and Hewlett-Packard may soon make Hippi-Serial a cost-effective means for 
high-end workstations to communicate. 

receiver side, the reverse process of 
decoding and demultiplexing occurs. 

I Hippi as a network? 
Despite the fact that Hippi was 
originally intended as a point-to-point 
interconnect on large computers, 
certain vendors are trying to make 
it into more of a network. Network 
Solutions (Minneapolis , MN), for 
example, manufactures a range of 
Hippi crosspoint switches that have 
been installed at several supercom
puter sites. The company signed an 
agreement, last year, with Sun 
Microsystems to develop an inter
face for Sun's workstations to let 
them work with Network Systems' 
Hippi switches in supercomputing 
networks. In certain respects, then, 
serial Hippi is in competition with 
another ANSI network standard 
still under development-Fiber
channel. Another Gbit/s interface, 
Fiberchannel is intended to be more 
of a full networking approach, like 

a simple extension box that does 
nothing more than parallel-to-serial 
data conversion and vice versa. They 
don't want to go to the expense of 
reformatting and storing the data." 

In the new Hippi serial specifica
tion, a coding scheme from Hewlett
Packard, dubbed 21b/24b , was 
chosen over an encoding scheme 
called 8B/10B+ forward error correc
tion, developed by DEC. "There was 
a lot of debate over the two ap
proaches," Friedmann explains. "In 
the end, there was only a one vote 
difference, so it was very close." 
While Friedmann thinks that both 
encoding schemes are excellent, he 
says that the DEC approach re
quires an extra 300 MHz of band
width to perform the forward error 
correction. "Some people thought 
that might be more expensive, al
though the forward error correction 
should enable a lower bit-error rate 
for the Digital approach," he adds. 

To back up its encoding scheme, 
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Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto , CA) 
stated that it will develop a bipolar 
transmit and receive chip set to im
plement the Gbits/s Hippi links. But 
the chip set isn 't scheduled for 
delivery until 1992. It will perform 
serialization and deserialization 
using the HP 21b/24b encoding 
scheme. According to HP, the trans
mitter IC will include data encoding 
and multiplexing as well as a phase
locked loop (PPL) for user data re
timing and clock synchronization. 
The receiver IC will also include 

Jim Toy, president of Broadband Com
munications Products, shows the Model 
1200 Hippi extender product with the 
multiplexer/demultiplexer PCB and 
fiberoptic modules. 

clock extraction, demultiplexing and 
decoding, as well as state machine 
functions to handle link start up, 
idle and maintenance. 

I Support for Hippi-Serial 
Aside from HP, Hippi-Serial chips 
from other vendors will hit the 
streets soon too. Applied Micro
Circuits (San Diego, CA), a vendor 
that presently offers a chip set that 
implements parallel Hippi , has an
nounced its intention to support 
the new serial specification as a 
complement to its existing Hippi 
chip set . Its S2026 and S2027 
devices are currently in develop
ment. ECL compatible, and built in 
BiCMOS technology, they're 
designed to encode the Hippi con
trol s ig nals , s equence the bit 
stream and multiplex/demultiplex 
the da t a pa th from 16 to 32 bits. 
Further support for Hippi-Serial 
comes from BT & D (Wilmington, 
DE) in the shape of fiber optic trans-

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

mitters and receivers. 
Broadband Communications Pro

ducts announced a fiberoptic Hippi 
serializer in March. Its model 1200 
allows the systems integrator to ex
tend a full duplex Hippi channel to 
lengths up to 10 km. "The extension 
process includes the parallel to se
rial extension process plus the elec
trical to optical conversion and vice 
versa on the other end," says BCP's 
Toy. But because no Hippi interface 
devices were available at the time 
the product was designed, the com
pany designed its own custom ECL 
device. And since the design was 
completed before the HP encoding 
scheme was chosen, BCP doesn't use 
the 21b/24b encoding scheme. In
stead, a proprietary encoding ap
proach was chosen that uses a 
scrambler/descrambler technique. 
But the company does intend to in
corporate the HP encoder/decoder 
into its next-generation products 
next year, adds Toy. 

However effective the Gbits/s 
Hippi-Serial might prove to be, it's 

still not cheap. Two Broadband 
links, for example, cost well over 
$25,000. It's likely, therefore, that 
Hippi-Serial will stay in the 
Cray/IBM world for some time-at 
least until the silicon vendors can 
introduce more cost-effective in
terface solutions. In the high-end 
environment, however, applica
tions su ch as real-time visualiza
tion should benefit from the time 
and effort invested by the Hippi
Serial group. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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CAEICAD TOOLS 

Crosscheck testability solution 
extended with interface to ATE 

manufacturing defects such as open 
and shorted FETs; metal bridges 
and opens, and conventional stuck
at Vss and Vdd faults; CAD errors 
such as mask faults; and design er
rors in macrocell libraries. 

Barbara Tuck, Senior Editor 

A nticipating how much impact 
any new technology will have 
on the industry is always dif

ficult, especially ifthat technology is 
high-priced and perceived by the 
user as risky. But a major technologi
cal development that promises a 
front-to-back-end solution to the 
problem of testability for high-density 
ASICs is worthy of careful scrutiny. 
Later this month, CrossCheck Tech
nology (San Jose, CA) will fill in the 
missingpieceofitshardware/software 
testability solution with the introduc
tion of its workstation-based CX
Probe diagnostic software that auto
matically isolates and identifies 
functional failures in ASIC devices. 
By linking Unix-based workstations 
to automatic test equipment, CX
Probe completes the loop of 
CrossCheck's testability solution 
and reduces the debug cycle from 
weeks to days or hours, according to 
CrossCheck. Until now, the Cross
Check solution has consisted of a 
test-point matrix on the base wafer 
that functions as an on-chip grid of 
sense probes, and the CX-Test fault 
simulation and automatic test pro
gram generation (ATPG) software 
(see "High-density ASICs force focus 
on testability," Computer Design, 
April 1, p 59). 

I Convincing customers isn't easy 
Because it demands a total commit
ment from ASIC vendors, the Cross
Check testability solution has been 
hard to sell from the beginning. 
Though device performance doesn't 
suffer with the CrossCheck ap
proach, device density can drop by as 
much as 25 percent and device price 
can increase by 25 to 50 percent. 
Despite costs, the licensee list has 
consistently grown. Currently, it in
cludes Fujitsu, Harris Semiconduc
tor, LSI Logic, Oki, Raytheon, and 
Sony. Within the last six months, 
both LSI Logic and Oki have intro
duced silicon that incorporates 
CrossCheck technology. 

LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA), the first 
of CrossCheck's ASIC partners to 
make silicon samples available for 
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customers, is discovering that users 
are somewhat slow to be convinced 
of the potential ofCrossCheck-based 
silicon. LSI Logic hopes the availabil
ity of the CX-Probe failure-analysis 
software will make a more convinc
ing argument for its CrossCheck
based LFT150K gate arrays (see 
"CrossCheck testability reaches com
mercial gate array family," Computer 
Design, March 1, p 48). 

The workstation-based CX
Probe software uses the outcome of 
ATE to diagnose functional failures 
in ASIC devices incorporating the 
CrossCheck test structures. The com
bination of the workstation CX
Probe and the ATE constitute an 
automatic logic analyzer. When the 
large number of embedded sense 
probes on CrossCheck-based silicon 
are attached to that logic analyzer, 
an automatic chip-level analysis tool 
with massive cell-level observability 
results. CX-Probe isolates and iden
tifies functional failures caused by: 

CX-Probe, which has no inherent 
limitation on the size of the device it 
analyzes, requires a Sun 4, Sparcsta
tion 1 or Sparcstation 2. Memory use 
depends on the number of simulation 
and test vectors, which vary with de
sign complexity. The software oper
ates with almost any modern ATE, 
according to CrossCheck, via a 
suitable file interface. CrossCheck 
provides datalog translators for Ad
vantest 3320, Ando 8034 and 9035, 
Schlumberger Sentry 50, and Cre
dence ASIX-2 and advises that the 
ATE and workstation are connected 
by Ethernet to speed data transfer. 
CX-Probe accepts netlists and 
functional patterns in either Verilog 
or LSI Logic's Lsim format. 

I Few early customers expected 
It's expected that customers for CX
Probe will initially be limited to 
CrossCheck's ASIC partners who 
will use the diagnostic software to 
debug prototypes, analyze produc
tion test yields, debug macrocell 
libraries; and for quality and 

CX-Probe defect isolation 

DEFECTIVE 
CELL 

ACTIVATED 
SENSE LINE 

' DEFECTIVE VALUE READ 
OUT ON SENSE LINE 

For AS/Cs with Crosscheck on -chip test structures, the new ex-Probe diagnostics 
software isolates a defect by determining the p robe- and sense-line coordinates of 
the test point nearest the defect. 
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reliability assurance analysis of 
life-test , burn-in, and field failures. 
The long-term benefit of CX-Probe, 
though, lies in its being a tool that 
customers will be able to buy to 
look at system problems them
selves, according to Bill Alexander, 
LSI Logic's produc t marketing 
manager for advanced products 
and test services. "Production test 
is clearly our problem but once 
we've shipped prototypes, it's ques
tionable whether a field failure is an 
LSI Logic or a customer's problem," 
says Alexander. If customers have 
CX-Probe, Alexander suggests, they 
can debug field failures themselves 
and thus manage their complex 
designs at a system level. 

LSI Logic's sample base for 
CrossCheck-based silicon is rela
tively small, and every device that 
has reached test so far has passed, 
Alexander says. But without CX
Probe, if failures were to occur, op
tions for diagnosis and debug would 
be the same as for any other ASIC. 
Engineers would have to go back to 
the simulation environment to 
generate debug programs for getting 
down to a specific gate or transistor, 
and/or u se e-beam investigation. 
''With CX-Probe, debugging can be 
done at the tester, with no recompila
tion of test vectors," says Alexander. 
LSI Logic doesn't have CX-Probe in
house yet, but Alexander thinks it will 
be a tremendous advantage for the 
engineer to have the ability to elec
tronically probe to the transistor 
level to reach the actual point of 
fai lure. "Between oxides and so 
much metal, defects can be well hid
den in complex ASICs," he says. 

Where e-beam and/or electro-me
chanical :investigation is desired, CX
Probe can function as a front-end tool, 
supplying data to speed the inves
tigation, according to CrossCheck. 
The nondestructive nature of CX
Probe's failure analysis is clearly a 
benefit over e-beam investigation 
that destroys the package, says 
George Bouhasin, manager of Fu
jitsu's technical resource center 
(Gresham, OR). Like LSI Logic, Fu
jitsu doesn't have CX-Probe in hand 
yet. But Fujitsu hopes, according to 
Bouhasin, CX-Probe will let en
g:ineers gather data for yield im
provement on the actual silicon 
rather than on special test vehicles. 
"We're not sure what the reality is," 
he admits, "and we're concerned 
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about the turnaround time of 
gathering a reasonable number of 
data points to improve yield." 

He refers to CrossCheck tech
nology as a "canned solution that's 
easy to grab onto." The new inter
face to ATE is something that Fu
jitsu really needs because the natu
ral commingling between designers 
and test engineers that might result 
in an internally developed design
for-testability solution doesn't take 
place at Fujitsu, Bouhasin says. 
"CrossCheck's link of Unix-based 
workstations and up-front design 
for testability strategy with ATE is 
unique," he says. 

I A long road to credibility 
Because neither LSI Logic nor Fu

jitsu have actually used CX-Probe 
yet, its promise hasn't been vali
dated as of presstime. Benchmark 
data will soon be available from 
Raytheon which has been beta-test
ing CX-Probe for CrossCheck. And, 
of course, CX-Probe will hardly be 
able to make a significant impact on 

the industry before CrossCheck sili
con's business picks up. It's ex
pected, though, that as other 
CrossCheck licensees join LSI Logic 
and Oki and make silicon available, 
the technology will gain credibility. 
LSI Logic's Alexander says that LSI 
Logic, the sole vendor of CrossCheck 
silicon until recently, has been bat
tling customers' concerns of being tied 
exclusively to LSI Logic. "Having 
competitors will help," says Alex
ander. And as reliability becomes 
more difficult to maintain at higher 
complexities, it's likely that 
CrossCheck technology will appeal to 
more than workstation and computer 
makers and telecom companies. 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Crosscheck Technology 
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Serial bus looks to standardize 
connections for peripherals 
Warren Andrews, Senior Editor 

I n an effort to bring some order to 
the interconnection of a broad 

range of accessory devices such as 
keyboards, locators, bar-code readers 
and others, Digital Equipment Corp 
(Maynard, MA) has introduced a new 
serial connection scheme. In develop
ing Lhe approach, dubbed Access.bus, 
DEC joined forces with a team from 
Philips/Signetics (Sunnyvale , CA) 
using that company's previously 
developed I 2C (inter-integrated 
circuit) technology. The companies 
have specified both the physical 
definition and protocols and are of
fering them to the public domain 
with no strings attached. 

little-if any-advantage . Nelson 
also hinted that sometime in the 
future, the basic I2C maximum 
clock rate might be updated so 
faster devices such as scanners 
and/or video and imaging func
tions could be attached to the bus. 

Devices sharing Access.bus are 
attached with a four-conductor 
shielded cable connected with a 
DEC-developed connector (available 
from both AMP and Molex). The 
shielding is required to keep the sys
tem within FCC radiation require
ments. The connector is similar to 
the standard RJ22 telephone con-

discipline of Access. bus is defined as 
a subset of the Philips I2C. This is 
a symmetric, multi-master bus 
which allows for arbitration among 
contending masters without loos
ing data. It also provides for 
cooperative synchronization of the 
serial clock for exchange of data 
between bus partners with differ
ent maximum clock rates. The 
scheme allows addressing, framing 
of data bits and bytes, and byte 
acknowledgement by the receiver. 

I Base protocols 
The base protocol is common to all 
types of Access. bus devices and es
tablishes the bus characteristics. 
The host plays a role as manager of 
the bus specifying communication 
between the host and peripheral 
devices-never between two 
peripherals. While the I2C protocol 

allows either a sender or 
receiver to be the master 

I The Access.bus 
As implemented by DEC, 
Access.bus is designed to 
handle relatively slow 
input devices such as key
boards, mice, bar-code 

Access bus protocol hierarchy in a bus transaction, the 
Access.bus protocol 
restricts masters to send
ing and slaves to receiv
ing. The host and all at-

readers, magnetic card 
readers, modems and 
some signal transducers 
for real-time control ap-
plications. It's intended to 
handle up to 14 different 
devices on a single serial 
cable which can be as long 
as 8 m . The bus uses the 
basic I2C configuration 
and can handle data rates 
up to 80 kbits/s (100 
kbits/s minus overhead). 

KEYBOARD 
PROTOCOL 

SOFTWARE 
PROTOCOL 

HARDWARE 
PROTOCOL 

LOCATOR 
PROTOCOL 

BASE 
PROTOCOL 

12c 
PROTOCOL 

TEXT 
PROTOCOL 

tached devices are, by 
definition, both master 
and slave devices and will 
act as either at the proper 
time. 

The base protocol de
fines the format of the 
Access.bus message en
velope which is made up 
of an I2C bus transaction 
with additional infor
mation appended. One 
item of appended infor-

In addition, the Ac
cess.bus cable also car
ries a +12-V supply volt

Access.bus begins with basic !2c protocols and adds a base/eve/ 
common to all devices and other device-specific protocols, which 
all operate over the same bus. 

mation is a checksum for 
reliability control. The 
Access.bus base protocol 
also specifies a set of seven 

age for powering each 
device. According to the 
specification, the cable carries up to 
500 mA. 

According to DEC's P aul Nelson, 
senior engineering manager of 
input devices, video, image and 
printer systems group, adding an 
Access.bus interface to any periph
eral device requires only an 8051-
family microcontroller with I2C cir
cuitry. "The use of this circuitry 
should add a maximum of about 
$.50/accessory device in OEM quan
tities," he says. Alternately, he adds, 
discrete I2C circuitry can be used to 
implement the interface, but there's 
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nectar only it's slightly larger to ac
commodate shielding. The four 
conductors include the 12-V supply 
line, a line for data (called SDA for 
serial data), a line for the clock 
(labeled SCL for serial clock) and 
ground. Typical Access.bus devices 
will have two connectors to allow 
chaining of devices. "T" connectors, 
however, may be used with smaller, 
hand-held devices . 

The Access .bus protocol com
prises three levels: the I2C proto
col, the base protocol and the ap
plication protocol. The basic 

control and status message 
types which are used in the 

system configuration. 
The configuration process is de

signed to permit auto addressing and 
hot-plugging. Auto addressing refers 
to the way that devices are assigned 
unique bus addresses in the configu
ration process without the need for 
setting jumpers or switches on the 
devices. Hot plugging lets users dis
connect and reconnect devices to the 
system while it's running without 
having to reboot the host. 

The top level of the Access.bus 
protocol defines message semantics 
that are specific to particular 
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functional types of devices. Different 
device types have thus far been 
divided into three classes: key
boards, locators and general text 
devices. Each class is relatively 
broadly defined, leaving room for a 
variety of different devices. The defi
nition for keyboards, for example, 
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allows for the monitoring of a device 
with up to 255 keys. Locator devices 
can include not only mice, tablets 
and trackballs, but also valuator 
sets (such as dial boxes) with up to 
15 valuators and function button 
boxes with up to 16 buttons. Text 
devices are defined to include dev-

Price Less. 
At $500 less than the competition, the Mizar 040 board is a 

masterpiece. Especially when you consider the engineering achieve
ment of a true single board computer that combines the 68040 CPU 
with high performance Ethernet, SCSI, parallel and serial I/O, plus 
support for Unix 5 .4 and multiple real-time opera ting systems. 

The Mizar MZ 7140 is designed for real world applications with 
engineering emphasis on I/O performance, reliability and full 
features . Viewed from any angle-performance, versatility or price 
($3495 with 4 MB, quantity 1), the Mizar MZ 7140 is a work ofart. 

Call today to get the price Jess original 040 board for your 
applications. 

MIZAR 
1419 Dunn Dnve • Carrollron, TX 75006 

1-800-635-0200 
© 1991 Mizar Digital Sysrems, Inc. 

Mizar is a registered rrademark of Mizar D1g1ral Systems, Inc. Other names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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ices providing character streams 
such as card readers, printers, bar
code readers or modems. 

In developing the three basic ap
plication protocols DEC has at
tempted to define most of the stand
ard applications. "But there's no 
restriction on the development of 
other application protocols as the 
needs occur. In fact, I anticipate that 
many additional application proto
cols will start appearing as 
Access.bus comes into broader use," 
says Nelson. 

DEC plans to form an Access.bus 

Four pin access bus 
connector 

4 PINS ONLY 
+12 SCL GND SDA 

Access.bus is connected by a new DEC
designed four-pin connector that will be 
available from at least two major con
nector manufacturers. 

committee which will help define 
other standard device-specific appli
cation protocols. In addition, any 
device vendor is free to define its 
own special device protocol within 
the general message envelope de
fined by the base protocol. 

At the electrical level, Access.bus 
functions as Philips initially defined 
its I2C setup. The host and devices 
are connected to both the data and 
clock lines in a "wired-AND" logical 
configuration. The wired-AND is im
plemented by connecting the data 
and clock output stages of each bus 
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node to the lines through open-col
lector or open-drain transistors. 
These devices are included on ex
isting I2C components. The wired
AND configuration allows any of the 
bus nodes to force either line low. 
When ·there's no output from any 
bus node, the lines are held high 

with pull-up current sources in the 
host. All devices sense the level on 
both the clock and data lines. 

When two devices on the bus 
simultaneously attempt to assert 
mastership, the logical wired-AND 
circuitry takes over. While putting 
data on the data line, each master 
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independently is sensing the state of 
that line. Whenever a contending 
master detects that the state of the 
data line is different from the data 
value it's putting out during a clock
high, the contending master backs 
off and waits for a stop condition 
before trying again. Thus , two con
tending masters will both put data 
on the bus only for as long as they 
are putting the same data on the 
data line. The first bit where they 
differ will cause the contender that 
put out a "l " (level-high) to back off. 
For example, two masters trying to 
send to different bus addresses will 
resolve the contention by the end of 
the first byte of the bus transaction. 
Since the second byte is the address 
of the master, if both masters are 
attempting to send to the same 
address, the contention will be re
solved by the end of the second byte. 

I Industry standard 
Both DEC and Philips/Signetics 
plan to support the Access.bus link 
as an industry standard. Through 
its TRI/ADD program, DEC will 
offer hardware , software and 
marketing support to peripheral 
makers using the bus. Philips/Sig
netics will offer technical support 
and a range of components for 
peripheral designers. Each company 
will also provide development kits. 
DEC also plans to sponsor an Ac
cess. bus consortium to validate the 
bus as an industry standard. In this 
direction, the ACE (Advanced Com
puting Environment), a consortium 
of 42 major computer makers , has 
designated Access.bus as an option 
in the Advanced RISC Computer 
(ARC ) specification. 

For more information about the technol· 
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropria te 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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IEEE sanction expected for 
Futurebus+ by year's end 
Warren Andrews, Senior Editor 

F uturebus+, the bus many said 
will always remain in the fu
ture, is almost here. The 

specification is completed and orders 
for products have reportedly been 
booked. After what's seemed an in
terminable battle of dissenting fac
tions, the logical layer (P896.1) and 
the physical layer and profiles 
(P896.2) of the Futurebus+ specifica
tion have finally cleared almost all 
of the hurdles in the IEEE specifica
tion process. The specifications have 
been presented to the Standards Ac
tivities Board- the final step before 
becoming official. Following that, 
there's only a final review and print
ing-expected to be completed before 
year's end. 

I Vendors remain cautious 

"Implemented as a 32-bit bus, cur
rent prototype Futurebus boards 
are able to transfer at rates up to 
about 120 Mbyte/s," says VFEA 
(VME-to-Futurebus Extended Ar
chitecture) International Trade As
sociation's technical director Ray 
Alderman. SSBLT is expected to 
boost VMEbus to somewhere in the 
160-Mbyte/s area. 

I More specifications in the works 
Even though the first hurdles have 
been cleared, the Futurebus+ group 
continues to forge ahead. In recent 
months, the working group was 
granted status as a subcommittee by 
the IEEE. The subcommittee imme
diately formed new working groups, 
including those for a military and 
telecom profile. In addition, it 
authorized three new projects for the 
desktop profile: a working group for 
profile D, a working group to estab
lish a new electrical layer specifica
tion (low-voltage, low-current) and a 
working group for a mezzanine-type 
board mechanical specification 
(FSCEM) for the desktop profile that 
can be used for all Futurebus+ 

the umbrella of the Futurebus+ 
Standards Committee), members of 
SBusSpecCom have agreed to relin
quish control of the bus to the IEEE 
group. Force Computer's strategic 
marketing director, Wayne Fischer, 
has been named as chairman of the 
group. 

Since its formation as an IEEE 
subcommittee, the Futurebus+ 
group has meandered in a number 
of varied areas, and will probably 
branch out into more directions in 
the near future. This has prompted 
the committee leaders to petition 
the IEEE Computer Society to con
sider changing the name of the spon
sor activity from the Futurebus+ 
Subcommittee to the "Open Bus Ar
chitectures Standards Subcom
mittee" and focus on standards 
development in support of all open
bus technologies. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Force Computers 
(408) 370-6300 ...... . . ....... . . .. Circle 283 
Heurikon 
(608) 831-5500 
Sun Microsystems 
(415) 960-1300 
Texas Instruments 
(800) 336-5236 ext. 700 . 
VITA 
(602) 951-8866 .... .. . . 

.......... Circle 284 

.. . Circle 285 

...... . ..... Circle 286 

.Circle 287 

Despite what appears to be final 
clearance of the specification, there 
doesn't seem to be any wholesale 
move on the part of either vendors or 
OEMs to jump on the bus. Most of 
the early product bookings-with 
the exception of the 300 system or
ders reported from a French 
telecommunications company
appear to be for prototype quantities. profiles. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

In the United States, most VME 
vendors are keeping a close eye on 
Futurebus+, but have not made 
any large commitment. One excep
tion has been Force Computers 
(Campbell, CA), which made a 
major commitment to Futurebus+ 
early on and is involved in the U.S. 
Navy proof-of-concept Future bus 
project as a subcontractor to Litton. 
Force has also worked with Texas 
Instruments (Dallas, TX) to develop 
a new controller chip for next
generation Futurebus+ projects. 

"The availability of faster per
formance on VME through the 
SSBLT (source synchronous block 
transfers) is likely to delay some 
immediate need for Futurebus+," 
says Abe Hirsch, marketing director 
for Heurikon (Madison , WI). If 
SSBLT on VMEbus becomes a real
ity, it will provide performance that 
will match-and exceed-32-bit Fu
turebus+ in its present incarnation. 
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The fledgling sponsor group also 
approved a project aimed at stand
ardizing Open Boot, an autoconfigu
ration and autobooting firmware in
terface standard between the 
hardware and operating system. 
Open Boot, developed by Sun Micro
systems (Mountain View, CA), uses 
Forth for its commands. The Future
bus+ group hopes to be able to adapt 
the Sun Microsystems' approach to 
Futurebus+ as well as to promote it 
as a common formula for system 
configuration. 

In addition, the committee estab
lished a study group to work on for
mally standardizing the SBus mez
zanine-bus specification. Initially 
developed by Sun Microsystems, 
SBus has been released to the public 
domain and, until recently was 
governed by a committee known as 
SBusSpecCom (SBus Specification 

1 

Committee). With the formation of 
an IEEE-sanctioned group (under 
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ON A SINGLE PC/AT BOARD 

"Our OT2867 Integrated Image 
Processor combines real-time 
processing and precision image 
acquisition on a single PC/AT board. " 

-Fred Molinari, President 

Real-Time Processing 
• 75 MHz, 16-bit processor 
• Simultaneous acquisition and processing 
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• 1 O MHz OT-Connect™ interface to DT2878 

Advanced Processor 

Extensive Development Software Included 
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Ironies IV-3234 
Very Intelligent SIO 

40 MIPS SIO, 16 
Finally, a smart SIO board that puts the intelligence where it really counts: 

on the serial communications controllers. A full 40 MIPS worth! 

The result? Processor power to spare. The on-board 68030 is free because 

each channel has its own DMA and 16 byte FIFO controlled by a RISC core. 

With all 32 channels operating simultaneously at 64-Kbits/sec, over 95% of 

the main CPU's bandwidth is still available. Now that's intelligent! 



Ports, Free '030. 
The Ironies IV-3234 is not only smart, it's flexible. Standard features 

include synchronous and asynchronous modes, 1 or 4 Mbytes of fast 

DRAM, and the most powerful VME interface in the industry. 

SCSI/Ethernet, VSB and higher speed ports are optional. Choose 

from among the best development environments and real-time kernels. 

So make the smartest choice for intelligent SIO ... the Ironies IV-3234. 

Call our VME Products Hotline today 800-334-4812. 

IRONICS Incorporated 
798 Cascadilla Street 
Ithaca, New York 14850 USA 
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I TECHNOLOGY DIRECTIONS 

SOFTWARE AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Competitors'claims kickoff 
real-time Unix squabble 

which it claims to have examined 
LynxOS 1.2.1 against AT&T Unix 
and found significant areas ofincom
patibility. It claims, among other 
things that eight of the 69 Unix sys
tem calls were omitted and that 70 
of the 142 Unix subroutines were 
missing from that version of 
LynxOS. Lynx counters that 
VenturCom's claims are, "just flat 
out wrong," according to vice-presi
dent of marketing Moses Joseph. 
"System calls are a fundamental 
part ofbinary compatibility," Joseph 
says. In addition, he notes that the 
report, which was written last April 
was based on LynxOS version 1.2, 
for which he says Lynx doesn't claim 
full Unix compatibility. According to 
Joseph this was done at a time when 
Version 2.0, for which Lynx does 
claim Unix compatibility, had been 
shipping for several months-since 
January 9, 1991. 

Tom Williams, Senior Editor 

T he technical challenges of se
lecting a real-time version of 
Unix for a specific application 

should be more than enough to keep 
designers on their toes. But with all 
the claims and counter-claims being 
made by vendors, designers must be 
doubly careful in evaluating compet
ing products. The key is to keep the 
true requirements of the design 
foremost in the evaluation criteria. 

True Unix flows from only one 
source-AT&T. Of course, there's 
also the Berkeley version of Unix 
used by many vendors. Berkeley, or 
BSD, Unix also originated with 
AT&T, but is no longer compatible 
with AT&T's version. This incom
patibility confuses many users as to 
what constitutes true Unix. 

While determining what is a true 
Unix is difficult, determining what 
is a true Unix for real-time applica
tions is even more so. The first point 
to remember is that Unix is not a 
real-time operating system. To 
make Unix behave like one, compa
nies have made changes in two 
ways. The first way is to license 
Unix from AT&T and then modify 
the kernel to make it preemptable 
and deterministic. The second ap
proach has been the "clean room" 
method that builds a Unix-compatible 
operating system with real-time be
havior without looking at the AT&T 
source code. To claim compatibility, 
such a system would have to exhibit 
binary and source-level compatibility 
at the interface level. 

I introducing the combatants 
Accusations have been flying once 
more between two vendors of operat
ing systems that claim Unix com
patibility and real-time perfor
mance. The antagonists are 
VenturCom (Cambridge, MA) and 
Lynx Real-Time Systems (Campbell, 
CA). VenturCom has accused Lynx 
of making misleading claims about 
Unix compatibility of its LynxOS. 
Lynx countered with its own charges 
and clarifications. 

Whether VenturCom's Venix is 
Unix-compatible doesn't appear to 
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be at issue, since VenturCom has 
licensed Unix from AT&T and mod
ified it for real-time functionality. 
LynxOS was developed using the 
clean room method. 

Both companies' operating systems 
are open to the description "non
standard" or "incompatible with 
Unix" when it comes to the real-time 
functions. That's simply because 
Unix is not a real-time operating 
system and there aren't, as yet, any 
balloted and agreed-upon stand
ards for real-time extensions to 
Unix. To take advantage ofreal-time 
functionality, in both systems, there
fore, the user must make proprietary 
system calls. Any application which 
makes proprietary system calls will 
not be portable to another operating 
system environment. 

I The first salvo 
So what's all the fuss about? Ventur
Com has been circulating a paper in 

Joseph says there were four Unix 
system calls-not eight as claimed 
by VenturCom-that were unsup
ported in version 1.2.1, three were 
Streams calls and all but one are 
now supported in Version 2.0. The 
as yet unsupported call is the acct() 
call which provides accounting in
formation for multiuser commercial 

Real-time operating system environments 

UNIX PROPRIETARY 
REAL-TIME CALLS 

I 
HARDWARE 

TODAY 

TYPICAL 
REAL-TIME 
UNIX 

r REAL-TIME APPLICATION 
1 

+ 
POSIX 

1003.1, .2, .4 AND .4A 

WITH REAL-TIME POSIX 

Today's real-time Unix operating systems depend on proprietary calls to get deter
ministic performance, an approach that prevents real-time applications from being 
portable. The emerging real-time extensions to Posix will provide a consistent interface 
to Posix-compliant operating systems and allow portability for real-time applications. 



You Don't Have To Take Chances With Bugs. 
THE LOWEST ·COST XDB ROM MONITOR DEBUGGER FOR MOTOROLA 68000, 68020, 68030, 68302, 
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Every embedded microprocessor application starts off with a few bugs. But you can eliminate 
them without missing a beat - or a deadline. Because with Inter Tools XO B ROM Monitor 
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powerful user-friendly interface and "smart" ROM Monitor make it the most productive 
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SOFTWARE ANO DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

systems. It's understandable that 
Lynx didn't feel supporting acct( ) 
was a high priority since burdening 
the CPU with accounting chores 
isn't conducive to real-time behavior. 
Nonetheless, the danger exists that 
an off-the-shelf Unix application 
might make a call to acct() and crash 

the system if it were not there. Ver
sion 2.1 (now in beta test), therefore, 
will support a "dummy" acct( ) call 
that will not return any accounting 
information but will allow applica
tions that call it to execute. 

BSOfTnbngm 
1-8004' -8276 

There's also a dispute about 
standard device drivers. VenturCom 

STOP WASTING 
TIME &MONEY 
BSO/TASKING'S new toolkit 
for developing software for 
the 68000 family, called 
TASKTOOLS~ beats all others 
on the maket today. Check out 
these features and benefits. 

C CCMPILER 
·ANSIC 
·Highly optimized code 
·Reentrant code 
·Direct control of I/O 
· Interrupt handlers may be 
written in C 

· Floating point support 
· 68040 and 68332 support 

CROSS VIEW"' DEBUGGER 
·All major emulators supported 
·Multi-window interface 
· Code & data breakpoints 
· Source level tracing 
· Stack tracing 
· I/O simulation 

AsSEMBLER & LINKER 
· Motorola compatible 
· FPU & MMU support 
. · Fully featured 

TaskTools and Cross View are trademarks of 
BSO{fAS KING. 

TASKTOOLS .... 

The most 
powerful set of 
68000 software 
development 

tools available! 

BENEFITS 
TASKTOOLS"' offers you the 
following benefits: 
· Reduced code size 
· Increased productivity 
· Great documentation 
· Hot line support 
· For PC, Sun, Vax, HP, Apollo, 
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·Multi object formats 
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WITB SIMILAR SUPPORT 
·Motorola 68HC11 
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says Lynx strays from Unix com
patibility with a proprietary device 
kernel interface (DKI). Lynx count
ers that standard Unix device 
drivers can't be real-time, so it pro
vides device support and informa
tion on how to program to its DKI. 
VenturCom says it (VenturCom) has 
figured out a way to make standard 
Unix drivers real-time. 

I Attack and counterattack 
Lynx has admittedly made some 
value judgments about whether or 
not to support certain features, 
notably the remote file system 
(RFS), which it doesn't support. 
Lynx chose instead to support the 
network file system (NFS) developed 
by Sun Microsystems (Mountain 

It's important for users 
to get clear answers to 
such questions as com-

patibilty and the 
appropriateness of 
supported features 

before committing to 
a product selection. 

I I I 

View, CA) on the basis of customer 
demand, according to Joseph. In
deed, he points out, SunOS doesn't 
have a number of the library calls 
cited in the VenturCom report and 
nobody is accusing SunOS of being 
incompatible. It's a spin-off of 
Berkeley Unix as is LynxOS, Joseph 
points out. Anyone contemplating 
use of a "Unix" would be well advised 
to consider these differences. So 
again, what is "true" Unix as defined 
by the market? 

Much of the discussion about com
patibility gets down to a somewhat 
juvenile, "Is not! Is so!" level. Ven
turCom's marketing director Kim 
Carpenter, for example, claims that 
Lynx, "starting from the ground up 
as it has, doesn't have the capability 
of doing this [achieving 90 percent 
Unix compatibility]." Lynx counters 
that it certainly does have the capa
bility. The proof of compatibility 
rests in the execution of code. 

VenturCom also attacks Lynx for 
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with Oasys RISC Tools 
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them? For once, lack of software is not an 
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native and cross 88000 and i860 development 
environment you need to get your products 
to market. 

Oasys Tools Offer High RISC, 
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possible. 
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and MFLOP ratings. 
• We lead the industry in prov iding the best 

CISC and RISC tools. 
• Port your current applications rather than 

re-write them. 
• RISC architecture relies on compiler tech

ology to gain performance improvements
Green Hills is THE compi ler expert. 

Our Tools are Ready - Are You? 
Green Hills 88000 Optimizing Native 
and Cross Compilers 
• C, C++, Pascal, FORTRAN 
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Oasys i860 Tools for C, FORTRAN 
• Developed under contract for Intel. 
• Includes Assembler/Linker System and 

Simulator. 
•Take full advantage of the i860's instruction set 

and architecture. 

Portability Built in with Complete 
Compliance 
• 88open Member 
•Our tools built 88000 Unix. 
• Oasys tools are OCS, BCS, ANS I, and ISO 

compliant. 

Proven CISC Tools 
• Still not sure about RISC? Use our tools to 

decide. Oasys is the leading supplier of CISC 
based (680x0 and 80x86) software development 
tool kits . 

Availability 
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nonsupport of certain capabilities 
supported by VenturCom, but which 
appear not to be issues of Unix com
patibility per se. The ability to run 
DOS applications under Unix, for 
example, is seen as a compatibility 
issue, as is Lynx's lack of support for 
the Weitek math coprocessor. Al
though the statements made by Ven
turCom are true, they don't always 
address issues directly affecting Unix 
compatibility. It's left to the user to 
decide how important they are. 

The issues surrounding real-time 
functionality get absolutely surreal. 
It seems bizarre for VenturCom to 
criticize Lynx for supporting draft 9 
of the 1003.4 real-time extensions to 
Posix-<:alling that nonstandard
while .it requires the user to make 
proprietary calls to access real-time 
functions in Venix. Lynx's Joseph 
explains .that when L:Ynx got a very 
large contract from NASA, which 
decided to use LynxOS for the space 
station Freedom, a key requirement 
of the contract was to support Posix 
1003.4 draft 9, which has since been 
rejected by the committee. "NASA 
estimated that Posix real-time 
would be balloted, finished and 
ready by 1991," says Joseph. Now 
the standards committee is ex-

pected to ratify draft 11 or 12. 
"But from the operating system 
level, the changes are minute," 
Joseph says. "Whatever happens 
to the draft, it will be a very trivial 
task for Lynx to supply the cus
tomer with a patch." 

I The aftermath 
Unfortunately, it ultimately remains 
the users' task to determine how well 
a product suits their needs. In fact, 
for embedded real-time applica
tions, as opposed to those that in
volve a large amount of user inter
action or the use of off-the shelf 
programs, the advantages of Unix 
lie primarily in the development 
environment rather than in having 
a Unix-compatible kernel in the 
final embedded system. And other 
non-Unix kernel vendors, such as 
Wind River Systems (Alameda, 
CA) to name one, provide a Unix
based development environment 
and a huge number of development 
tools for many systems running 
under Unix. Users must decide if 
the seamless combination of the 
real-time aspects of an application 
with standard Unix services and 
features are important for their 
final systems-and in many cases 

they are. 
The accusations raised by Ventur

Com appear to be a tempest in a 
teapot. It certainly would have 
added credibility to their charges if 
they had used the currently ship
ping version of LynxOS. Nonethe
less, the issues raised are ones that 
are not trivial. It's important for 
users to get clear answers to such 
questions as compatibility and the 
appropriateness of supported fea
tures before committing to a product 
selection. Unfortunately, it seems 
that users will still have to dig those 
answers out by themselves. 

A copy of the VenturCom report is 
available from VenturCom along 
with a technical overview of AT&T 
Unix. Likewise, a copy of the 
detailed Lynx response is available 
from Lynx Real-Time Systems. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned 
in this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Lynx Real-Time Systems 
(408) 354-7770 ........... . ..... Circle 216 
Sun Microsystems 
(41 5) 960-1300 ................. Circle 217 
VenturCom 
(617) 661-1230 . . ...... .. ..... Circle 218 

"If only we could use UNIX~ for our realtime applications ... " 
You want the power of a standard development OS. But 
you also want the performance of a realtime OS. Which 
way do you turn? 

Presenting QNX 4.0. The operating system that's 
responsive enough for realtime apps, small enough for 
PC platforms, flexible enough for transparent 
networking, and modular enough for the most 
demanding configurations. 

ONX is a high-performance realtime OS with its own 
unique microkernel architecture.• But its API is based on 
the latest POSIX standards, so you get both outstanding 
performance and portability for all your apps. And our 
3-0 OPEN LOOK® GUI 
package is a sight for 
sore eyes. 

So why bother 
choosing between a 
high-performance 
realtime OS and a 
standard development 
system? Now you can 
have it both ways. 

For more information, phone 
1-800-363-9001. 

-
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You'll Find Som 
At Both Ends With 

Weve all seen the light regarding Ethernet on 
twisted-pair. Now we'd like to show you the full 
spectrum in IOBASE-T~with the most complete 
selection of silicon for both ends of the LAN. 

At the terminal end. the TPEX™(twisted-pair 
Ethernet transceiver) provides the physical layer 
connection for add-in cards. motherboards and 
stand-alone MA Us. At the hub end. the IMR™ 
(Integrated Multiport Repeater) integrates eight 

transceivers and an expansion port on one chip. 
and replaces over a dozen !Cs. And that 
brings down your per-port cost. 

Am79C98JC So you can quickly design and 
assemble everything from compact 
Velcro® hubs that hang virtually 
anywhere. to larger intelligent hubs 
using multiple IMRs. 

Am79C980JC And you won't find the design 



ething Great 
AMD510BASE-T. 

risks you normally face.We'll lead you to market 
faster: supplying you with complete board level 
solutions. And .were behind you all the way 
with IO years experience in Ethernet. including 
strategic partnerships with SynOptics and HP
co-developers of our TPEX and IMR. respectively 

And of course. all our IOBASE-T products 
comply with current IEEE specs. 

So call AMO today at 1-800-222-9323 

for a free information package. And give your 
next IOBASE-T design a truly brilliant ending. 

~ 
Advanced Micro Devices 

1991 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 901 Thompson Place. f'O. Box 3453. Sunnyvale.CA 94088. 
TPEX and IM Rare trademarks o f Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. Ve lcro is a registered trademark 
of Velcro Industries B.V. INetherlands Corporation I, Amsterdam. Netherlands. 
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Framework vendors 
hammer out standards 

While users 
demand p/ug-and
play framework 
architectures to 
customize design 
environments, EDA 
vendors are trying 
to agree on stand
ards that won't 
compromise 
performance. 

Mike Donlin 
Senior Editor 

I t's almost marketing sui
cide in the EDA industry to 
admit that you don't have a 
framework, or at least 
believe in the idea of a software standard for design tools. Every tool vendor, "No single vendor 
from the largest offering complete suites of design tools, to the smallest can supply every 
niche supplier, has hopped on the framework bandwagon and promises tool a user needs," 
cooperation with CAD Framework Initiative (CFI) efforts to provide a says Bernard Gil
software infrastructure which will let multiple tools from multiple vendors bert, senior techni
work on multiple platforms. But anything that tries to accommodate that cal consultant for 
many architectures and corporate strategies is bound to run into problems. Computervision's 
The challenge for EDA vendors is to remain open to an evolving standard Theda framework
while developing competitive tools without sacrificing too much of the based tool suite. 
existing product line. The fact that the EDA industry started with closed, "So it's important 
proprietary tools running on dedicated hardware platforms further compli- for a framework 
cates this transition to open, standards-based tools. vendor to provide 

In spite of these obstacles, CFI's efforts are producing results, and a an open environ
standard is slowly emerging. At this year's Design Automation Conference ment . tn this ex
(DAC), tools from different vendors were sharing data across a number of ample, we 've incor
different platforms. "This year we showed the tools using what we call a porated tools such 
design representation server," says Andy Graham, president of CFI. "The as Hilo, Saber and 
server is a place where a tool can request data and get it. The data can Spice for a mixed
come from a database, another tool or anything that owns the design data." signal simulation 

CFI enlisted over 22 organizations to modify their tools to use the newly environment." 
developed specifications. EDA vendors from North America, Europe and 
Asia worked together to integrate 34 different software products using the 
same set of CFI-developed standards. The project was composed of three 
parts . Part one focused on uniform methods for integrating tools into the 
framework. Part two emphasized a single way for representing design data, 
while part three allowed tools to communicate with each other in an open, 
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non-proprietary fashion. Partici
pants provided eith er a framework 
"cockpit" for controlling the tools, a 
design representation server for 
storing information or an applica
tion tool that produced or consumed 
netlist information. 

This level of cooperation among 
competitors is impressive and, ac
cording to the CFI members, will 
have to continue because of pressure 
from EDA users. These users don't 
really care how the tools work to
gether, as long as they can get the 
best tool for a job and integrate it 
into a coherent suite of design tools. 

"I've talked to engineers who use 
tools from many different vendors 

ponent information representation 
(CIR)-data that's at the heart of 
each company's product line. 

"One of the hottest issues right 
now is CIR," says Graham. "If we 
talk about data representation as 
the way that the components of a 
design are hooked together, then 
CIR describes the library elements 
behind the tools. We can't have real 
integration until we have some 
standards in the area of libraries." 

Because there is such a difference 
in the way tool vendors, model 
developers and even silicon houses 
represent library models , it's clear 
that a standard might force some 
companies to rework their models. 

Objectivity's OODBMS for frameworks 
USER INTERFACE 

WINDOW TOOLKIT 

DESIGN 
MANAGEMENT 

APPLICATION H APPLl~ATION APPLICATION 
3 

H APPLl~ATION 
~=-==-' 

DATA MODELS 

OBJECTIVITY OODBMS 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

HARDWARE PLATFORMS 

Some EDA vendors are turning to third-party database companies such as Objec
tivity, to supply database management systems (DBMS) for their frameworks. The 
DBMS must support teams of users working at different locations on networked 
workstations from multiple vendors. Objectivity's DBMS resides as an extension of 
the operating system to provide transparent distribution of data control. Multiple 
databases may be located anywhere on the network with administrative control by 
individual users, groups or departments. 

and they say that for every dollar 
they spend on a tool, they spend one 
or two dollars integrating them into 
their design environment," says 
Jayaram Bhat, director of frame
works at Cadence Design Systems 
(San Jose, CA). "That's a hidden cost 
that frameworks and standards 
must address. Ifwe don't lower that 
cost of integration, we won't be able 
to sell tools and everyone loses." 

I Agreeing on model standards 

Cooperation, of course, means com
promise, and though the CFI mem
bers have been able to hammer out 
some standards in the areas of pro
cedural interface and design data 
representation, much work remains 
in sensitive areas such as com-
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That requirement could cause prob
lems for simulators that are tightly 
tied to the way that devices are mod
eled. "It's going to be tough to arrive 
at a CIR standard until we agree on 
a simulation language ," says 
Stephen W. Director, dean of the 
college of engineering at Carnegie 
Mellon University (Pittsburg, PA). 
"Eventually, there will be two or 
three simulation languages with 
interfaces to support the various 
core models. One of the disadvan
tages of this approach is that per
formance might suffer, but as more 
powerful workstations come on the 
scene , I don't think that will mat
ter too much." 

No one will welcome standards for 
models more than the silicon ven-

dors who are being pushed by their 
customers into the modeling busi
ness. For them to sell silicon, these 
vendors have to provide models of 
their products for simulators early 
in a system's design cycle. Writing 
models for all the different simula
tors, however, gets to be an expen
sive proposition, so the responsi
bility for writing models is 
reluctantly shared by simulator 
vendors, silicon houses and custom
ers. But because inadequate or inac
curate modeling information can 
render a simulation useless, there's 
intense pressure from EDA users to 
get coherent library information, 
preferably written in a standard 
hardware description language such 
as VHDL or Verilog. "Right now we 
have to invent coupling software so 
our models will work on all the 
different simulators," says Robin 
Steele , manager of software 
developmentJCAD products at NCR 
(Fort Collins, CO). "CFI is helping 
by developing procedural interfaces 
that will eventually let us plug and 
play with a framework standard. We 
still will have to optimize our data 
on a tool-by-tool basis , but we won't 
have the integration nightmare that 
we have today." 

I Managing the data 

Even with all the effort being placed 
behind the development of stand
ards for tool integration and com
munication, it's clear that for a while 
the EDA industry will have to deal 
with the complexities of multiple 
subsets of standards to accom
modate different vendors ' tools . 
After all, no tool vendor is going to 
throw out major parts of its product 
line to adhere to a standard. This 
will mean that most design environ
ments will have several frame
works, each tailored to a specific 
part of a system's design. Such an 
environment can quickly get unwiel
dy unless some sort of management 
software-a sort of super frame
work-is used to oversee the various 
phases of a product's design. "One of 
the biggest problems our customers 
have is the proliferation of data 
across a design environment," says 
Fred Langhorst general manager of 
the framework products division at 
Mentor Graphics (Wilsonville, OR). 
"The design of a typical system can 
involve literally hundreds of 
thousands of data files, all of which 
need to be tracked and managed. 
Product data management will be a 
broad-based approach to this task 
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If our choice of schematic capture, layout or documentation tools doesn't 
meet your needs, we'll change it. And you can easily encapsulate your own 
point solutions in our framework as well. But if you agree with us that 
Viewlogic's Workview Series schematic capture and simulation, SCI CARDS 
placement and routing , AutoCAD's drafting and documentation, and Thermax 
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and will stretch beyond a single dis
cipline, so that the electrical, 
mechanical, manufacturing and 
software pieces of the design cycle 
can be managed." 

The need to manage design en
vironments that span all aspects of 
EDA-electrical, mechanical and 
manufacturing-is causing tool ven
dors to break down the walls that 
have existed among these discip
lines. Companies like Mentor 
Graphics have incorporated some 
mechanical tools into their elec
tronic design environments, while 
Computervision (Bedford, MA) and 
Dazix (Boulder, CO) are capitalizing 

dy data m a design environment is 
represented, addressed and 
manipulated-is being debated 
among framework vendors. "Years 
ago we tried unifying tools with a 
hardwired approach," says Larry 
Rice, senior product marketing 
manager at Valid Logic Systems 
(San Jose, CA). "But over the years, 
as we acquired tools from other com
panies, we realized that we couldn't 
continue to do that. We decided on a 
multi-database approach which 
gives a tool its own database that 
can share information with other 
tools on a need-to-know basis. Not 
every tool needs to share data with 

M entor Graphics' Decision Support System (DSS) manages multiple tasks through 
the Falcon Framework. Applications built within DSS can include action buttons, 
gauges, dials and constraint watchers. Here, DSS has triggered a warning indicating 
that the footprint of the components used in the design will exceed the available 
circuit board area. 

on an established base of CAD tools 
by incorporating them into their 
EDA frameworks. 

Because the data that each of the 
various tools uses is so different
mechanical design data might con
tain gears, while electrical data con
tains gates and components
managing them will be a challenge. 
For a tool like this to work across 
multiple environments, it must be 
able to check the status of the in
dividual parts of a design, without 
actually manipulating the data that 
these disparate databases hold. 

I The database debacle 
This critical point-how the unwiel-
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every other tool." Valid's Design 
Process Framework revolves around 
the coordination of multiple open 
databases. According to Valid, this 
not only lets a tool operate at peak 
performance by using its own 
separate database, it's easier to in
tegrate a third-party tool into the 
framework, because the process 
doesn't involve proprietary database 
constructs. Valid is using a commer
cially available object-oriented 
database management package 
from Objectivity (Menlo Park, CA) 
to handle the administrative part of 
its framework. 

Proponents of a single database 
structure, such as Mentor Graphics, 

counter the arguments of multiple 
database advocates by explaining 
the mechanism behind its unified 
database approach. Valid points out 
that there's a difference between the 
data-access mechanism (the part that 
knows how to get the data) and the 
data that's used (the data model). An 
IC layout editor, for example, needs 
to work from a data model that's 
different from the one that the simu
lator's using. This doesn't mean that 
there's a different data-access mecha
nism for every tool, it means that 
there are multiple data models with a 
common access mechanism. 

It's possible that CFI can stay out 
of the database fray by proposing a 
standard that lets either approach 
work within interface guidelines. 
"People have gotten excited about 
databases for quite some time now," 
says Carnegie Mellon's Director. 
"But I don't think we'll ever have a 
database that's the official EDA 
database, mainly because every tool 
is working with a different set of 
objects. Within each domain we'll 
have a certain type of database and 
we'll have to find ways to let these 
databases interact with each other." 

In spite of the soothing promise 
that databases can be proprietary or 
commercial and still fit into a frame
work standard, there's another 
issue that can make a potential tool 
buyer nervous. They want to know 
who eventually will own the data. 
"Remember, in a lot of customers' 
minds if you own the framework, 
you own the data," says Will Her
man, senior vice-president of en
gineering at Viewlogic Systems 
(Marlboro, MA). "That's the political 
side to a framework. In the end, 
when a customer has produced a 
chip or board or system, it doesn't 
matter what tool they used to pro
duce it. The critical point is how tied 
the data is to an EDA vendor. That's 
where a lot of the jockeying among 
EDA vendors is taking place." 

I A source of agreement 
Though the dust is settling over 
which database approach is best, 
there seems to be a consensus 
among large EDA vendors that the 
object-oriented database (OODB), 
rather than a relational database 
(RDB), is the best approach. ln ad
dition to letting users model com
p lex design automation data 
without compromising storage ef
ficiency, an OODB has an extensible 
base, which lets data models, files 
and tools establish relationships 
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Database technologies in the CAD environment 

The CAD 
database challenge 
is to accommodate 
increasingly com
plex design data 
while providing rich 
data modeling 
services, large 
capacity, high per

formance and data access. In addition 
to managing data, CAD database solu
tions must manage the relationships 
between data. Relationship information 
and other data about the design data is 
often referred to as meta data. 

Many approaches to database solu
tions have been used by the CAD 
industry including the file system, rela
tional database management systems 
(RDBMS) and object-oriented database 
management systems (OODBMS). The 
simplest solution to providing data 
storage is to store data in a file using 
the file system. Data can be stored in 
either binary or textual representations. 
A binary representation uses disk space 
efficiently and is usually closely related 
to the in-memory representation of the 
data . Textual representation allows a 
human readable format and simpler 
data extraction . While certain data, 
such as a bill of materials, may be easy 
to extract from simple file-based 
storage, extracting dependency or 
hierarchy information can be quite 
difficult. 

The file-based management system 
has no modeling capability and hierar
chy information has to be determined 
by the process requiring the hierarchal 
data. The file-based approach also 
makes it difficult to evolve the design 
applications that use the data. 

Relational databases organize data 
into tables composed of rows and 
columns. The rows of the tables, called 
tuples, store information about entities 
in the database. Relationships between 
tables can also be specified. By taking 
advantage of this technology, design 
data can be easily scanned to provide 
information such as a bill of materials. 
Modeling methods are also available to 
aid the CAD developer in creating a 
schema or data organization for design 
data. 

The biggest disadvantage to relation
al database technology for CAD use is 
that it's difficult to model the relation
ships that exist in typical design data. 
A relational database has a flat view of 
data and most CAD data has strong 
hierarchy and many associations 
between elements. 

The other significant disadvantage is 
that relational databases typically only 
have intrinsic knowledge about a few 
primitive types of data such as numbers 
and strings. These data types don't 
correspond well to CAD data which has 
many types of data, such as electrical 
nets, pins and symbols. These types of 
CAD data have to be represented in 
some alternate form and reconstructed 
when reading from the database. And 
evolving the relational database to meet 
chang ing requirements can be difficult. 

Object-oriented database technology 
is an emerging technology that offers a 
new way to meet the needs of the CAD 
industry. An OODBMS can represent 
relationship information and model 
heterogeneous data by letting the 
database developer specify the 
objects and the relationships between 
objects in the database schema. The 

objects can be arbitrary entities and are 
not limited to a certain set of primitive 
types. Objects can be CAD entities such 
as electrical nets, pins and symbols. 
Object-oriented databases also place a 
strong emphasis on modeling the 
relationships between objects. One-to
one, one-to-many and many-to-many 
relationships are usually directly sup
ported. These relationships can be used 
to model CAD design data hierarchy 
directly. 

An example of an OODBMS-based 
system is the Design Data Management 
System (DDMS) used in the Falcon 
Framework . The DDMS provides an 
object-oriented design object interface 
to design data . Data models inherit 
their basic behavior from the DDMS. 
Th is includes common access methods 
to all data models which lets groups of 
applications easily work together on 
common data . Each application 
manages its own data through its data 
model to ensure high performance and 
storage efficiency. 

Meta data management is also 
provided through the DDMS design 
object interface. This lets design applica
tions and designers create references 
between design objects, attach proper
ties to design objects and to their refer
ences, and perform other design 
management functions such as copying, 
moving or releasing configurations of 
design objects. An interface to design 
objects is made available through the 
Falcon Framework extens ion language, 
Ample. The DDMS also allows CAD 
integrators to reg ister their own tools 
and data types. Once a type has been 
registered, design objects of that type 
can be created and used . 

A. Remy Malan, product manager, Framework Products Division, Mentor Graphics 

with each other. "Overall, relational 
database technology is best suited 
for static data, while object oriented 
technology is best for dynamic data," 
says Steven Schulz, a member of the 
group technical staff in the automat
ion engineering and technology 
division at Texas Instruments 
(Plano, TX). "Both technologies have 
disadvantages directly related to 
the way that data is organized and 
stored. CAE data is a mixture of 
both static and dynamic data, with 
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most data consisting of static infor
mation such as internal part num
bers or component delay values. But 
as clock rates rise and concurrent 
engineering concepts take shape, 
more accuracy will be required, and 
that means using dynamic data that 
changes as the design evolves." 

Regardless of which database 
technology or architecture frame
work vendors embrace, it's clear 
that many of them would like to get 
out of the database business alto-

gether and concentrate their R&D 
efforts on the performance of their 
tools. And third party database ven
dors such as Objectivity and Object 
Design (Burlington, MA) will allow 
EDA vendors to do just that. For its 
part in the database debate, CFI 
will probably avoid dictating specif
ics altogether and provide an inter
face standard so that any tool can 
access any database. This will let 
EDA vendors migrate their pro
ducts over to third-party databases 
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which are optimized for speed. "Per
formance relates directly to how 
much you can do in memory as op
posed to having to go to the disk," says 
Andrew Wade, vice-president at Ob
jectivity. ''You have to be clever about 
clu stering the data and manipulat
ing it efficiently. It takes a lot of 
R&D effort, which many EDA com
panies would like to avoid." 

I Tools working together 
Another critical part of an open 
framework is its ability to easily ac
cept tools into a design environment. 
Many IC designers and systems 
houses have a collection of favorite 

modification of a tool's source code. 
Often, file-based interfaces are all 
that's needed to encapsulate a tool 
for an environment. Powerframe 
from Digital Equipment Corp (May
nard, MA), for example, calls tools 
through an agent, o·r piece of code 
written in C. A window-based tool or 
template provides a graphical 
means to represent a tool's inputs 
and outputs. The user can define 
operating parameters and default 
options, though the template's 
generic routines will handle only 
about 30 percent of typical en
capsulation code. DEC provides 
training courses to assist design

ers through the 
manual portion 
of the encapsu
lation process. 

Valid Logic's Design Manager provides design data manage
ment and administration capabilities across its ValidFrame 
framework. The tool automates library management through 
workspaces that facilitate distribution and authorized use of 
part libraries. Using the Design Manager, library administrators 
can assign user-access privileges and define pertinent status 
attributes for parts. 

Tool integra
tion, on the other 
hand, requires 
close coopera
tion between a 
tool developer 
and framework 
vendor so that 
the source code 
is seamlessly in
corporated into 
the design en
vironment. 
Many EDA ven
dors have pen
ned agreements 
with niche tool 
suppliers to do 
just that, with the 
resulting tool 
taking on the look 
and feel of the 
framework rather 
than the third
party supplier. 

tools, both proprietary and from 
third-party vendors, that they will 
undoubtedly want incorporated into 
any frame-work they purchase. 
"We're responding to customer pres
sure to provide links so that our 
tools work with other tools," says 
David Potts, senior systems architect 
at GenRad (Fareham, Rants, UK). 
"And we're going to have to provide 
those with or without CFI. As a vendor 
of tools that must work in 
frameworks, our very survival hin
ges on our tool interoperability, as 
well as performance." 

There's a considerable difference, 
however, between the two methods 
of incorporating a tool into a frame
work-encapsulation and integra
tion. Encapsulation is the simpler of 
the two because it doesn't involve 
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Though providing integration and 
encapsulation services can become 
a problem that tool vendors, VAR's 
and end-users all may want to hand
off rather than handle, the hope is 
that standards from organizations 
such as CFI will make all levels of 
tool interoperability much easier. 
This will require active participa
tion by computer hardware vendors 
in the development of these stand
ards so that many of the services 
provided by frameworks today will 
become extensions of a computer's 
operating system (0/S). "If stand
ards are to be successful, they have 
to be supported by a broad constitu
ency," says Aart de Geus, senior vice 
president of engineering at Synop
sys (Mountain View, CA). "It's going 
to take more than just cooperation of 

EDA vendors. It's easier for us to 
buy a database bundled with the 
O/S from Sun or IBM than it is from 
a direct competitor. Graphics pack
ages are often bundled with an O/S 
and after a while they become 
standards through customer accep
tance. I see the same thing happen
ing with EDA tool standards." 

I Performance counts 
With all this talk of frameworks, 
cooperation and tool interoperabil
ity, it's easy to lose sight of the fact 
that they actually exist to support 
tools. When all is said and done it's 
the individual tool's performance 
which will win customer's dollars. 
"We've heard from our user's group 
that a framework isn't the most im
portant consideration when they're 
looking at tools," CFI's Graham 
points out. "Actually, whether a com
pany has a framework isn't as im
portant as what their future frame
work plans are . That tells a 
customer how open that company 
plans to be, and that's very impor
tant to a user. It's ironic, but often 
I'm trying to tone down people's ex
pectations of what frameworks will 
do. What the EDA industry still has 
to concentrate on is tool perform
ance. After all, if a customer can't 
get a tool to work, why would they 
buy more?" • 
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our proprietary landless 
printed circuit boards that let 

you add more features per 
square inch than any other 
board technology available. 
Or consider Oki's high-density 
multichip module capabilities. 

Entertain the idea of adding a 
3-megabyte expansion card 
with Oki 's customized 4-Meg 

SIMMs. Or of plugging in 
a sound card that supports 
Windows '" 3.0 and provides 
high-quality, RealVoice" audio 
performance. 

Have you been thinking 
about adding video to your 
system? fa,'{-modem or 

cellular features? Ultra high
speed pixel processing 
capabilities for WYSIWYG 
displays? Or perhaps you've 

been envisioning an inte
grated solution that enables 
the full, exciting range of 
multimedia possibilities. Oki 
technology can transform 
these visions into next

generation offerings. 
Call 1-800-0KI-6388 today 

for our corporate capabilities 
brochure. Learn how Oki 
resources can start adding on 
to your system's current real 
estate- and market share. 

TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGY INTO CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS 

Windows 1s a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ReaJV01ce 1s a trademark of Oki Semiconductor 



THINKING OF ADDING ON? 

= -
ff ~ w OKI 

Semiconductor 
785 North Mary Avenue 
Sunnyvale , CA 94086-2909 
1-800-0Kl-6388 
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En Optimum throughput is achieved through the use of the 

MC68040, one of the most powerful CISC processors available, 

offering 20MIPS and 3.5MFLOPs combined with a local bus 

bandwidth of 40MB/sec. Picture aquisition occurs in video realtime. 

l1tmffH To obtain a flicker free display of CCIR/EIA interlaced video, 

a scan converter synchronizes arbitrary video sources to the internal, soft

ware programmable sync raster. The monitor output offers Workstation resolu

tion with 256 colors/greyscales plus overlay capability. ljt!tjj!Htftl Support for 

up to 4 CCIR/EIA cameras as well as line cameras via the VIBus input. Direct 

VIBus interface to VIBus pipeline modules for maximum realtime performance. 

The local bus is dual-ported to the VMEbus for easy integration into VMEbus 

systems. Mouse, keyboard and a VSB master interfaces are standard. 

Complete Software Support The IC-40 Toolpack with OS-9 operating system, 

G220 terminal emulator, SLBridge host communications link and library of graphics 

and image processing routines, 

delivered in C source code is 

available, as well as a local 

XllR4 server implementation. 
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USA American Eltec, Inc.· 479, South Marengo Avenue· Pasadena, California 91!01 ·Phone (018) 4 49-1558 ·Fax (818) 5 78-00 54 
Germany Eltec Elektronik GmbH · Galileo-Galilei-StraBe ll · D-6500 Mainz 42 · Tel.(0 6131) 918-0 ·Fax (0 6131) 918199 
France Eltec International SARL 1, Allee des Garays F-91!20 Palaiseau Tel. (I) 64471877 Fax (I) 64470933 
U.K . Eltec International PLC· Sunningdale House · 45 Caldecotte Lake Drive· Caldecotte Business Park· Milton Keynes, MK7 8LF ·Tel. (09 08) 36 64 99 · Fax (09 08) 27 46 00 
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Performance pushes RISC 
chips into real-time roles 

The latest RISC 
processors are 
attractive for high
speed real-time 
applications. But 
advanced archi
tectures aren't 
enough to win 
design-ins. Final 
system cost, availa
bility of tools and 
other factors figure 
prominently in the 
design decision. 

Tom Williams, Senior Editor 

W hen selecting proces
sors for real-time applica
tions, "people are going to 
RISC for pure performance," 
says Jerry Kirk, president of 
Microtec Research (San Jose, CA). "They want 50 to 60 Mips at the lowest 
possible price." The fact that the processors happen to be based on reduced 
instruction set computer (RISC) architectures, he points out, is incidental. 
Designers' real concerns are performance, system cost, time-to-market and 
a flexible path for future upgrades. 

Vendors, however, are acutely aware that embedded applications of32-bit 
processors represent a potentially large market. They know much is at 
stake; the processors that make significant gains in the embedded world 
will a lso be the most successful in other applications. So in their competi
tive zeal to push one technology over another, marketers of processors 
dream up RISC wars and other fantasies that obscure the real interests 
of design engineers. 

I RISC meets real-time 

Designers have avoided using RISC for real-time applications for two 
reasons: the impact of large register sets on task context-switch time 
and performance penalties associated with cache misses. Cache misses 
affect the performance of RISC processors in particular because these 
processors are designed to operate with an unbroken stream of instruc
tions, leading chip architects to build them with the largest possible 
on-chip caches. Both problems, however, can be addressed (see "Suiting 
up RISC for real-time," p 82). 

Context-switch time comes up in almost every discussion about the use of 
RISC processors for real-time applications. For a RISC chip with relatively few 

The F-22 uses 
Intel's i960 
processor as its 
standard proces
sor for all 
avionics, sensor 
and navigation 
functions. 
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I RISC CHIPS 
registers, such as the Motorola 
88100, benchmarks show a perform
ance advantage over a comparable 
CISC design (the Motorola 68030, for 
example) of about two-to-one. The key 
to dealing with larger register sets is 
to find a way to avoid saving all the 
registers to memory every time an 
interrupt occurs. 

The MIPS R3000 processor, for 
example, reduces register-to
memory saves by grouping its 64 
registers as 32 general-purpose and 
32 floating-point. With this register 
grouping, developers of compilers 
and operating systems can choose 
not to save floating-point registers 
to memory when a context switch 
doesn't involve these registers. Once 
the compiler and operating system 
support that decision and the timing 
is established, the designer can deal 
confidently with known context
switch times. 

The matter gets more complex 
with processors that have signifi
cantly larger register sets. The Spare 
chip, for example, has at least 120 
registers in most of its current im
plementations. Spare is an architec
ture specification, however, not a dev
ice specification. This means it's 
possible to have a Spare implementa
tion with as many as 520 registers. 

With 192 registers, the Am29000 
processor, from Advanced Micro 
Devices (Austin, TX), has a very 
large register set. Its registers are 
not partitioned into groups, but 
rather in one large register file. The 

key to using 
such an archi
tecture in a 
real-time en
vironment is 
figuring out 
how to optimize 
context switch
ing by deter
mining which 
registers need 
to be saved for a 
given situation. 

. . ii <>l'NllYtl 

Real-time 
operating sys
tems were writ
ten with CISC 
architectures in 
mind and simp
ly save and re
store all regis
ters. This is 
clearly not an 
efficient meth
od of oper-ation 
when these op
erating systems 

RISC processors are rapidly moving into high-performance board
/eve/ controller products. The Pulsar 3000 VME single-board com
puter by Omnibyte sports a 25-MHz MIPS R3000A. C Executive and 
VxWorks real-time operating systems are available for the board 
along w ith an extensive library of software developmen t tools. 

are ported to the Am29000 proces
sor. Another alternative is to com
pute which registers are affected by 
each save and restore operation. 
"Both extremes probably have unac
ceptable effects on timing," says 
Norbert Laengrich, president of 
Embedded Performance (Santa 
Clara, CA), which supplies a 
development toolset (including an 
emulator and debugger) for the 
29000. "Going too much to the op
timizing extreme will send context-

switching time back up because 
you're taking too much processing 
time figuring out what to do. And the 
possibility of errors increases." 

Trying to find a happy medium 
between these extremes, AMD has 
classified context switches into six 
general categories. "What, after all, 
is a context switch," asks Brett 
Stewart, AMD's 29000 business 
development manager. "Far and 
away, the most common context 
switch in a procedure-oriented Ian-

Spare in real-time: The complexities of large register sets 

D ealing with the uncertainties of 
context-switching times becomes more 
complex as the size of a processor's 
register set increases. Spare processors 
provide a useful example of this com
plexity because most current implemen
tations have at least 120 registers. But 
because Spare is an architecture 
specification (not a device specification), 
it's possible to have an implementation 
with as many as 520 registers. 

I Overlapping register windows 
Sparc's registers are arranged in logical 
windows of 24 registers, comprising 
eight input, eight output and eight local 
registers. Each window shares eight 
input and eight output registers with its 
immediate neighbors. For two adjacent 
windows, the eight physical registers 
that appear to one window as its input 
registers will appear to the adjacent win-
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dow as its output registers. As a result, 
when two processes share adjacent win
dows, they can transfer data with no 
physical movement of data. 

Spare doesn't require that a process 
be limited to one window, so normally a 
context switch would simply save all ac
tive registers . That may be acceptable 
for a multitasking operating system, but 
it makes context-switch time unpre
dictable and possibly unacceptably long 
for real-time applications. 

Companies adapting Spare for real-time 
include Microtec Research, which is 
building a Spare development toolset 
(compiler, debugger, etc.) and 
Metaware (Santa Cruz, CA), which is 
designing a C compiler. 

I Register windows in real-time 
The approach taken by the two com
panies turns Sparc's large register set from 

a performance disadvantage into an 
asset. By dedicating a register window 
to each process, Microtec and Metaware 
make 32 registers available to each 
process (24 window registers and eight 
global registers). If a process requires 
more than 32 registers, then it must spill 
off into memory (it can't use another 
process' registers). In this scheme, a Spare 
implementation with eight register win
dows could support four dedicated 
processes. The normally overlapping 
registers couldn't be shared, so the local 
registers of four windows would have to 
be invalid. The result is very fast context 
switching between processes in dedicated 
windows. If there are more than four 
processes (and there usually are), one win
dow would have to be set aside for con
text switching with external memory, so 
only three processes could benefit from 
the improved context-switching times. 



Omnibyte has the most 
complete line of MIPS R3000 
VME hardware, software and 
systems for your project. In fact 
you may select from 72 distinct 
VME configurations. 

You can get the fast and 
powerful Pulsar 30ootm. shown 
above, featuring: 

• 25MHz R3000A RISC CPU 
• 25MHz R3010A Floating-Point 

Coprocessor (opt.) 
• (4} R3020 Write Buffers 
• 128KB (or 32KB) I-cache 
• 128KB (or 32KB) D-cache 
• 32, 16, 8 or 4MB DRAM 
•High speed SCSI port (opt.) 
• Ethernet interface (opt.) 
• (4) serial ports 
• (4) ROM sockets (up to 4MB) 
• Real time calendar clock 

w/battery 

• 2KB NV RAM 
• VIC068 VME Interface {slot 1) 

Controller 

And the Pulsar is available with 
the following software: 

Title Type 

SPP/e 1 PROM monitor 
degugger & 
1/0 library 

SPP1 SPP/e with 
architecture & 
cache 
simulator 

IDT/c2 IBM/SUN 
X-compiler 

C EXECUTIVE3 Real time 
monitor 

ADA4 ADA compiler 

VxWorks5 Real time o.s. 

RISC/os 1 UNlx6 

CIRCLE NO. 120 

In addition to our boards and 
software, we can also provide 
you with a complete line of 
MIPS development systems. 

For further information, give 
Larry Snow a call today at 
800-638-5022' (708-231-6880 
in IL}. 

DI 
OMNIBYTE CORPORATION 
245 W. Roosevelt Rd. 
West Chicago II 60185 

Trademarks: 1-MIPS COfll>Uter 
Systems Inc. (available in binary 
or source), 2-Integrated Device 
Technology, Inc., 3-JMI Software 
Consultants Inc., 4-DOD, 5-Wind 
River Systems (available for MIPS 
and DEC workstations), 6-AT&T 



A Look at Today. .. A Vision of Tomorrow 

With the 
OB68KNME40"' you 
no longer have to com
promise on performance or 
price in your VME embed
ded control application. We 
start by giving you a very 
basic board which includes: 

• 25-33MHz 68040. 
• (8) 28-pin RAM sockets. 
• Up to 2.256MB of dual 

access static RAM (32KB 
standard). 

• (8) 32-pin sockets for up to 
8MB of ROM. 

• (2) asynch RS232C serial 
ports. 

• (16) lines of parallel 1/0. 

You can combine it with just 
the right amount of RAM 
and ROM you need. 
And you do not have to 
sacrifice features. Our 
Omnimodule™ modular 1/0 
connector allows you to 
implement a wide variety of 
serial, parallel, SCSI, GPIB, 
analog, digital and other 1/0 
options - all fitting into one 
slot. Other features include: 

• VTC's VtC068 VME inter
face chip with arbiter, inter-

rupter, mailbox and more. 
• Terminal monitor/ 

debugger/diagnostic firmware 
program included. 

• 2 year limited warranty. 
• Worldwide availability. 

All of this gives you a high 
performance board at a price 
you can afford with the 
features you need. 

To learn more about our 
OB68KNME40 contact our 
Marketing Manager, Pete 
Czuchra at 1-800-638-
5022 or (708) 231-6880 
in Illinois. 



Suiting up RISC for real-time 

C omputer sys
tems for real-time 
applications should 
provide high com
putational perfor
mance, efficient in
terrupt-handling 
capabilities, and 
high 1/0 through

put. Because real-time processing is 
deterministic, it also requires predict
able, guaranteed response times. RISC 
technology provides significantly higher 
computational performance than CISC. 
The question is whether RISC also 
provides a similar increase in real-time 
performance. 

Cache memory and a large register 
set-two architectural features of 
RISC-have been recently criticized as 
representing drawbacks for real-time ap
plications. These drawbacks, however, 
can be addressed at the real-time 
operating system/kernel level, rendering 
them transparent to application 
programmers. 

I Cache problems 
RISC processors rely heavily on cache 
memories. The predictable, guaranteed 
response time, therefore, must be calcu
lated as the worst-case event (assuming 
that all critical tasks are not in the 
cache). To solve the unpredictability of 
cache memory, some developers 
propose running the RISC chip in un
cached mode. Although designers 
would achieve absolute predictability, 
they also might lose most of the ad
vantages of RISC as well. 

Let's look at the cache drawback 
from another standpoint. First of all, the 
cache problem is not unique to RISC 
processors. Current CISC processors, 
such as the MC68040, also have built-in 
cache memory, and the same problem 
exists when such a processor is used in 
real-time. 

The cache drawback may also affect 
the worst-case response time. In many 
real-time applications, the most impor
tant requirement is to meet the dead
line for a specific task . For these applica
tions, the overall time, which consists of 
the response time and the task execu
tion time, is important and has to be 
predictable. Even if the response time is 
relatively slow because of cache draw-

back, a fast RISC processor will make up 
the time and meet the deadline. 

For applications that require very fast, 
deterministic, and guaranteed response 
times, designers can still solve the cache 
problem. The Modcomp 2000 system, a 
tightly-coupled, symmetric multiproces
sor that uses MC88100 RISCs, for ex
ample, targets the processor for inter
rupt handling. The developer can 
select a processor that will handle in
terrupts and nothing else. If the 

It's still 
questionable 
which RISC 
processor 

among a half 
dozen offered 

today performs 
better in 
real-time. 

Ill 

processor contains 
a large enough 
cache, and the 
developer carefully 
designs the 
interrupt tasks in 

such a way that all 
tasks can fit into 
the cache, it should 
be expected that 
everything will be 
in the cache when 
an interrupt occurs. 
In this way, the 

worst-case response time is significantly 
improved . 

Another similar solution for the cache 
problem consists of incorporating high
speed local memories into a RISC multi
processor system, in which all critical 
tasks can be locked. 

I Large register set problems 
RISC architectures are register-oriented 
architectures, which typically assume a 
large register set. A large number of 
registers can significantly affect the con
text-switch times because the large 
register content must be saved . 

Though the RISCs are based on 
register-oriented architectures, some 
RISC chips have relatively few registers. 
For example, the MC88000, i860, and 
MIPS processors all have only 32 
registers . As a result, the context switch 
is fast. Some RISC processors, such as 
the MC88000, use a register scoreboard
ing technique, which allows all instruc
tion units to share the register file . This 
can further improve context switching, 
because the registers don't have to be 
saved as often . In RISC chips with rela
tively few registers, a compiler plays a 
key role in allocating the registers. 

Some RISC chips have a large register 
set, which may require more context to 

be stored during the context switch. The 
Am29000 processor and Spare chips, for 
example, with 192 registers and 120 or 
136 registers, respectively, are less suitable 
for real-time applications. 

Problems with a large register set, 
nonetheless, can be overcome. For ex
ample, in the Am29000, the whole 
register set need not be saved during 
the context switch. The developer 
decides how many registers to save. 
This can reduce the context switch 
times, although it's a burden to applica
tion developers, who have to be ex
tremely careful about using registers. 

I Other problems and solutions 
Another drawback to RISCs, specifically 
the MC88000, involves certain opera
tions that are critical at the operating 
system kernel level . When an interrupt 
occurs on a MC680XO processor, the en
tire system state is automatically pushed 
onto the system stack. The operating 
system developer has to write code to 
save the state of the machine. This 
drawback is solvable. It has no impact 
on real-time performance . New 
revisions of RISC chips will solve this 
problem by moving the solution from 
software back to hardware. 

Another misconception about RISC is 
that it's much more difficult to port 
operating systems and kernels from 
CISC to RISC platforms than from CISC 
to CISC platforms. Our experience in 
porting the REAi/iX operating system, a 
real-time implementation of the AT&T 
Unix System V, is that porting from CISC 
to RISC is the same as it is from CISC to 
CISC. 

Our experience proves that RISC tech
nology is well suited for real-time ap
plications. Increased computational per
formance linearly improves real-time 
performance. Further, the architectural 
drawbacks of RISC processors in real
time are solvable. With a good, fully
preemptable real-time operating sys
tem, a powerful real-time RISC 
computer can be built. It still remains a 
question, which RISC among a half a 
dozen offered today, performs better in 
real-time. I would recommend one with 
relatively few registers. 

Dr. Borko Furht is senior director of Research and Advanced Development, Modular Computer Systems, inc. 
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I RISC CHIPS 

guage is the procedure call." Where 
a CISC machine such as the 68000 
has to save and restore registers for 
every procedure call, the 29000 uses 
a stack cache mechanism in the local 
register file. For lightweight inter
rupts, which don't involve a large 
amount of context, such as timer 
clicks or checking a queue, the 
29000 has a freeze mode. When a 
lightweight interrupt occurs, one 
copy of the current program counter 
or status word is frozen. After the 
interrupt is serviced, processing re
sumes with the frozen copy. Four 
other categories of interrupts includ
ing two types of general interrupt han
dlers, synchronous and asynchronous 
context switches are defined accord
ing to the amount of over head needed 
and the frequency at which they nor
mally occur in applications. 

According to Embedded Perform
ance's Laengrich, his company is in 
the process of fine-tuning Ready 
Systems' VRTX32 29000 real-time 
executive to more closely match the 
Am29000's architecture. "The archi-

tecture and how you adapt the real
time operating system to the archi
tecture is the key to performance," 
says Laengrich. Embedded Per
formance also will be integrating the 
real-time kernel into its Epic 29000 
development toolset. 

I Taming cache behavior 
One of the rationales of RISC (and 
of any modern highly-integrated 
processor) is to minimize the need to 
go off-chip. To that end, cache 
memories are either coming on-chip 
or being designed outside the chip so 
that they're directly controllable by 
the processor, yielding the benefits 
of large on-chip caches in many ap
plications. According to Microtec Re
search's Jerry Kirk, "Good RISC 
performance means keeping the 
pipeline filled and always having 
the code right there in the cache." 
But these conditions can't always be 
met in an event-driven system. 
When an interrupt occurs in these 
systems, the pipeline must be flushed 
and refilled, resulting in a perfor-

Standard computational benchmarks 
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In benchmark tests performed by Modcomp, an 88100 RISC and a 68030 CISC proces
sor were both run at 25 MHz. The standard computat ional benchmarks show that 
the 88100 processor performed about 10 t imes faster than the CISC machine. For a 
set of single-parameter real-time functions, the speed advantage is still about 2:1. 
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mance penalty. But pipelines and 
on-chip caches aren't unique to 
RISC architectures. 

A cache is a statistical solution 
and as such is ill-suited to the hard 
determinism sometimes demanded 
by real-time applications. Because 
one can't be certain what's in a 
cache at every moment when an 
interrupt may occur, it's im
possible to impose strict timing 
deadlines without accepting the 
worst-case delays associated with 
a cache miss. The solution for 
such demands is simply to use the 
cache memory in a way for which 
it wasn't originally intended by 
locking specific routines into or 
out of cache memory to ensure 
deterministic behavior. 

"Real-time is at odds with the 
original intent of a cache," notes 
Dane Elliot, director of component 
marketing for MIPS Computer 
(Sunnyvale, CA). For example, the 
upcoming R4000 RISC processor 
from MIPS will have a primary 
cache on-chip as well as the ability 
to control a secondary off-chip cache. 
The R3051, a microcontroller based 
on the MIPS R3000 from Integrated 
Device Technology (Santa Clara, 
CA), has on-chip data and instruction 
caches. On both of these, it's possible 
to specify an address range and de
clare all or part of the cache locked. 
Critical interrupt routines can thus be 
kept in the fastest available memory 
and the designer can be confident of 
their timing behavior. 

Given the ways that compiler 
and operating system vendors can 
adapt to take advantage of the fea
tures of RISC chips, there really 
should be little doubt as to 
whether RISC is suitable for real
time. Indeed, the raw speed of 
RISC alone usually eclipses per
formance of CISC processors. Op
timization for context switching is 
really just icing on the cake. And 
most importantly, system designers 
don't have to do much differently 
when designing with a RISC
providing that they have a properly 
designed and integrated set of tools . 

I RISC development tools 
When using RISC processors in real
time applications, it's critical to 
have operating systems and 
development tools available. "Not 
taking an off-the-shelf-operating 
kernel has some catastrophic time
to-market effects in short-term 
projects," warns Richard Jensen, 
vice -president for new business 



33 MHz. 80960CA. VME. 
35 nsec SRAM. DRAM. DMA. 
SQUALL Module~ VxWorks. 

Cyclone's Squall 
Hits 80960CA. 

Propelling a project forward 
in the whirlwind of advancing 
technology is a challenge. 
Cyclone Microsystems can help 
accelerate your product develop-
ment with the CVME960 Single Board Computer. 

PERFORMANCE: Cyclone's CVME960 offers the 
80960CA's SuperScalar performance of multiple in
structions per clock cycle and an on-chip OMA con
troller. Cyclone couples the 80960CA's power to 
either 2 Mbytes of 35 nsec SRAM or up to 8 Mbytes of 
fast DRAM. 

FLEXIBILITY: A SQUALL ModuleT" is an 1/0 module 
that utilizes the 80960CA's capabilities as an embed
ded processor and an 1/0 server. The interface to the 
SQUALL Module includes four 32 bit OMA channels 
as well as the 80960CA's address, data, and control 
signals. SQUALL Modules are available for High Speed 
Data Links, Communications, and Network Interfaces . 

-~ 

DEVELOPMENT: The CVME960 has the tools to get 
your real time and embedded projects moving. Like 
the GNU Compiler/Debugger and VxWorks Real Time 
Operating System with a symbolic source language 
debugger. 

SUPPORT: Cyclone backs the CVME960 with compre
hensive technical and software support. Engineering 
teams are ready to support your unique SQUALL 
Module requirements. 

Call Cyclone Microsystems to find out how the per
formance and flexibility of the CVME960 and SQUALL 
Modules'" can help you survive the storm. 

CYCLONE 
MICROSYSTEMS 

25 Science Park New Haven, CT 06511 
(203) 786-5536 

VxWorks is a product of Wind River Systems, Inc. 
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I RISC CHIPS 

development at Applied Microsys
tems (Redmond, WA). This is espe
cially true for processors such as the 
Intel i960, which require extensive 
start-up code (including tables) just 
for the chip to initialize itself. "The 
reason that you buy an off-the-shelf 
kernel is that everything is written 
down-th e processes and proce
d u res-and your applications 
people know how to call the required 
routines the day your project starts," 
Jensen adds. 

There are many off-the-shelf 
real-time operating system ker
nels available for RISC proces
sors. Software Components Group 
(San Jose, CA) has, for example, 
ported its pSOS+ to the Intel i960 
and the Motorola 88000. Wind 
River Systems (Alameda, CA) sup
ports th e i960, the Spare and the 
MIPS R 3000. Ready Systems 
(Su nnyvale, CA) offers a version 
of its VRTX32 real-time executive 
for the Spare architecture and is 
reported to be working on a version 
for the MIPS R3000. Ready has also 
ported VRTX32 to th e Am29000, 
t hen sold the rights to Embedded 
P er formance, which is working on 
enh ancements. JMI Software Con
sultants (Spring House, PA) has 
ported its C Executive to the R3000, 
Am29000, and Spare, as well as the 
i860 and the i960. 

Most vendors , however, haven't 
gotten around to optimizing their 
kernels for RISC architectures. 
There hasn't been much demand, 
says Applied Microsystems' Jensen. 
"In very few applications do you need 
to service an asynchronous event 
within two microseconds of its occur
rence." Context-switch time, after 
all, only affects interrupt latency
the time between the occurrence of 
an event and when the machine 
starts processing the interrupt. 

Some operating system kernels 
are now being optimized for RISC. 
Jensen wonders, however, about the 
motives. "Are we doing this for tech
nical purity or because our projects 
demand it?" he asks. 

Embedded Performance is 
adapting VRTX32 to the Am29000 
architecture, but in more ways than 
just context switching. "A real-time 
operating system for a CISC proces
sor assumes a two-bus architec
ture," says EPI's Laengrich. "That 
means you should always be able to 
access your instruction memory via 
the data bus, which is important if 
you're going to access constants that 
reside in instructions ." The 
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Am29000 has a three-bus architec
ture, and unless there's a physical 
crossover link between data and in
struction buses, ''VRTX as written 
can't access constants contained in 
instructions," Laengrich observes. 
Making such constants accessible 
without the crossover hardware is 
one of the goals of EPI's enhance
ments to VRTX32 29000. Integra
tion into EPI's EPIC 29000 toolset is 
another. The toolset consists of an 
optimizing C compiler, assembler, 
linker, and librarian. It also includes 
a C source debugger and target
debug monitor. Integrated with the 
software tools is an in-circuit emu
lator. The turbo version of the emu-

Applied Microsystems' senior design en 
gineer Brian Crowley says that whether 
a processor is a RISC machine or not is 
not a big factor in selection for design 
engineers. Performance and the availa
bility of development tools are the prime 
considerations. "If a processor doesn 't 
have tools, why touch it?" he says. 

la tor can perform Am29000 or 29050 
emulation up to 33 MHz (a 40-MHz 
version is in development). 

Compiler technology is essential 
in developing optimized kernels for 
RISC chips such as the Spare. By 
using a compiler that follows the 
dedicated register window model, 
designers can build a kernel in 
which they can specify the tasks 
that will overlay with other tasks 
and the register windows to which 
the tasks will be dedicated. Of this 
approach Kirk says, "We're doing 
something in software to change the 
calling convention of the Spare to 
make it more adaptable for real
time environments." 

JMI's Ed Rathje, vice-president, 
agrees that the compiler is impor
tant. "Assembly language program
ming on RISC architectures should 
be avoided at all cost," he advises. 
"No human can keep track of the 
dozens (and in some cases 
hundreds) of registers. Delayed 
branches, to a programmer, are the 
Devil's invention." 

JMI is trying to patent its pro
prietary porting of C Executive to 
the Intel i960. Officials there will 
say only that they use register-to 
register copies in place of the regis
ter-to-memory copies in the part of 
the interrupt handler that saves 
global registers . The normal action 
of the i960 hardware upon receiving 
an interrupt is to switch to the in
terrupt stack and save the context 
of the interrupted task to the inter
rupt stack . If the interrupted 
routine then causes preemption of 
the interrupted task, the kernel 
must copy the task's context to a 
task-specific memory location. 
Otherwise the interrupt would de
stroy the saved context. 

I One-stop tool shopping 
But beyond the need for off-the-shelf 
operating systems, there's a need for 
development tools , specifically, 
tightly integrated ones that are sup
plied and supported by a single ven
dor. Such tightly integrated toolsets, 
however, require alliances and close 
partnerships among semiconductor 
manufacturers, compiler/debugger 
vendors and emulator vendors. 

Emulator manufacturer Step En
gineering (Sunnyvale, CA), for in
stance, supplies integrated toolsets 
for the Am29000 and the Intel 
i960CA superscalar processor. Step 
supplies combinations of its own 
compilers and debuggers as well as 
compilers and debuggers it offers 
under OEM licenses from Intel and 
Microtec Research. In another ex
ample of a strategic alliance, Step 
worked closely with Intel to develop 
its Express Plus and Express III 
i960CA emulators. 

Ready Systems, in preparing its 
MIPS R3000 version of VRTX32, is 
also bringing over its entire Velocity 
development environment to sup
port the R3000. Wind River's sup
port of three RISC machines 
likewise includes the en tire 
VxWorks environment. In addition, 
Applied Microsystems integrates 
and supports Microtec's C compiler 
and X-Ray debugger into the i960CA 
development system based on its 
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I RISC CHIPS 
emulator. One of the major benefits 
of such an integrated set of tools is 
to shield the application program
mer from the details of chip archi
tecture. "Most software engineers 
today work in C, so they don't even 
see the machine," explains Brian 
Crowley, senior design engineer 
for Applied Microsystems and 
project manager for the i960CA 
development system. 

The Applied Microsystems EL 
3200/i960CA emulator, which is the 
product of Crowley's design team, 
uses a Motorola 68302 as a control 

processor. "RISC development tools 
are still new," says Crowley. "If I'm 
going to choose a RISC processor to 
do a real-time embedded system, 
I'm going to choose it for its perform
ance, because I want to go fast. 
Otherwise I'd be better off using a 
68020 or a 68030 because there are 
really mature tools on the market." 
Crowley is in a good position to see 
the point of view of both user and 
tool vendor. "We use our own tools 
to make new tools," he says, "and 
we're happily doing 68000 develop
ment on Sun Sparcstations." 

I Looking beyond the core 

Beyond a direct comparison of 
various RISC architectures, the selec
tion of a RISC processor can have 
significant effects on a system's cost 
and design. Because they run so fast, 
RISC processors require a larger 
memory bandwidth to keep them fed 
than do CISC machines. As perfor
mance is increased by running up the 
clock frequency, especially beyond 40 
MHz, tricky board-design issues ap
pear. What about peripheral devices 
included on 32-bit CISC microcon
trollers like the 683XX family? 
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The fact that RISC is a newer tech
nology and has not yet evolved the 
highly-integrated control functions 
that currently support CISC architec
tures figures in selection as well. It 
means that the processor must be sup
ported by more peripheral devices on 
the board, making system hardware 
design more complex. "Embedded 
real-time comes down to more than 
just cache support," says Applied's 
Jensen. "When they're really attack
ing real-time, they have counter/ 
timers on-chip, DMA setup, and pe
ripherals you might need for dealing 

Real-time develop
ment tools for 
RISC processors 
are rapidly becom
ing available. The 
Express Plus by 
Step Engineering 
is an emulator for 
the Intel i960CA 
superscalar proces
sor which can run 
at up to 33MHz. 
The emulators are 
available with a 
selection of in
tegrated com
pilers, debuggers 
and other develop
ment software. 

with outside world events." 
Fortunately, it looks like RISC 

processors will be catching up in 
that arena as well. Specific designs 
aimed at real-time control are 
emerging, such as the R3001 and 
R3051 by Integrated Device Tech
nology and the LR33000 family by 
LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA). The R3001 
includes circuitry to control and lock 
external cache memory. The R3051 
sports an on-chip table lookaside 
buffer for memory management, a 
clock generator, as well as data and 
instruction caches which can be 
used to lock time-critical routines 
into the fastest on-chip memory. The 
3051 also includes read/write 
buffers, a DMA arbiter and bus in
terface unit. The LR33000 family 
includes models with various combi
nations of MMU, cache controllers, 
counter/timers and read/write 
buffers. Both IDT and LSI Logic 
supply extensive sets of development 
tools, including prototyping systems 
such as LSI Logic's Pocket Rocket 
evaluation board for the LR33000. 

AMD has recently announced two 
new additions to its Am29000 family. 
The Am29030 and Am29035 include 

4-kbyte and 8-kbyte instruction 
caches on-chip, and scalable clock
ing, which allows the bus to run at 
half the processor speed to help 
simplify board design. The Am29035 
also has programmable bus sizing for 
16- or 32-bi t operation for systems with 
varying price/performance levels. 
EPI has announced development sys
tem support for the new AMD chips. 

Whether designers will use RISC 
in real-time applications will depend 
more on product maturity than tech
nical issues. Before they will choose 
RISC for real-time applications, de
signers will need to see more real
time operating kernels become avail
able. They'll also be w·aiting to see to 
what extent these kernels will be 
optimized for RISC machines. Other 
pieces of the puzzle include a higher 
level of tool support and higher level 
of peripheral integration. Says 
AMD's Brett Stewart, "Customers 
don't choose processors because they 
are RISC or CISC. That's only of 
interest to the extent that they give 
superior system performance, supe
rior system cost, superior time-to
market and an upgrade path." 

RISC architectures certainly pro
vide a leap in performance. It's only 
a matter of time until they mature 
to provide significant system im
provements in all the other areas 
and become much more widely used 
by designers. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
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Step Engineering 
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Ready Systems 
(408) 736-2600 Circle 237 
Wind River Systems 
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1 SPARCstation with 3 GXTRA 1280s 

These SPARCstation Users? 

3 SPARCstations 

About $25,000 and 800,000 Pixels! 
If you ... 

• Want to support multiple graphics users on a single 
SPARCstation 

• Need to reduce hardware costs 
• Require multiple displays 
• Want single slot SBus graphics acceleration 
• Are looking for higher resolution 
• Need more power than a color X terminal 
• Are running Open Windows 2.0 

--- . -~ - TECH-SOURCE INC. 
Responsi\•e Solutions in Graphics 

442 S. North Lake Blvd. • Suite 1008 
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701 
(407) 830-8301 
Fax ( 407) 339-2554 

Then you need the GXTRA 1280 ... 

The GXTRA 1280 SBus graphics subsystem from 
Tech-Source Inc. allows you to add another color graphics 
user to your SPARCstation. 

The GXTRA 1280 is a single slot SBus card which provides GX 
style acceleration, 1280 x 1024 8-bit color frame buffer, and a 
Sun-4 style keyboard and mouse port. The GXTRAstation 1280 
combines the GXTRA 1280with a Sun compatible keyboard, 
mouse and a 19" color monitor. 

The GXTRA 1280 runs all Sun software and can replace or 
supplement your existing graphics option. 

Contact us today for information on how the GXTRA 1280can 
help you decrease your equipment costs, while increasing 
productivity. 
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Enhancing the performance 
of standard buses 
Warren Andrews 
Senior Editor 

System designers must deliver the perform
ance promised by advances in microproces
sors and other integrated devices. To do 
this, they're working to upgrade existing 
buses to meet the demands of next
generation systems. 

T ranslating semiconductor ad
vances into equivalent gains at the 
system level often requires some en
gineering magic. Handling faster 
clock speeds, for example, requires 
special consideration of transmis
sion-line effects and enhanced 
protection from signal cross-talk 
or interference. And keeping one
instruction-per-clock-cycle RISC 
processors supplied with data at a 
40-MHz or greater clock rate can 
be a real memory-design headache. 

If these difficulties aren't enough, 
semiconductor researchers are still 
working to boost the speed and 
shrink the geometries of semicon
ductor devices, but they haven't re
scinded any of the laws of physics. 
They must still deal with the limits 
on signal propagation and the 
special requirements for driving 
capacitive loads. As a result, standard 
backplane/bus designs are still grap
pling with tradeoffs between power 
dissipation and levels of integration. 

And there are always the issues 
of the bus standards themselves. 
Established standards such as 
VME, Multibus and STD Bus are 
slow to change. But engineers con
tinue to work to boost the perform
ance of standard buses while main
taining compatibility with previous 
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generations. These efforts have re
sulted in a number of proposals, 
some of which have been welcomed 
by the vendor community while 
others have been shunned. 

I Moving standard buses ahead 
Almost every major open-standard 
bus architecture has performance 
enhancements in the works. VME 
vendors have already made 
VME64 a commercial reality 
despite delays in making it part of 
the specification. And work is under 
way to add a number of other enhan
cements to VME including a noncom
pelled or source-synchronized, block
transfer mode, an open-boot PROM 
for auto configuration, and perhaps 
even a mechanism for hard ware 
semaphores. 

Not to be left behind, Multibus II 
vendors are working on a true hard
ware and software hot-insertion 
capability, stepping up the clock to 
double transfer rates, boosting the 
efficiency of the Message Passing 
Coprocessor (MPC) function with a 
more powerful processor, and ex
tending the 21-slot system limit. 
STD Bus is also in on the act with a 
small group of vendors pushing to 
get acceptance for the 32-bit version 
developed by Ziatech (San Luis 

Obispo, CA). What's more, Ziatech 
has some multiprocessing software 
under development that could 
have a major impact on the accep
tance of the 32-bit standard and 
system performance. 

Even non-IEEE sanctioned buses 
have been looking to boost perform
ance. SBus, for example, recently 
introduced a revision that increases 
the bus width from 32 to 64 bits. And 
IBM's Micro Channel Architecture 
(MCA) is on schedule in the series of 
upgrades which the company antic
ipates will end up with a 160-
Mbyte/s bus. It's also rumored that 
the MCA competitor, EISA, has sig
nificant upgrades up its sleeve that 
will more than double bus-transfer 
speeds. 

And, of course, Futurebus+ repre
sents the ultimate in bus-perform
ance enhancement. Still in the throes 
of final specification, Futurebus+ is 
expected to represent the fasLest
possible bus architecture, limited only 
by semiconductor performance and 
the basic speed of electrons through 
conventional conductors. 

I What price performance? 
Despite one's particular opinion on 
whether developments in board 
products are pushed by technology 



or pulled by demand, when higher 
performance is accompanied by a 
significantly higher price tag, lower
performance systems often win out. 
"There's only a certain percentage of 
OEMs out there that are looking for 
increased performance," says Bill 
Mahuson, vice-president of technol
ogy for Performance Technologies 
(Rochester, NY ). "When we 
developed VME64," he says, "we 
knew that it would address only the 
small percentage of our customers 
who needed the extra performance. 
Additional enhancements such as 
SSBLT (source synchronous block 
transfer) will appeal to even a smaller 
number of users," he says. 

"Right now we don't see the need 
for many full 32-bit systems, and 
that's why we offer only 16-bit CPUs 
now," says Ziatech vice-president, 
Jim Eckford from the STD perspec
tive. But Eckford believes that as 
new applications for STD emerge
and new software to take advantage 
of full 32-bit transfers-demand for 
32-bit parts will mushroom. 

Similarly in the Multibus II 
world, no immediate need for in
creased performance is perceived. 
"We're looking at Multibus II en
hancements because we know 
they'll be called for sometime in the 



I STANDARD BUSES 
future," says Mike Richmond, Intel's 
product group Multibus manager. 
"But at present, Multibus II has no 
problem keeping up with-and in 
many cases it's ahead of-any of the 
applications it's used in." 

I VME directions 

While the Multibus Manufacturers 
Group (MMG) has mapped out the 
future ofMultibus II in some detail, 
VME makers are debating the next 
level of performance enhance
ments to append to the specifica
tion. "VME64 is a logical extension 
to the bus and, as incorporated in 
the current proposed Rev. D, rep
resents a significant performance 
upgrade," says Mahuson. But some 
VFEA (VME-to-Futurebus Ex
tended Architecture) International 
Trade Association members are 
anxious to cram as many addition
al enhancements into the latest 
revision as possible. The most 
desired enhancements are SSBLT, 
Open Boot and hardware semaphores 
(see "Semaphores and reflective 
memory," p 95). Other proposals 
dealing with cache coherency and 
message-passing protocols have 
been tabled for a future revision or 
will be addressed separately as 
"recommended practices." 

"SSBLT is a technique to increase 
the basic VME transfer rate to 160 
Mbyte /s-or as high as 200 
Mbyte/s," says Wayne Fischer, direc-

tor of strategic marketing for Force 
Computers, (Campbell, CA), (see 
"SSBLT: Raising the limits of 
VME64", p ??). "The VMEbus proto
col has several delays built-in that 
simplified implementation during 
its early years. Now, however, high
speed, high-density VLSI and ASIC 
technology allow more advanced 
protocols to be used," he says. 

In an SSBLT, the data source is 
also the source for the data-transfer 
clock, which runs at a rate that is 
negotiated between the source and 
receiver boards. In a way not yet 
specified, this negotiated rate will be 
determined at configuration time for 
each board. In an SSBLT transfer, 
the address phase is the same as a 
conventional VME block transfer. 
However, after the initial address is 
set up, the DTACK (Data Transfer 
Acknowledge) handshake is elimi
nated and data is free to be strobed 
across the bus at the data-source 
clock speed. 

I Agreeing on a rate 

Secure transfer of the data is de
pendent on the fact that the trans
mitting and receiving node under
stand and agree on the transfer rate, 
and that the rate of transmission 
will be less-than or equal-to the 
receiver's capability. But this agree
ment on a negotiated rate may be 
easier for the boards than for their 
makers. 

At presstime there seems to be 
three factions within the VME64 
committee: one group doesn't want 
to alter the VME64 specification; 
one group wants the addition to the 
specification to be as simple as 
possible , hopefully garnering a 
broader usage; and the third group 
wants a far more-elegant solution, 
increasing flexibility and maximum 
transfer capability. 

The major undecided issues 
facing the second two groups are 
transfer rate, block size, use ofVME 
address modifiers, and the encoding 
of block length. The block length has 
been proposed as information to be 
put on the four least-significant bits 
of the address field . Because all 
transfers are on 16-byte boundaries, 
these lower four bits are not used 
and would be free to be used for 
block-length information. 

Those board makers who are mos1 
opposed to the idea of incorporatine 
SSBLT into Rev. D of the VME speci· 
fication say that most applications d< 
not need the higher transfer rate, anc 
those that do will be better served b' 
going off the VME system bus to som~ 
subsidiary, high-transfer-rate bus 
They add that while SSBLT will in 
crease transfer rates, it won't delive 
enough improvement to serve mos 
high-bandwidth applications. The. 
conclude that SSBLT will only resuJ 
in new-and potentially more troublE 
some--bottlenecks on the bus. (It 

Standard bus technologies and applications 
BUS TECHNOLOGIES 

MULTIBUS 11 , 
MCA ("B" VERSION), 

THEORETICAL LIMIT VME 

PRACTICAL LIMIT VME 

MCA 
("A" VERSION) 

EISA 

MULTIBUS I 

IBM PCAT 

MCA ("C" VERSION), 
THEORETICAL 

LIMIT VME 64 

MULTIBUS II 
(LONG 

CHASSIS) 

VME 64 

MCA ("D" VERSION) 

VME 64 WITH SSBL T, 
FIRST FUTUREBUS+ BOARDS DYNABUS 

THEORETICAL LIMIT 
OF FUTUREBUS+ 

MBYTE~Sf-L-+-1~01-+2-0--l~~~r4-0--+5-0--1~60_,_r7-0--+8-0--l-90~~1-00-+-~+--'--l~-+-~+1-5-0-+----'>~-+~-+-~~5-00__._,~~~~ 
1 GBYTE/S 

FACTORY 
AUTOMATION 

MOSTVME 
CONTROL AND 

FACTORY 
AUTOMATION 

APPLICATIONS 

MID-RANGE SERVERS 

IMAGE PROCESSING, 
PATIERN RECOGNITION, GRAPHICS WORKSTATIONS 

VERY HIGH 
PERFORMANCE SERVERS 

HIGH-END SERVERS, 
SUPER COMPUTERS, MAINFRAMES. 

MULTIPROCESSING SHARED-DATA SYSTEMS 

Today's standard buses serve the majority of applications for multiboard systems, but demand from users and the pressures of 
advancing microprocessor and semiconductor technologies are forcing the standards to evolve. The enhancements in the work! 
for existing bus standards will let them serve more applications, particularly those demanding higher performance. And new b, 
standards, such as Futurebus+, will address the needs of applications at the highest end of the spectrum. 
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Finally, Intel has conquered space, bringing 
the performance of EISA to i486'" desktop designs. 

The new, high-performance 82350DT chipset 
allows you to build EISA systems for the desktop 
using just half the chips of current EISA designs. 
The result: server power on the desktop, offering 
32-bit 1/0 performance that can really boost applica
tions like databases and graphics. 

To ensure your design investment is pro
tected , Intel's new chipset features another first
modularity. With it, you can design a flexible system 
platform that will accommodate future CPU/cache 

(') 199 1, lnicl Corporalion. i486 is a trademark o f Intel Corporation. 

configurations. So updating motherboards is as 
simple as plugging in a daughter card. 

Do some space exploration of your own. For 
an Intel EISA Brochure, call 1-800-548-4725 and ask 
for Lit. Pack #HA53. You'll find out how to build i486 
desktop systems that are truly out of this world. 

intel. 
The Computer Inside.™ 
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I STANDARD BUSES 
also been pointed out that those 
most vocally opposing the addition 
have recently released- or are 
about to release-VME64 silicon. 
Almost any of the proposed SSBLT 
schemes would require significant 
redesign of that silicon.) 

I Another bottleneck? 
Even many board makers showing 
tacit support for the SSBLT proposal 
are not completely convinced of its 
effectiveness. "The idea of increas
ing the transfer speed on VMEbus 
sounds desirable , but may serve 
only to frustrate designers with 
high-bandwidth applications ," says 
Ed Schulman, vice-president of 
marketing for Ironies (Ithaca, NY). 
"Even VME64 doesn't begin to solve 
the transfer problems in high
bandwidth applications such as 
graphics and imaging," he says. 

"There's nothing wrong with the 
idea of a source-synchronized trans-

fer mechanism," adds Schulman, 
"we've been doing it for years ." Iron
ies , he explains, has used the tech
nique to increase transfer rates in 
its MCPL (Multi Crate Pipe Line) 
products and in some of its DMA 
mezzanine boards on its VME pro
ducts. "Using the approach, we've 
been able to achieve some very high 
sustained transfer rates," say Schul
man, "on products that have been 
commercially successful." 

But Schulman is less than en
thusiastic about putting SSBLT into 
the regular VME specification. "In 
applications where we've used the 
high-speed transfer rates, we've 
needed all the performance we could 
get. If we had to handle VMEbus 
system information and housekeep
ing on the same bus, we'd be in 
trouble," he says. For the same rea
son, Schulman believes that even 
VME64 may be pushing the limits 
of practicality. 

SSBLT: Raising the limits of VME64 

S ource synchronous block trans- drafting a spec without having it 
fer (SSBLT) is the latest idea for boost- completely thought out and tested. 
ing the transfer speed of VMEbus. "I For example, VME64 was thoroughly 
don't know exactly where the initial tested prior to bringing it to the 
idea came from, but it seems to have world. Performance simulated, built 
come along at the right time and and thoroughly tested VME64 proto-
mates up nicely with the VME64 types. Thus, when the VFEA (VME-to-
specification," says Heurikon's Futurebus Extended Architecture) 
Clarence Peckham. VITA committee settled down to ex-

While no one may be certain who amine the specification, they were 
should get credit for the idea behind working with a known quantity." 
SSBLT (which began as the "non- With SSBLT, it appears to be a 
compelled" mode), a number of in- somewhat different scenario. Non-
dividuals have been playing with the compelled transfers have been used 
idea for some time. Kim Clohessy, for a number of years on proprietary 
vice-president and CT~ of Dy 4 buses, but always in cases where the 
(Nepean, Ontario, Canada), was re- end justified an unconventional im-
portedly working on some similar-if plementation. Here, the SSBLT rules 
not identical-technology for some will have to be confined within the 
of that company's military customers VME format. "Even though it hasn't 
within the last year. been tested yet," says Force's Wayne 

When it was formally introduced to Fischer, "we've done enough VME-
the committee by chairman and direc- bus design work to have a high level 
tor of internal marketing for Mo- of confidence that it will work right 
torola 's computer group, Shlomo Pri off the bat." 
Tai, Force's Jack Regula, a hardware en- "The ones who are too often not 
gineer, already had a paper in hand listened to in the inner spheres of the 
that fully detailed his approach to the VME community are the customers." 
faster transfer rates. Apparently, Reg- laments Synergy's Tom Powell. "Even 
ula had worked on noncompelled without the complexity of VME64, cus-
transfers at Ironies before moving to tomers still have difficulty in making 
Force, and had proposed a similar ap- boards of different manufacturers 
proach to Ironies' management. work together. Those problems still 

"SSBLT appears to be a technology haven't gone away and SSBLT-partic-
whose time has come," says Perform- ularly if further levels of complexity are 
ance Technology's CTO, Bill Mahu- included-will only aggravate the sit-
son. "But I'd hate to see us rush into uation," he says. 
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However, those in support of the 
SSBLT proposal-which at this time 
seems to include the majority of 
VME vendors represented on the 
VFEA (VME-to-Futurebus Ex
tended Architecture) technical com
ittee of VITA-believe that a high
s peed VME transfer capability 
would be valuable. "We have many 
applications , particularly in 
graphics, where SSBLT would be ex
tremely valuable," says Abe Hirsch, 
marketing director at Heurikon 
(Madison, WI). "Many of our cus
tomers and potential customers are 
looking for a solution which will pro
vide better performance than VME 
can offer now. In many cases, how
ever, they have a major investment 
in VME software, and in other cases 
a large investment in the 6U form 
factor. They're not anxious to jump 
into something like Futurebus+ un
less there are no other choices. VME 
with SSBLT has that extra bit of 
performance, yet lets board makers 
keep the best part of their VME 
platforms," says Hirsch. 

"Many VME users have large in
vestments in VME boards they've 
developed. They aren't about to re
design these from scratch," says Tom 
Powell, vice-president of marketing 
for Synergy Microsystems (Encini
tas, CA). Synergy has fully backed 
VME64 and was among the first to 
offer a 68040 CPU featuring 
VME64. But Powell is uncommitted 
in the case of SSBLT. While many of 
Synergy's customers are involved in 
graphics and imaging applica
tions-areas calling for fast trans
fers oflarge amounts of image infor
mation-Powell , like Schulman, 
believes that in many cases it's bet
ter to offload the VMEbus from ex
cessive data traffic and let mez
zanine or secondary buses handle 
the high-speed traffic. 

I Block sizes 
"Unquestionably SSBLT in some 
form will become part of the VME 
specification very soon," says Fis
cher. But exactly what it will look 
like may not be resolved at least 
until later this year, despite some 
efforts to railroad the specification 
through for passage by January 1, 
1992 . There are a number of 
proposals in the offing: one calls for 
simply a fixed block size, another for 
an unlimited block size, or for no 
encoding during the address phase. 

In addition, various schemes for 
encoding block sizes have also been 
proposed. These include using a sep-



Semaphores and reflective memory 

I n any real -time 
and/or multi-task
ing system, a sig
nificant amount of 
system bus band
width is used by 
processors repeat
edly reading a loca
tion and waiting 

for some other processor to update that 
location (called spinning on a sema
phore). This is the fundamental activity 
addressed by most resource-allocation 
and synchronizing protocols. 

Numerous ingenious schemes have 
been devised to minimize or hide the 
performance penalties due to bus-band
width loss and latencies in semaphore 
updating. But one simple mechanism 
can satisfy the needs of semaphore 
handling in all systems, if all boards in a 
system adopt it. 

I The properties of a semaphore 
Semaphore-based protocols are in
herently synchronous to the receiving 
process, since it's the receiving process 
that determines when it inspects the 
state of the semaphore. With event
based protocols, events are issued by 
the sending process and by some 
means asynchronously announce their 
arrival to the receiving process (usually 
by an interrupt-based mechanism). 

This difference gives rise to the main 
reasons for the popularity of semaphore
based protocols, because they are easier 
to validate (the receiver only changes its 
behavior, based on the received signal, 
at a known point and state in its execu
tion), they are simpler to write, they do 
not have the context-switching over
head often associated with event-based 
protocols, and they do not have the 
problem of a limited number of availa
ble support mechanisms (most systems 
are limited in the number of interrupt 
sources which can be handled). 

The penalty paid for these advan
tages is that typically for each "rele
vant" change of a semaphore (a write 
to it), there are many reads returning 
the same data each time until the 
change occurs. To reduce the bus band
width used by these reads, a "reflective 
memory" mechanism is used, which re
sults in only atomic (indivisible) read/ 
writes to semaphores appearing on the 
VMEbus, all normal reads being per-

formed from a local copy of the sema
phore and, therefore, not appearing on 
the VMEbus. This mechanism provides 
most of the practical advantages of 
cache coherence for the support of 
semaphores, at a fraction of the com
plexity and cost. 

I Reflective memory 
A reflective memory is one which ap
pears to be global but is actually local. 
In other words, every board in a system 
has a memory physically local to it (on
board), which "reflects" the state of all 
the other such memories in the system. 
Thus reads performed locally on any 
given location in this memory will return 
the same data as a read performed by 
another board's processor at the same 
location in its own memory. To achieve 
this, writes must never be made locally 
to this memory, but are always per
formed over the VMEbus, and modify 
all memories, including the initiator's 
memory, simultaneously and identical
ly (this is known as an "inclusive" 
broadcast). 

I Using reflective memory 
Since the reflective memories used to 
hold semaphores have special proper
ties, they need to be uniquely identified 
and handled. This is done by defining a 
new address space, by AM encoding, 
for accesses to them. Since 32 kbytes 
reserved for semaphore locations should 
be more than adequate for any VMEbus 
system, this is an A 16, 008(0) space 
(i.e., 32-kbyte semaphores for counting 
semaphore protocols, or up to 256,000 
single-bit semaphores, the use of which 
is defined by system software). For ease 
of decoding, two previously reserved 
AM encodings, Ox21 and Ox25 are now 
specified as semaphore space. The two 
encodings have identical meaning, and 
AM2 need not be decoded. 

Because all devices supporting the 
semaphore mechanism must respond to 
accesses in this space, a single master 
will write to multiple slaves. This re
quires a change to the definition of 
DTACK generation by addressed slaves. 
Since multiple slaves (including the slave 
function of the board containing the 
master) will respond, they will all assert 
DTACK (multiple drivers on a line is al
lowed on VMEbus, due to its open col
lector nature). To ensure that faster 

Thanos Mentzelopoulos, senior engineering group leader, Ironies 

slaves do not terminate the cycle before 
slower slaves are ready, an extended 
minimum time from OSI reception to 
DTACK assertion of 100 ns is mandated 
for accesses in this space, and all slaves 
responding in this address space must 
be capable of capturing the data on the 
bus within this 100-ns period. DTACK re
lease is irrelevant, since the slowest 
slave to release will control the state of 
the signal line seen by the master. 

All boards supporting the semaphore 
mechanism should carry memory re
sponding at an address within the sema
phore address space, and extending 
contiguously upwards. If a board sup
ports the semaphore mechanism, and 
the amount of memory it has in the 
semaphore address space, up to the 
maximum of 32 kbytes, must be made 
visible to system configuration software 
through the CSR mechanisms. 

When software wishes to access a 
semaphore, it should read the sema
phore using normal reads (which will be 
made from the local copy without ac
quiring the VMEbus). Once the sema
phore is seen to be available, the soft
ware must perform an atomic read/ 
write (RMC) to modify the semaphore. 
Both the read and write parts of this 
atomic access will appear on the VME
bus, ensuring that no other device can 
modify the semaphore between the 
time the first device saw it available and 
the time the device claimed the sema
phore by modifying it. If the read part 
of the atomic read/write shows that the 
semaphore has become nonavailable 
since the last normal read, the write 
does not occur and the software should 
revert to reading its local copy of the 
semaphore until it again is seen to be 
available. The master interface therefore 
needs to distinguish between normal 
reads (which do not cause VMEbus 
mastership to be requested), and the 
read part of an atomic access (RMC) 
which is required to appear on the VME
bus. If normal reads to semaphore 
space are permitted (not for modifying 
semaphores, but as part of the mailbox
event mechanism described below), 
these must also appear on the VM Eb us. 
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I STANDARD BUSES 
arate a ddress-modifier code for 
each block size, u sing the data bus 
dur ing the address cycle and using 
th e lower fo ur bits of the address 
to enco d e b l ock l ength. "AM 
[address m odifier] co des," says 
Fisch er, "ar e limited because there 
are only six AM lines. The codes 
s h ould b e reserve d for future 
VME64 extensions." 

One early SSBLT proposal sug
gested reassigning AM codes cur
ren tly u sed in VME64. This brought 
a ch orus of outrage from almost the 
ent ire VME vendor community be
cause most have alr eady committed 
to the existing VME64 proposed 
specification. And the 32 data lines 
are u sed for A64 mode in VME64 and 
are not free for use in determining 
bus size, says Heurikon's vice-presi
dent of engineering, Clarence Peck
ham. While use of the lower four bits 
of the address lines might work, "this 
is someth in g th at is completely 
different from anything that's ever 
been done on VME," says Peckham. 
"It goes against the way the bus has 
been structured," he adds. 

The r emaining possibilities in
clude u sing only one fixe d data 
length such as 2 kbytes, or not in
cluding any transfer length during 
th e address phase. "In the later 
case," says Fischer, "either a master 
or slave can terminate the transfer 
at any time. All transfers will re
m ain on 16-byte bou ndaries and 
can be of a ny length within an A32 
a ddress s p ace. Whenever the 
m aster or slave needs to refresh 
t h e address, or t h e master has 

transferred its packet of informa
tion, or the slave can no longer 
receive information, the SSBLT 
cycle is terminated." 

"Though a fixed length may not be 
the most efficient transfer mecha
nism, it eliminates a lot of problems 
of setting boundaries or, in the case 
of unlimited transfers, keeping the 
SSBLT transfer from hogging the 
bus," says Peckham. "Further," says 
Mahuson, "even though fixed-length 
transfers are less efficient than un
limited-length transfers, the over
h ea d is small. The additional 
a ddress phase needed to string 
transfers together requires only one 
or two bus cycles, resulting in as 
little as a 1 percent penalty." Mahu

son adds that that's 
not much sacrifice to 
eliminate a lot of ad
ditional hardware 
and programming 
complexity. 

Though many VME supporters agree on the value of the 
proposed SSBLT enhancement, not all agree on its form. 
One of its chief proponents, Wayne Fischer of Force Com
puters, hopes to see a version of the specification accep
ted that will allow variable length and variable speed 
block data transfers. 

Similar issues arise 
with maximum trans
fer rates . The mini
malists see no reason 
a fixed transfer rate 
can't be agreed on to 
essentially double the 
current VME64 rate. 
But others, such as 
Force's Fischer, opt 
for a variable rate 
where boards are set 
for their maximum 
transfer rate at con
figuration time. "This 
can be done via 
jumpers, or automat
ically when the VME 
community approves 
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Heurikon 's marketing 
director Abe Hirsch 
(standing) sees a 
market demand that 
makes a high -speed 
transfer capability, 
such as SSBLT, vety 
desirable for VME. 
The company's vice 
president of en
gineering, Clarence 
Peckham (sitting), 
notes that a fixed 
block length version 
of SSBLT would have 
almost the same per
formance as a vari
able block length 
version, but reduce 
the complexity of 
building systems. 

some kind of automatic configura
tion procedure such as Open Boot," 
says Fischer. 

Fischer envisions a maximum 
cycle time of 50 ns (that translates 
to a rate of 20 Mtransfers/s) and a 
minimum of 30 ns. This range may 
be even lower as new backplane and 
transceiver technologies become 
available. "This approach may be 
fine for VME vendors that have full 
control of the system," says Mahu
son. "However, OEMs that depend 
on a variety of manufacturers' 
boards may find some difficulty in 
making systems work. A single 
SSBLT transfer rate would at least 
minimize, if not solve, many prob
lems," he says. 

Another unresolved issue in the 
VITA technical committee is how to 
handle large transfers when the 
local bus on the destination node 
can't handle the flow of traffic. At 
least a pair of proposals for "throt
tling'' data flow have been put forth, 
one using the VME64 Retry line, the 
other using both the VME64 Retry 
line and the standard VMEbu s 
BEER (error) line. 

I Open Boot 
Though debate is still raging on 
SSBLT, VITA's technical committee 
is also tackling other issues. The 
consideration of Open Boot is one 
more proposed addition to the grow
ing Rev. D proposal. "The industry 
is going increasingly in the direction 
of auto configuration," says VITA 
technical director, Ray Alderman. 
He believes that with the increasing 
sophistication of the bus, some form 
of auto boot will be needed to con-
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life than the i386SX-20. Or 2 hours (57%) longer 
than the i386SL-20. 

The Am386SXL-25 and Am386DXL-33 
microprocessors are available now in POFP 
packages for the most compact notebook and 
palmtop designs ever Our Am386DXL-40 
CPU is available in standard PGA. Better still. 
they're now shipping in quantity 

So if you want longer battery life from your 
next design, it's time to retire that old 386. 

Call 1-800-222-9323. And rest easy with a 
low power Am386 microprocessor 

~ 
Advanced Micro Devices 
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901 Thompson Place. f'O. Box 3453 . Sunnyvale.CA 94088. 199 1 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. 

Am386 is a trademark of Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. All brand or product names 
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I STANDARD BUSES 

Transport engine reduces communications overhead 

W hen intel
ligent 1/0 boards 
first appeared in in
dustrial board-level 
products about a 
decade ago, they 
were not a new 
concept. Borrowing 
from the mainframe 

concept of dedicated channel proces
sors, each board becomes an inde
pendent subsystem attached to an 1/0 
channel such as Ethernet, FDDI (Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface), or serial 
communications . These "protocol en
gines" relieve the central CPU from low
level processing details as they stream 
data packets across the backplane. 
Another way to describe it would be 
"distributed 1/0"-a form of multi
processing, even though there may be 
only one CPU in the system. 

Multibus II is well suited for dis
tributed 1/0. The message-based archi
tecture defines clients and server dev
ices which carry out the clients' request. 
Client/server relationships are dynamic
at system boot time the MSA (Multibus 
System Architecture) firmware scans the 
backplane to see which modules are 
present and watches for boot server re
quests . Once clients are matched with 
servers, the system boots itself and be
comes operational. 

Message passing deals with the low
level functions of bus arbitration, pack
etization, byte ordering, and error hand
ling . These services are provided by the 
operating system, or through message
pass ing libraries. Most programmers 
view the bus at the transport level, 
through a limited number of system 
calls. The Multibus II backplane thus be
comes a very fast, very local, LAN, with 
up to 21 nodes per backplane segment. 

Of course, there is a price to pay for 

all this elegance. The overhead of pre
paring these packets for transmission 
and reliably receiving them can be quite 
significant. In most cases the CPU han
dles this load, leaving fewer cycles for 
other processing tasks. The Transport 
Coprocessor (TPC) is designed to relieve 
the CPU of that burden . 

The diagram shows how the bus in
terface, normally handled by the MPC 
alone, now becomes a subsystem which 
includes the i960 CA embedded control-

An 80486-based processor board was 
designed to test the TPC theory. Com
pared to another Multibus II board 
which has no TPC, a communications-in
tensive benchmark program showed 
CPU utilization drop from 49 percent to 
only 5 percent for the TPC board. Mes
sage passing throughput was also im
proved by 20 percent because the i960 
CA component is a fast superscaler 
RISC-based processor. The transport 
code runs faster on the i960 CA control-

Multibus II transport coprocessor 
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With the addition of a Transport Coprocessor based on Intel's superscalar i960CA, 
the interface to Multibus II becomes a subsystem that includes local memory. 

ler. This controller was chosen because 
DMA transfer rate is usually the limiting 
factor in point-to-point message 
delivery time and the i960CA is capable 
of a maximum DMA transfer rate of 66 
Mbytes/s. The controller can also handle 
other board level functions such as inter
connect space (a series of configuration 
registers) and transport level services. 
Made practical by the relatively low cost 
of this device, the TPC subsystem im
proves communications throughput 
while conserving CPU cycles. 

The data bears out this conclusion . 

!er then it would on the 80486 proces
sor, and the number of interrupts to the 
host CPU has been reduced. 

The first TPC based products are now 
available on Multibus II. Aeon Systems 
(Albuquerque, NM) has introduced a 
VAX processor board on a Multibus II 
form factor. "We took the TPC refer
ence design offered by the MMG, and 
within two months we had a functional 
Multibus II board," says Steve Kadner, 
president of Aeon. The MMG also offers 
a transport source code module to its 
members. 

Roger Finger, technical director, Multibus Manufacturers' Group 

figure VME systems. "Without this 
capability, it will require specialized 
knowledge of the board and system 
configuration to even swap boards in 
a system. Open Boot will totally 
eliminate that problem and provide 
a smooth migration for combining 
VME with other systems such as 
Futurebus+," says Alderman. 

While many agree with Alder
man's basic idea, there's some sharp 
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criticism of the particular Open Boot 
implementation being discussed as 
the potential standard. Open Boot, 
developed by Sun Microsystems 
(Mountain View, CA), encodes con
figuration information in a variant 
of the Forth language and embeds it 
in a small PROM. Sun has success
fully implemented Open Boot on 
SBus cards, and the Futurebus+ 
committee is in the process ofinclud-

ing it as part of the specification. 
"This is clearly a case of the inter

ests of Sun and other companies in
volved in Sun-compatible products 
coming before the good of the VME 
community in general," says Peck
ham. "I don't think that Open Boot 
should be in the specification at all. 
First of all, Open Boot is written in 
Forth and is very convenient for 
Spare-based boards. Designers put-



At lnterferometrics Laboratories Todd Brackett, Control System Group Leader on NRL's Big Optical Array Project, adjusts the optics on a laser interferometer. 

Opening a New Eye on the Cosmos 
The Naval Research Laboratory needed a better way of 

seeing the Universe. They came to Interferometrics for 
help. 

When Interferometrics needed computers to control 
NRL's revolutionary Imaging Optical Interferometer they 
came to Themis Computer. 

The NRL Big Optical Array imaging interferometer 
requires a perfectly synchronized dance of mirrors to 
eliminate the delay and distortion of starlight passing 
through turbulence cells in the atmosphere. These 
mirrors require an intricate network of motors, sensors 
and actuators, linked through Ethernet, working together, 
to counter the earth's motion and distorting effects of the 
atmosphere. Themis Computer's broad, fully-compatible 
family ofVMEbus CPU, I/0 and Communication boards 
provides real-time control for this stellar project. 

The result will be a new generation of optical telescope 
capable of imaging star systems to an angular resolution 
1,000 times greater than conventional ground-based optical 
telescopes, and 200 times greater than the Hubble Space 
Telescope. Significantly, this will be accomplished at a cost 
of only $10 million, 1/200th of the Hubble's cost. 

This remarkable project will result in more accurate 
mapping and measurement of the stars and improve our 
understanding of phenomena such as black holes, binary 
stars, and quasars. 

We at Themis are proud of our involvement in this 
endeavor. 

Whether your application is on the factory floor or out 
of this world, Them is has the hardware and software to put 
it all together. 

Call (415) 734-0870, fax: (415) 734-0873, or in Europe, 
33.1.69.86.15.25, fax: 33.1.64.46.45.50. 

At Themis, we're making the 
open systems promise a reality. 

Americas: 6681 Owens Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94588 
Europe: 29, Av. de la Baltique, 91953 Les Ulis Cedex-France 
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T he factors involved in determining 
the bus clock rate in Multibus II are 
clock skew, setup-and-hold times of the 
MPC, bus transceivers and bus loss. 
Timing for the existing and proposed 
enhanced bus clock are illustrated in 
the results of a detailed timing 
analysis done by Taufik Ma, senior 
design engineer at Intel. 

The clock skew is constant for both 
the existing and enhanced versions 
since the physical arrangement of the 
backplane remains the same. Similarly, 
the worst-case clock receiver buffer 
delays (4 ns) minus the best-case clock 
receiver at the other end (1 ns) result in 
3-ns delays. 

MPC 

Multibus II timing 

The MPC setup-and-hold times are 
the most critical since shifting to a 20-
MHz clock immediately drops these 
times by almost half (from 29 to 15 ns). 
The net effect of this alone speeds up 
bus transfers by some 35 percent 

Next in consideration are the 74F245 
bus transceivers which, as currently 
specified, provide a 7-ns propagation 
delay. A recently announced pin-for-pin 
replacement from Signetics that uses its 
Advanced BiCMOS TTL (ABT) version 
drops that delay to 4.6 ns. Additional 
savings are realized because bus loss is 
also minimized. The new transceivers 
have a strong internal pull-down resistor 
resulting in significantly faster high-to-

Multibus II timing 
PSB BUS CLOCK 

'245 

low transitions . The faster transitions 
mean faster settling for the bus. As a 
result, the enhanced t iming specifica
tion allows one transit time for bus-set
tling while the older specification called 
for a bus-settling delay of three transit 
times . 

Totaled up, the savings in time allow for 
a 50 percent increase in bus speed. In a 
full 20-slot system this translates to an in
crease in clock speed to 16 M Hz (assum
ing a radial distribution pattern) or a trans
fer rate of 64 Mbytes/s. For a card cage 
with only 10 slots, the resultant skew 
would be much sma ller and the clock rate 
could easily be increased to 20 MHz, per
mitting data transfer at 80 Mbyte/s. 

'245 

r-t>--i BACKPLANE r-t>--i 
L--<]---J C----------ii L--<]---J MPC 

BUS TRANSCEIVER 

WORST CASE TIMING 

CLOCK SKEW W.C. CLK RCV MPC '245 BUS LOSS '245 MPC B.C. CLK RCV 

EXISTING SPECIFICATION: 29 25 24 -1 

ENHANCED TIMINGS: 15 4.6 12 4.6 12 - 1 

This timing analysis of Multibus II compares the tim ing requirements for the existing and enhanced specification. The analysis 
considers the effects of best-case and worst-case clock receivers, and assumes the use of an improved bus transceiver for the 
enhanced configuration. 

ting together 68000, MIPS or Intel
based boards have a problem. The 
Forth interpreter required puts you 
a year behind the Spare pack and it 
doesn't solve any real problems. 
Not only is the Forth interpreter 
somewhat Spare specific, but is 
pretty much lined up with Sun-OS. 
There's not another operating sys
tem that will work with Open Boot 
today," h e says. 

While there's strong opposition to 
Open Boot in some quarters , many 
within the VITA community believe 
that some form of configuration boot 
PROM should be implemented. On 
one side, these factions agree that 
with Open Boot, "Sun has done most 
of the homework and the VME com-
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munity gets the advantage of this 
groundwork. " On the other side, 
they agree with Peckham: "Open 
Boot may create more problems 
than it solves it the VME world. The 
perceived advantages of common 
device drivers and auto configura
tion are attractive, but would put 
non-Spare-based system makers at 
a disadvantage." 

I Multibus II doubles rate 
While the VME world is working on 
higher transfer rates, Multibus II 
supporters have also been busy. 
"Multibus II doesn't have the same 
bottlenecks as VME because its 
message-passing approach de
couples the local processor from the 

backplane , letting tran sfers occur 
in noninterrupted packets," says 
Peckham . Th u s a ll m essages 
travel at the maximu m speed of 40 
Mbytes/s and, in all but severe 
cases, bottlenecks are eliminated. 
"But there are cases when even th e 
40 Mbyte/s rate isn't fast enou gh ," 
says Peckham. 

And while the MPC approach is 
intended to keep transfers r unning 
at close to the system's maximum 
rate , even the MPC can become a 
bottleneck. Len Schulwitz, execu
tive director for Multibus Manufac
turers Group, explains that th ere 
are cases when a card cage full of 
boards all want to send messages to 
a single CPU, taxing its MP C and 



THE Cl-VME40 FEATURES 
ACCESS TIMES: 20/150NS 

CYCLE TIMES: 95/195NS (BLT/SINGLE CYCLE) 
• 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB in one VMEbus/VSB slot 

• Byte Parity Error Detection 

•Addressable in 24 or 32 bit through 4 Gigabytes 

• Memory start and end addresses selectable on 256KB 
Boundaries configured independently 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE VMEBUS ARE ... 

THE Cl-VMEmory FEATURES 

• 4MB, 8MB, 12MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB in one 
VMEbus slot 

• VME Revision C compati bility 

• Lower and upper memory addresses indepen
dently selectable in 64K byte increments 

• Byte Parity Error Detection with Selectable Trap 
on Parity Error 

• Control Status Register 

THE Cl-VSB-EDC FEATURES 

• 4MB, 8MB, 12MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB in one 
VMEbus/VSB slot 

• Dual VMEbus/VSB ported board 

• Error Detection and Correction circuitry 

•Addressable in 24 or 32 bit through 4 GIGABYTES 

• Selectable on 256KB, boundaries 

• VME and VSB configured independently 

Chrislin Industries, Inc. 
Call To Free· 0 468 073 (pst.) 

31332 VIA COLINAS #106 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 

FAX NO. 818-991-3470 
TEL: 818-991-2254 
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HPs SoftBench: A tool integration framework 
and a program construction toolset. 

HP Branch Validator: Prm.Jides accurate branch 
inforrnation quickly and easily, reducing software 

test time while increasing confidence . 

.,..,,..~ I 
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lnterleaf'll!chnical Publ'ishing Software: A 
documentation software and management 5ystem 

that features integrated text and graphics. 

Cadre 'll!amwork: A family of 
tools that implement system analysis and 

software design rnetlwdologies. 

Best CA 

McCabe 'lest 1bols: An automated software 
testing and reverse engineering application. 

@ '--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



Verilog LOG/SCOPE: 
Automated testing qf sO'Urce 

code arw,lysisftir reverse 
engineering. 

Saber-C: A set of integrated tool.sf or develnpment, 
testing, maintaining and debugging C programs. 

SE scenario. 

Softool Corporation CCC: 
A complete, automated solution 

for change control and 
configuration management. 

Frame PrameMaker': Easy-to-use text, 
graphics, and layout too/.sfor documentation. 

How can you make sure that your soft
ware release dates don't slip? That 
defects are discovered sooner rather 
than later? That your team has the 
most up-to-date tools? 

Hewlett-Packard's SoftBench, 
that's how. 

SoftBench is a tool integration plat
form, with its own toolset. It provides 
a common user interface, tool commu
nication and distributed computing 

services. And you can integrate your 
own or third-party tools into SoftBench. 

These software suppliers and SoftBench 
are key elements of our CASEdge 
program. Tugether, we offer a broad 
selection of development tools. They 
help automate the specification, design, 
implementation, debugging and 
maintenance processes. 

This streamlines your entire CASE 
environment, while protecting your 

CaseWare" AMPLIFY" CONTROL: 
A graphic develnpment environment 

and con,figuration management S'IJStem based 
upon an O'J!C'n architecture. 

Apollo DSEE: Offers unequaled software 
development support and con.figuration 

management for complex, team-oriented projects. 

---

~
-~-

. -· ' .___ ---
~ ... ---

IDE Software Through Pictures•: Integrated tools 
for improving software quality that emphasize 

S'IJStems analysis and sqftware design. 

investment, lowering your develop
ment costs and improving your time 
to market. 

For more information, call us at 
1-800-637-7740, Ext. 2203. We'll 
show you the best CASE scenario in 
the industry. 

rb:ll HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARP 
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I STANDARD BUSES 

slowing system performance. 
The MMG has addressed these 

potential shortcomings and others 
in a series of enhancements to the 
bus. The enhancements have re
cently been completed and are now 
undergoing testing. "We hope to 
have operating models of a system 
incorporating both the hot-swap 
(live insertion) capability (see 
"Multibus II hot-swap spec moves 

process to allow for a militarized 
version of the chip. A side benefit 
was that the smaller die was capable 
of running much faster. Subsequent 
testing revealed a significant yield 
of 20-MHz parts," says Finger. 

"A faster MPC doesn't necessarily 
translate into a faster bus clock 
rate-there are a number of other 
considerations. Nor does a faster 
transceiver by itself guarantee a 

Matched clock 
• CURRENT CLOCK DISTRIBUTION 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 2 3 4 

• USING CLOCK DRIVERS 
15 16 17 18 19 2 3 4 

SYSTEM CLOCK 
PHYSICAL LENGTHS OF TRACES MATCHED 

Running bus-based systems at higher backplane speeds means tightly controlling 
bus timing. To reduce clock skew across a system backplane, the MMG has 
developed an enhanced backplane technology. The original clock distribution 
method (top diagram) used a single clock signal distributed to all boards from a 
central point, leading to a clock skew of 5 ns between boards only 10 slots distant. 
The enhanced backplane technology (lower diagram) uses two stages of clock 
drivers and balanced lead lengths to eliminate clock skew across the backplane. 

into prototyping stage," Computer 
Design, June, p 33) and the en
hanced backplane technology in 
time for the Buscon trade show in 
early September. 

MMG has also developed tech
nology to allow boards suffering 
under system overload to use the 
superscalar i960CA processor to off
load the MPC (see "Transport en
gine reduces communications over
head", p 100). In addition, the group 
has uncovered a technique that lets 
systems made up of multiple crates 
of boards transfer data between 
boards as if all boards were in the 
same crate. 

I 20-MHz backplane 

significantly faster bus clock rate. 
Although at first glance it would 
appear that transfers can be easily 
speeded with a fancy transceiver," 
says Finger. But the actual trans
ceiver, asserts Finger, is only one 
component in the overall proces
sor-to-processor 
communication 
link, and it turns 
out, a relatively 
small one (See 
''Multibus II Tim
ing," p ??). "All 
the talk about 
BTL (Backplane 
Transceiver 
Logic) in the Fu
ture bus+ world 
can quickly lead 
designers to in
correct conclu
sions," he says. 

ducts, the clock has to operate at the 
lowest common denominator," says 
Finger. One proposal, to keep every
thing in harmony, is to use an inter
connect register to store the speed 
and capability level of each board. 
During system reset, the central 
services module (CSM) would begin 
operating at 10 MHz. After checking 
the capabilities of each board, the 
CSM would then shift up to the 
highest possible clock rate. 

I Other contenders 

While VME and Multibus II seem to 
be the main competitors in the race 
for the highest possible bus transfer 
rate, it's much more than a two
horse race. IBM (Armonk, NY), 
with its MCA (Micro Channel Ar
chitecture ) has mapped out its 
game plan to increase the bus
transfer rate to 160 Mbyte/s, dou
bling it in stages from the original 
20 Mbyte/s to 80 Mbytes/s using 
burst-mode techniques similar to 
those of VME. First, it developed 
its data streaming mode (modified 
block transfer) to increase transfer 
rates to 40 Mbytes/s. Then it used 
the address lines to effectively in
crease the bus width to 64 bits, 
doubling the transfer rate again to 
80 Mbyte/s. In its next move to 
enhance the bus' transfer rate, 
IBM plans to halve the cycle time 
from 100 to 50 ns, doubling again 
the maximum possible transfer 
rate to 160 Mbytes/s. 

In the STD arena, a handful of 
STD board makers have rallied be
hind Ziatech's STD 32 proposal 
which uses a clever connector ar
rangement to make 32-bit boards 
fully compatible with the earlier 

.. 

• 
The key to Multibus II is the MPC 
which handles most of the bus trans
actions. The 78,000-gate ASIC com
prises FIFOs, DMA control, buffer 
control, and a processor-independent 
interface. The chip was initially 
developed in a 2-µm technology 
providing ample latitude for a 10-
MHz bus clock. "Earlier this year the 
MPC was converted to a 1-µm 

"Obviously in 
systems where 
older 10-MHz 
boards are mix
ed with enhan
ced 20-MHz pro-

This motion control board uses Ziatech's £/SA-based STD 32, a 
proposed enhancement to the STD standard. The proposal in
cludes a connector arrangement that makes its 32-bit boards 
compatible with the older STD 80, 8-bit specification. 
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~National 
~Semiconductor 

Futurebus+ 
Now you can start your design without 

waiting for the future. 
Putting the standard 

to work today 
National has long been the 

industry leader in BTL and mixed 
analog+ digital technology Now 
we've drawn on that heritage to 
make the most highly integrated 
Futurebus + I Cs available today 
We've also put together a full 
range of development tools to 
help you put that chipset to work 
And the entire package is avail
able now. 

Making high-speed buses 
reliable and affordable. 
With our new chipset, 

Future bus+ gives you more 
bandwidth for your money, 
making it-for the first time
fully cost-competitive with VME 
and Multibus~ In addition to an 
Arbitration Controller, our chip
set contains four advanced BTL 
devices: two 9-bit Data Trans
ceivers (latched and unlatched), 
a Handshake Transceiver, and an 
Arbitration Transceiver. 

Between them, they offer 
you a variety of features designed 
to break the throughput bottle
neck in high-performance 
computer systems: 

Multibus i s~1regbtered1radem:1rk of Imel CoqX>ration. \ 'erilog ba 
regbtered trademark of Cadence Oe:-.ign Sy~tem-,. Inc 
© 1991 National Semiconduc1or Coqxlratitm 

• Glitch filters (to eliminate wire 
OR-ing effects) 

•Filtered and non-filtered 
receiver outputs 

• Efficiently partitioned arbitra
tion logic (the fastest available) 

• Fault-tolerant circuitry 
•Live-insertion support 

Providing a broad range 
of development tools. 
Start with our Designer's 

Handbook, with a slave-memory
board application note, product 
data sheets, and application 
notes on BTL design technology 
Other tools include wire-wrap 

; 

boards from Mupac and Hybricon, 
Spice models, and Verilog® 
behavioral models. 

Bringing Futurebus + 
into the present. 

Call us at 1-800-NAT-SEMI, 
Ext.127 We'll send you a 
Designer's Handbook, and you 
can start your Futurebus + 
design today 

Because there's nothing left 
to wait for. 

~National 
~Semiconductor 

NORTH AMERICA: RO. Box 7 643. ~ It . Prospect, IL 60006-'6q3 ( Tel: I 800 628 7 364, ext. 12'; Fax: I 800 888 'i i 1.n EUROPE: Haiffeisenstra1'e 10. 0-80 16 Feldkirchen. Germam· 
(Tel: 49 8141 103 0: Fax: q9 8141 103 'il'i): HONG KONG : l'ith Floor, Straight Block , Ocean Center. 'i Canton Rd .• Tsimshatsui. !long Kong Ciel: 8'i2 •r 1600; Fax: 8'i2 7 36 992 1 ): 

JAPAN: 4- l 'i , Nishi -shinjuku.Shinjuku-ku ,li>ho, _Japan 160 (Tel: 81 3 3299 7 030: Fax: 81 3 3r' " 303 ). 



I STANDARD BUSES 
STD 80, 8-bit specification. Many of 
the traditional STD board makers 
haven't followed the lead of what is 
now called "Task Group 32" because 
earlier versions of multiplexed 16-
bit STD cards are incompatible with 
the newly proposed 16- and 32-bit 
specification. At this time, neither 
the older 16-bit or Ziatech's 32-bit 
versions have been blessed by the 
IEEE or the STD Manufacturers' 
Group. 

But STD 32 is slowly gaining ac
ceptance in a number of areas , ac
cording to Ziatech's Eckford. "One of 
the strong points is that the spec is 
based on the EISA specification and 
incorporates the standard EISAchip 
set," says Eckford. This allows full 
compatibility with EISA-based soft
ware, as well as the future promise 
of multiprocessing." Ziatech will 
soon release a multiprocessing ver
sion of DOS that will operate in the 
EISA environment, according to 
Eckford. 

"We expect this to bring a signif
icant number of applications into 
the STD camp that are looking for 
a less expensive or smaller form 
factor than VME. It will also 
address the needs of current STD 
or ISA users that need to add 
multiprocessing capabilities to 
their designs," Eckford says. 

I And in this corner ... 

Waiting eagerly in the wings, and 
sporting full cache coherence, mes
sage passing, packet mode, and 
transfer capability up to a Gbyte/s is 
Futurebus+. Alternating between 
moments of rapture and despair, ar
dent Futurebus+ supporters still 
don't have any commercial 
hardware or software to point to. 
Though it's broadly rumored that a 
number of bids for "N' profile boards 
have been circulated, there's been 
little industry acknowledgement 
that such products will be made and 
delivered this year. Nor is there any 
confirmation of the magnitude of 
these bids (rumored to be worth al
most $50 million). 

But despite what might seem to 
be setbacks, true believers continue 
to hammer out the specification in 
excruciating detail. "There are 
now so many options and choices 
that it's really going to be very 
difficult to determine exactly what 
Futurebus+ is," says Heurikon's 
Peckham. Other critics deride the 
emerging bus as being too expen
sive, too slow to emerge and having 
too many options and profiles for it 
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to realize a critical mass of 
supporting board vendors. 

Other factors are also expected to 
erode the future impact of Future
bus+. The emergence of multichip 
modules (MCMs)-compact proces
sor/memory management/cache 
subsystems-will permit large mul
tiprocessor systems to be imple
mented on a single VME or Multibus 
II card. In many applications, this 
will eliminate the need for ex
tremely fast transfers and cache co
herency on a standard backplane 
bus. Early Futurebus+ boards are 
expected to be developed on the hard 
metric format resulting in a 
300x300mm board. But many 
OEMs have significant tooling in
vestments in the form factor ofVME 
and/or Multibus II. 

But there will be those demand
ing applications that won't be 
satisfied with anything short of Fu
turebus+. To its credit, the Future
bus+ committee has created the ulti
mate in bus enhancements. When 
it's through, there will probably be 
little left for future generations of 
bus designers to modify. When it's 
called up for its mandatory review 
five years after final acceptance, the 
committee may well look at the Fu
turebus+ spec and say, "there's noth
ing to add." • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned 
in this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Dy4 
(61 3) 596-9911 Circle 261 
Force Computers 
(408) 370-6300 . . . . . . . . . . . . · . .. Circle 262 
Heurikon 
(608) 831-5500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Circle 263 
IBM 
(914) 765-1900 .. . . . .. .... .. ... Circle 264 
Intel 
(408) 765-8080 ...... . .. Circle 265 
Ironies 
(607) 277-4060 . .. . Circle 266 
Motorola 
(602) 438-3244 . Circle 267 
Multibus Manufacturer's Group 
(503) 696-2823 . ... Circle 268 
Performance Technologies 
(716) 586-6727 ... Circle 269 
Sun Microsystems 
(415) 336-4200 . . . Circle 270 
Synergy Microsystems 
(619) 753-0903 .. Circle 271 
VITA 
(602) 951 -8866 .. ......... .... Circle 272 
Ziatech 
(805) 541 -0488 .. Circle 273 

F or engineers, faster is never fast 
enough, and better is never good 

enoug h . Almost as soon as a new 
product or idea surfaces, there's a 
consortium of engineers out there to 
improve it. And this certainly has 
been the case recently with open
standard buses. 

While I applaud the efforts to con
tinuously improve bus performance, 
there are at least two major cautions 
that m ust guide these. The fi rst is 
that vendors and OEMs do not at
temp t to force irrelevant technology 
on their customers. The second is 
that the fu ndamental concepts of in 
terop era bi lity of op en buses be 
preserved . 

In reviewing the progress of en
hanced buses for this article, it seem s 
that both of these cautions are being 
ignored to some extent. The open bus 
business is growing. I t's likely to be
com e a m aj or base of technology 
deve lopment in th is country. But 
developing bus technolog ies in an 
ivory tower, fail ing to pay attention 
to cu stomer s ' real p erforma n ce 
needs, and ig noring the requirement 
fo r backward compatibil ity could 
de liver th is m a rket into foreign 
hands. 

In the early 1980s U. S . semicon
ductor manufacturers were broadly 
leading the industry in the develop
ment and manufacture of dynam ic 
RAMs. In their rush to the la test and 
greatest technology, the fastest access 
times, the most elegant processing 
and cleverest arch itectures, U. S . ven
dors neglected their most important 
asset, their customers. The rest, of 
course, is history. 

If the standard board industry 
makes it too d ifficult to follow stand
ards, provides too many standards to 
follow, or dilutes the effi ciency of 
using a standard bus by offering too 
many "op tions," it too may suffer 
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will you find so much informalion. so 

much technology and so much 

expertise all under one roof. 

HIGH-OUAWY WORHSHOPS 
You'll find in

depth, practical and 

real-world informa-

Respected engineers will offer high- tion from well-known 

quality information you can implement practitioners-experts 

immediately to complete your design who will give you 

projects more quickly, creatively, and knowledge you can bring to 

elegantly in workshops like: the workstation tomorrow' 

+Transmission-Line Effects in High -Speed 
Design 

• Mixed A11alog!Digital Design, Modeling, 
Simulation. and Test 

+Designing with Worst Case and Monte 
Carlo Analysis Techniques 

+ Digitizing Analog Funct ions 
• Solving Convergence Problems in SPICE 

• Modeling Device Performance Over 
Temperature 

• And much. much more. 

WHO SHOU~D ATTEND? 

The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design 

Conference is dedicated to the 

unique needs of mixed-signal design 

If you're an analog design engineer. a 

digital designer addressing the analog 

implications of high speed design , 

or an engineering manager. you 

should attend this conference. 

OUESTION AUTHORITY 

Over 40 companies will exhibit the 

latest in analog and mixed-signal 

design tools at the concu rrent 

exhibition. As questions arise about 

different products or problems, you 

skills. how lo increase 

your productivity, 

and where to turn in 

order to ensure 

design success. 

All in three 

days, all 

underoneroof. 

l01n your colleagues this 

October in Santa Clara 

Launched with your needs in mind. 

this in-depth . technical conference 

promises to be one of the most 

significant indu~try events of the year I 

The AnaloQ & Mixed-SiQnal OesiQn Conference 
Santa Clara Marriott 
Santa Clara . California 
October 30-November 1. 1991 
For more information call Angela Hoyte at 
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~ECTURES 

• Unscrambling the Mixed- Signal Market 

• Simulation of Switched Capacitor Filters 

• An Overview of Oversampling Data 
Converters 

• Hierarchical Design Using a New 
M ixed-Signal Simu lation Technique 

• DSP Simu lation of Mixed- Signal Systems 

• Analog Memory in Cellular Telephone 
Appl ications 

• Power Supply Design fo r Portable Systems 

• Digital Video Encoding Standards and 
Techniques 

• Microstepping of Hybrid Step Motors 

• Integration of DSP and Data Acquisition 
Functions: Chip and System Level 
Considerations 

• Understanding SemiCustom Alternatives 

• Des igning Front-Ends for Voice Band 
Modems 

• Spectre A New Approach to Mixed-Signal 
Simulation 

• Automated Generation and Simulation of 
Macro/Behavioral Models 

• App lications of Sigma-Delta (Bitstream I 
Converters 

• Optimizing High Frequency Amplifier 
Bandwidth 

• Ana log Behavioral Modeling of Op Amps 

• Diablo An Analog Behavioral Modeling Tool 

• Simulation Algorithms 

• Choosing Dl\Cs for Direct Digital Synthesis 

TUTORIA~S 

• Spice Modeling 

• Monolithic ADCs 

• Issues in Mixed-Signal ASIC Design 

OVER 80 HOURS 
OF CLASSES TO 
CHOOSE FROM! 

ANALOG & MIXED-SIGNAL 

DESIGN CONFERENCE 

The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference 
Santa Clam Marriott 
Santa Clam. California 
October 30-November l.1991 

SIGN UP NOW! 

~ECTURES 

• Complementary Bipolar Processes for High 
Performance Analog ASICs 

• Managing and Reducing Risk When Selecting 
Mixed- Signal Tool and Silicon Vendors 

• M ixed-Signal ICs In Imaging and Graphics 

• Optimization and Design Centering to 
Improve Yield and Performance 

• Profile A Spice-Based Analog and Mixed
Signal Modeling Language 

• Benchmarks. Benchmarking and Other Forms 
of Deception 

• CMOS Processes for Mixed-Signal 
Appl ications 

• Progress in Developing an Analog HDL 

• Simulating Phase-Locked Loops in Spice 

• I land ling Delay, Noise and Power Problems 
in AS ICs Using Automatic Place and Route 
Tools 

• Analog-Verilog Quasi Mixed-Signal 
Simulation Model for ADCs 

• Smart Power Processes for LSI Circuits 

• Implement ing Concurrency in Mixed-Signal 
IC Design and Test 

• Disk Drive Controllers 

• BiCMOS Processes for Mixed-Signal Devices 

• Behavioral Modeling Techniques in the 
Analysis of a Bipolar IC 

• Analyzing Board-Level Parasitics 

• ADCs for Microprocessor Systems 

• A Macromodel Compiler for OP Amps 

WORHSHOPS 

• Impact of Mixed-Signal Simulation on Design Methodology 

• Voltage References and Regulators 

• Understanding Mixed-Mode Simulators 

• Filter Design 
• Understanding Data Converter Frequency Domain 

Specifications • Analog Switches and Multiplexers 

• Electrical Effects of Packaging. Connectors. PCBs. 
• Digitizing Analog Functions 

MCMs and Backplanes on IC and System Designs • Who Really Won BCTM? 

• DSP Techniques in Mixed-Signal Testing • Who Are Mixed-Signal Design Tools Intended For? 

• Simulation and Device Modeling 

• How to Work With an ASIC Vendor 
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SIEMENS 

Call 
1-800-827-3334 
for immediate 
delivery. 

SF0- 1 

ES CON® 

Tape 
System 

Storage 
Unit 

Mainframe connection. 
Siemens leads the way with trans
ceiver and jumper cable assemblies 
for your latest ESCON"' compatible 
designs. We offer you proven 
quality, off-the-shelf delivery, and 
established production facilities for 
high volume requirements. 

Just look at these outstanding 
features : 

• Data rates up to 300 MBaud 
• Superior EM! and ESD immunity 
• Low connector loss: 0.2dB typical 
• Proven quality: Achievable failure 

rate 50 PPM 
• Fiber channel compatible 

Call or write today for complete information. 
In the U.S.A. 
Siemens Fiber Optic Components 
A Division of Potter & Brumfield Inc. 
A Siemens Company 
60 B Commerce Way 
Totowa, NJ 07512 
Tel 1-800-827-3334 
Fax 1-201 -890-1610 

In Europe: 
Siemens AG 
EC LWL 
Siemensdamm 50-54 
D-1000 Berl in 13 
Tel (30) 386-7930 
Fax (30) 386-7956 

ESCON is a registered trademark of lnternalional Business Machines 

CIRCLE NO. 66 

In Asia: 
Siemens K.K. 
Siemens Fujikura Building 
11-20, Nishi-Gotanda 2-chome, 
Shinagawa - ku 
Tokyo 141, Japan 
Tel 03 (3490) 2171 
Fax: 03(3495) 9792 



Programmers 
contend with 
more devices, 
more package 
types and 
faster parts 

Jeffrey Child, Associate Editor 

T here's a universe of program
mable devices available to sys
tem designers these days. In 

this universe there are a dizzying 
array of programmable logic devices, 
field-programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs), microcontrollers, EPROMs, 
and EEPROMs. The sheer number 
of devices, especially PLDs, poses 
problems for device programmer 
manufacturers, who must keep up 
with the of package types, architec
tures, speeds and pin counts of all 
the latest products. 

Because it's impossible to predict 
which devices will be needed for the 
next design, it's vital that designers 
choose a programmer to suit both 
their current and future needs. They 
need to find a programmer that ac
commodates all the device types used 
in their designs, especially if they 
want to use the latest and greatest 
chips on the market. In the near 
future, if designers anticipate using 
new devices in the design, they must 
consider how the programmer is up
dated and how frequently the vendor 
provides those updates. Another con
sideration will be how the program
mer handles the package types that 
the new chips will be in. 

The challenge for device program
mer vendors is to meet changing 
needs of designers, while staying on 
top of the proliferation ofnew devices 
and new packaging styles. They're 
striving to meet designers' demands 
for a reliable programmer that's as 
universal as possible. The best pro
grammers can send any number of 
signals and programming voltages 
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to any pin on a device. Tu accomplish 
this, programmer vendors are em
ploying sophisticated hardware and 
software technologies. Such solutions 
are making programmers more ex
pensive to build. As programmers 
get more complicated to make, pro
grammer vendors are facing pres
sure from customers to keep their 
prices down. 

The challenge for device 
programmer vendors is 
to meet changing needs 

of designers, while 
staying on top of the 
proliferation of new 

devices and 
packages. 

I I I 

Choosing a device programmer is 
further complicated by two trends. 
First, the emergence oflow-cost, PC
based programmers selling at prices 
that are hard to resist. This trend 
has stirred up some debate, however. 
While some PC-based programmers 
are well-designed, several others are 
very cheaply made and not very relia
ble. Second, there's a trend toward the 
use of in-circuit programming. Once 
only used in military applications, in
circuit programmers are becoming 
cost-effective for commercial users. 

Built to handle 
problems asso
cia ted with high
speed devices, Data 
//O's 2900 universal 
device programmer 
features test and 
debugging aids 
that address 
problems such as 
ground bounce. The 
2900 integrates pin
driver circui try into 
a few AS/Cs, allow
ing for a much 
smaller. portable 
system. 

By allowing chips to be programmed 
right on the board, the problem of 
handling different packaging styles 
is avoided. 

I Cheaper isn't better 
As the accompanying chart shows, a 
significant number of device 
programmers are not stand-alone 
systems. The programmers require 
an interface board that plugs into the 
card slot of a PC-compatible com
puter. By using processing power 
and memory to replace some of the 
electronics necessary to program a 
device, the programmer's building 
cost is reduced. While this approach 
makes a lot sense, a problem arises 
when designers of PC-based 
programmers try cut costs in other 
ways. Many designers try to cut 
corners on software, according to 
Barry Clarke, senior applications 
engineer at Stag Microsystems, 
(Santa Clara, CA). "Many of them 
don't take into account the different 
speeds of various PCs. The timing of 
the programming pulses depends on 
the speed of the PC on which the 
software is running," says Clarke. If 
the timing is off when programming 
an EPROM, for example, it can ap
pear to be programmed, and will 
pass the in-program verify, but its 
cells may become overstressed during 
the programming process. This can 
dramatically reduce the device's 
lifetime to only a few months. 

But PC-based device program
mers are not all bad. The well-de
signed ones take the speed variations 
into account, according to Clarke. 
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Act el 955 E Arq ues Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 739-1010 Circle 301 

Activator 1 FPGAs 84 LCC, PGA, 8,TV - floppy no $1 ,500 optional diagnostics and debugger 
QFP 

Activator 2 FPGAs 176 LCC, PGA, 8, ST, TV - floppy no $4,000 same as above, programs 4 
OFP FPGAs simultaneously 

Advin Systems 1050 E Duane Ave, Bldg L, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800) 627-2456 Circle 302 

Pilot-U24/28/32/40/B4 EEPROMs, EPROMs, B4 DIP, LCC, 8, C, P, RI, unlimited floppy, no $995-$2,995 industrial grade, qualified by AMO 
flash, GALs, µCs, PLCC, SOIC ST, TV, modem 
PALs, PEELS, PLDs, 
PRO Ms 

Pilot-142/43/44/45 EEPROMS, EPROMs, 40 DIP, LCC, 8, ST unlimited floppy, no $495-$795 same as above 
flash, µCs PLCC, SOIC modem 

Pilot -G/G/GCE EEPROMs, EPROMs, 32 DIP, LCC, 8, ST, TV unlimited floppy, no $495-$795 same as above 
flash, GALS, PALCEs PLCC, SOIC modem 

Altera 2610 Orchard Pkwy, San Jose, CA 95134 (408) 984-2800 Circle 303 

PL-ASAP EPLDs 20B DIP, JLCC, 8, ST, TV 2M floppy no $1 ,995 PC-based programmer for Altera 
PGA, PQFP, EPLDs, socket adapters optional 
SOIC 

American Reliance 9952 E Baldwin Pl, El Monte, CA 91731 (818) 575-5110 Circle 304 

9B20 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 2B DIP 8, RI , ST. V 72k - yes $1,495 gang programmer, PC remote 
PLDs option 

9B50 EEPROMs, EPROMs 2B DIP 8, RI , ST, V 64k - yes $395 built-in UV-eraser option 

9B60 EEPROMs, EPLDs, 40 DIP, LCC, 8, TV, V 1M floppy no $995 -
EPROMs, GALs, PLCC 
PLDs, PROMS, µCs 

BYTEK 543 NW 77th St, Boca Raton , FL 33487 (407) 994-3520 Circle 305 

Multitrack-4000 EEPROMs, EPROMs. 94 DIP, PLCC, 8, ST, TV 64M floppy yes $4,995 programs up to 32 devices simul-
µCs, PLDs OFP, TSOP taneously, RS-232 and parallel ports 

135H-E EEPROMs, EPROMs 40 DIP, PLCC all (except TV) 4M firmware yes $1,495 supports B-. 16-, and 32-bit data 
paths, RS-232 and parallel ports 

135H-U EEPROMs, EPROMs 8B DIP, PLCC all BM floppy yes $2,495 same as above 

Gang site all 32 DIP, PLCC all 2M firmware yes $995 Gang and set duplicator, RS-232 
port 

145H-AD/C PLDs BB DIP, PLCC all 4M floppy yes $1,995 universal, RS-232 and parallel ports 

145-AD/E PLDs BB DIP, PLCC all 4M floppy yes $2,695 same as above 

145H-8P bipolar PROMS BB DIP, PLCC TV 4M floppy yes $1,795 same as above 

EZ-KF EEPROMs, EPROMs 44 DIP, PLCC all (except TV) 2M firmware yes $995 RS-232 and parallel ports 

EZ-C3 EEPROMs, EPROMs 32 DIP, PLCC all (except TV) 2M firmware yes $495 RS-232 port 

Data 1/0 10525 Willows Rd NE, Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 881-6444 Circle 306 

UniSite all 1BB DIP, JLCC, 8, ST. SIT. TV BM floppy yes $9,995 -
LCC, PGA, 
PLCC, SOIC, 
QFP 

Key: Al= auto identify; 8 =blank; C =continuity; ESD =electrostatic discharge; 18 =illegal bit; MV =marginal verify; P = parametrics; RI= reverse insert; 
SST= si licon signature test; ST= self test; Sn = structured test; TV= test vector; V =verity 
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Data 1/0 10525 Willows Rd NE, Redmond , WA 98052 (206) 881-6444 Circle 306 

2900 FPGAs, memories, 44 DIP, JLCC, B,ST, sn, TV 2M floppy yes $3,750 -
µCs, PLDs, LCC, PGA, 

PLCC, QFP, 
SOIC 

Board Site memory, µCs, - custom B, ST, sn, TV BM floppy yes $13,995 -
PL Os adapters 

Digelec 20144 Plummer St, Chatsworth, CA 91311 (800) 367-8750 Circle 307 

934 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP, PLCC B, 18, RI , 2M firmware, yes S1 ,495 RS-232 port 
µCs ST, V floppy 

92B Gang EEPROMs, EPROMs 40 DIP, PLCC 8, 18, ST, V 4M floppy yes $3,495 RS-232 port, PC remote option 
Programmer 

Eden Engineering 12505 Loma Rica Dr, Grass Valley, CA 95945 (916) 272-2770 Circle 308 

XP-3B6-20 ail 40 all all PC memory floppy no $1,295 -

XP-3B6-2B all 40 all all PC memory floppy no $1 ,775 -

XP-3B6-40 all 40 all all PC memory floppy no $2,495 high-speed pin drivers 

Elan Digital Systems 538 Valley Way, Milpitas , CA 95035 (800) 541-3526 Circle 309 

3000 EEPROMs, EPLDs, BB CDIP, DIP, 8, 18, P, ST, 2M firmware no $995 -
EPROMs, flash, LCC, PGA, TV, V 
GALS, µCs, PLCC, QFP, 
PALs, PEELs, SDIP, TSOP 

5000 same as above BB same as 8, 18, P, ST, 2M firmware yes $1,495-$2,395 batch modes, in-circuit program-
above TV, V ming 

1000 same as above BB same as 8, 18, P, ST, 2M firmware yes $2,995-$3,595 supports bipolar PROMs 
above TV, V 

Logical Devices 1201 NW 65th Pl, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 (800) 331-7766 Circle 310 

Allpro 4i EPROMs, µCs, 40 DIP, PLCC 8, ST, TV PC memory floppy no $1 .295-$2,495 0-A converter per pin, RS-232 
PALs, PLDs port 

All pro BB EPROMs, FPGAs, BB DIP, PLCC 8, ST, TV PC memory floppy no $3,995-$B,995 same as above 
µCs, PALs, 
PLDs, high-
density PLDs 

Allpro BBXR same as above BB DIP, PLCC 8, ST, TV BM floppy yes $12,995 0-A converter per pin; RS-232 
and parallel ports; optional key-
board , monito r. hard drive 

Oliver Advanced Engineering 320 W Arden St, Glendale , CA 91203 (818) 240-0080 Circle 311 

Omni all 12B all 8, 18, P, ST, 32M floppy yes $6,395-$14 ,995 optional ESD, MIL-spec margin 
TV, V test, and AC test 

Promac/ United Exporters 1095 Market St, Suite 701, San Francisco, CA 94103-1630 (415) 255-9393 Circle 312 

Promac P2 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 2B DIP 8, MV, RI , ST 51 2k firmware yes $1 ,195 menu-driven remote control . 
µCs serial and parallel ports 

Key: Al = auto identify; 8 =blank; C =continu ity; ESD =electrostatic discharge; 18 = illegal bit ; MV =marginal verify; P = parametrics; RI= reverse insert; 
SST= si licon signature test; ST= self test; Sn = structured test; TV= test vector; V =verify 
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Promac/United Exporters 1095 Market St, Suite 701, San Francisco, CA 94103-1630 (415) 255-9393 Circle 312 

Promac P2A EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP B, MV, RI , 4M firmware yes $1,B95 menu-driven remote control , 
µCs SST, ST serial and parallel ports 

Promac P16-IV EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP, memory B, MV, RI , 32M firmware yes $3,300 gang/set programmer. automated 
memory cards, µCs cards, PLCC SST, ST remote control, serial and parallel 

ports 

Quicklogic 2933 Bunker Hill Ln, Santa Clara, CA 95054 (408) 987-2000 Circle 313 

QP-PL6B FPGAs 6B PLCC TV - floppy no - programmer for QuickLogic's 
pASIC FPGAs 

Red Square 11770 Warner Ave, Suite 226, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 (714) 751-1373 Circle 314 

Uniwriter 2B EEPROMs, EPROMs, 2B DIP B, TV, V unlimited firmware, yes $1,495 -
PEELS, PLDs, floppy 
bipolar PROMs 

Uniwriter 40 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP B, TV, V unlimited - yes $1 ,995 -
µCs, PLDs, 
bipolar PROMS 

Omnisite 12B same as above 12B DIP, SMT B. P, TV, V unlimited - yes $2,995 -

Retnel Systems PO Box 1348, Lawrence, MA 01842 (508) 683-4659 Circle 315 

ZAP-A-PAL Model-1 EEPROMs. EPROMs, 6B DIP, PLCC B, ST, TV BM floppy no $395 certified FCC Class B 
FPLAs, GALS, µCs, 
PALs, PLDs, 
bipolar PROMS 

ZAP-A-PAL Model-2 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 96 DIP, PLCC B, ST, TV BM floppy, no $495-$695 -
GALs, µCs, PALs, modem 
PLDs 

Stag Microsystems 1600 Wyatt Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95054 (800) 227-8836 Circle 316 

System 3000 ECLs, EEPROMs, B4 DIP, LCC, B, C, IB, RI , BM memory yes $6,495 built-in CRT, menu-driven 
ELPDs, EPRDMs, PLCC ST, TV, V card operation 
flash, FPGAs, 
µCs, PLDs 

ZL30A ECLs, EPLDs, 52 DIP, PLCC B, C, IB, RI , 12Bk firmware yes $2,995 interface for automatic handling 
PLDs ST, TV, V 

PP39 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP B, C, IB, RI , 512k firmware yes $1,195 PC remote control 
µCs ST, V 

PP40 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP, SOP B, C, IB, RI , none firmware yes $1 ,195 copies master devices to B slave 
flash, PROMS ST, V devices 

PP41 /42 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP, PLCC, B, C, IB, RI, BM firmware yes $1,795 programs in B-, 16-. or 32-bit 
flash , PROMS SOP ST, V modes 

Stratos EEPROMs, EPROMs, 32 DIP B, C, IB, RI , PC memory floppy no $495 can use any speed PC as host 
flash ST, V 

MC6030 memory cards - - B, C, IB, PC memory floppy no $695 can function as a programmer or 
ST, V as a PC disk drive 

Cardeck memory cards - - B, C, IB, PC memory floppy no $16,495 programs up to 1 O memory cards 
ST, V with full isolation 

ICP9000 Any board with - - B, C, IB, BM floppy yes $11 ,195 in-circuit programmer, programs 
EEPROMs, EPROMs, ST, V up to 12B address lines and 64 
EPLDs data lines 

Key: Al= auto identify; B =blank; C =continuity; ESD =electrostatic discharge; IB =illegal bit; MV =marginal verify; P = parametrics; RI= reverse insert; 
SST= silicon signature test; ST= self test; sn =structured test; TV= test vector; V =verify 
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Sunrise Electronics 524 S Vermont Ave, Glendora, CA 91740 (818) 914-1926 Circle 317 

T-816 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP all 256k firmware yes $1,895 portable programmer, contains an 
µCs EPROM/µC emulator 

T-2000 EPROMs, µCs, - - all - floppy, no $3,995 in -circuit programmer 
PLDs modem 

T-5000 EPROMs, µCs, - - all - floppy, yes $19,950 self-contained PC with an in -
PLDs modem circuit programmer 

T-10 EPROMs, µCs, 40 DIP, LCC all - floppy, no $999 available as gang/set programmer 
PGAs, PLDs, modem 
bipolar PROMS 

T-1600 EEPROMs, EPROMs 32 DIP all - floppy, yes $2,495 gang/set programmer, programs 
modem 16 devices at a time 

Z-3000 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 40 DIP all 256k firmware yes $5,995 gang/set programmer, programs 
µCs up to 32 EPROMs at a time 

System General 510 S Park Victoria Dr, Milpitas, CA 95035 (408) 263-6667 Circle 318 

SGUP-85A all 128 DIP, PLCC, 8, C, 18, MV, 1M fi rmware, yes $3,450 universal programmer, auto-han-
SOIC RI , SST, ST, floppy, dler interface 

TV, V modem 

Turpro-1 all 128 DIP, PLCC, B, 18, MV, P, PC memory floppy, no $1,695 PC-based , auto-handler interface 
SOIC ST, TV, V plus 32k modem 

Turpro-832 EEPROMs, EPROMs, 32 DIP, PLCC Al , 8, 18, 4M firmware, yes $1,950 gang/set programmer, auto-
flash MV, ST, V floppy, handler interface , fully isolated 

modem sockets 

Xeltek 764 San Aleso Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 745-7974 Circle 319 

Superpro all 68 DIP, LCC, 8, TV PC memory floppy, no $795 optional algorithm library 
PGA, PLCC, modem generator 
QFP, SOIC, 
SOJ 

Key: Al = auto identify; 8 =blank; C =continuity; ESD =electrostatic discharge; 18 =i llegal bit; MV = marg inal verify; P = parametrics; RI= reverse insert; 
SST= silicon signature test; ST= self test; STT =structured test; TV= test vector; V =verify 

"They effectively do a benchmark of 
the PC speed before they program a 
device. Then they scale the width of 
the pulses so that they're identical 
no matter what the speed of the PC 
you're running them on," says 
Clarke. A reliable PC-based pro
grammer should also offer cell tests 
to check the integrity of the pro
gramming electronics, he says. 

Including these safeguards, of 
course, adds to the programmer's 
cost. But the cost of not having 
them can be far greater. "If you 
want to get 99 .9 percent program
ming yield you have to pay for it," 
says Clarke. "To pay for that last 
0.9 percent of programming yield, 
it costs you a lot more than it costs 

to pay for the first 99 percent. That 
may not seem like much of a differ
ence until you consider that every 
field failure of your product can cost 
a lot of money. So it can very easily 
be a false economy to select a cheaper 
programmer." 

While many programmers are PC
based, there are others, such as Stag 
Microsystem's System 3000, that are 
stand-alone systems that can inter
face with a PC. The 3000 has its own 
built-in keyboard and CRT. Two RS-
232 interfaces are included, mainly 
for interfacing to computers. While 
the system operates as a stand-alone 
unit, it can also be controlled exter
nally from a PC. It also offers a han
dler interface for those who want to 

link the System 3000 up to an auto
mated device handler. A universal 
programmer, the System 3000 can 
program nearly every device that's 
in a dual in-l ine package on the 
market. An adapter, enabling it to 
program devices in leadless-chip
carrier packages, plugs into expan
sion slots on top of the machine. Each 
pin has universal pin drivers and the 
system can drive up to 84 pins. 

I In-ci rcu it programmer 
Another option available to desig
ners is in-circuit programming. In 
military and aerospace applica
tions , where socketed devices are 
not used, in-circuit programming 
has been a fact oflife . Today, driven 
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by demands for quality manufac
tured products and the adoption of 
just-in-time programming, interest 
in in-circuit programming is growing 
among commercial users. In the past 
it was difficult to justify the cost of 
buying an expensive in-circuit 
programmer. "Up until just recently 
you were talking $20,000 for an 
entry level in-circuit programmer," 
says Dick Erickson, president of 
Sunrise Electronics, (Glendora, CA). 

When designers decide to move to 
in-circuit programming, they will, of 
course, have to design their boards 
to support it. But this shouldn't be a 
deterrent . According to Stag's 
Clarke, these changes aren't very 
drastic. "The programmer has to 
gain access to all the control lines of 
the EPROM (or whatever is being 
programmed)," says Clarke. "On 
most designs the changes required 
are really small. You might have to 
add some decoupling capacitors here 
and there, and it's possible in some 
applications that you would have to 
add a buffer to something. So, the 

~-
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board might cost slightly more in 
terms of components. But those costs 
are more than outweighed by the fact 
that in-circuit programming simpli
fies both the factory production of the 
board and upgrades made in the field." 

While its benefits in the produc
tion environment are obvious, in-cir
cuit programming may also be a 
useful tool in engineering labs. An 
in-circuit programmer designed 
specifically for engineering applica
tions, the T-2000 from Sunrise Elec
tronics, automates the board 
programming task. Designers, for 
example, don't have to program in
dividual devices and break up their 
program in the blocks to get them in 
the right EPROMs. The T-2000 
comes with its own wire-wrap board 
that the user can configure to a par
ticular application. 

Currently, senior design engineer, 
Tom Baillio and his design team at 
Mercury Computer (Lowell, MA), 
don't use in-circuit programming. 
Baillio agrees, however, that in-cir
cuit programing would prevent a lot of 

headaches. "On some of our boards 
over 50 percent of the devices are 
programmable logic," he says. 'We 
solder everything in, but eventually 
an engineering change order (ECO) 
comes done the line and we're un
soldering chips. I could see in-circuit 
programming being a big help in that 
area." 

I Ground bounce 
As devices get faster and faster, 
their edge rates are also getting 
faster and faster. From this arises 
a problem known as simultaneous
switching noise or ground-bounce, 
which is causing headaches for 
both device programmer designers 
and users. This phenomena forces 
system designers to treat PC board 
traces as transmission lines. Many 
semiconductor vendors are now 
specifying up to 1.5-V of bounce 
from the ground pad on the die to 
the part's pin, according to Keith 
Miller, engineering section manager 
at Data I/O (Redmond, WA). "That 
doesn't leave much room for device 

Your Old Patched--Up OS is Going Down 
VENIX Industrial Strength UNIX to the Rescue 

• Licensed AT&T/USL UNIX System V 3.2/4.0 
• POSIX 1003.4 Real Time Functionality 
• Fast, Deterministic, Fully Preemptable Kernel 
• Embedded Disk And ROM Configurations 

VENIX is AT&T UNIX ruggedized for acquisition and 
control. It's the only OS that delivers guaranteed real time, 
enhanced performance and all the UNIX development tools 
for 386/486 microcomputer users. 

• Homogeneous Development And Target Environment 

VENIX can accelerate your product development and 
provide the stable, open system your market demands. Call 
(617) 661-1230 for a FREE UNIX Technical Overview. 

• Build On 3,000+ Off-The-Shelf Programs 
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Who says mass storage 
has to be massive? 

6Gbytes x10 Mbytes/s x S"x 19"x 27" 
If you can spare just 5Y. inches of standard 19-inch rack space, 

you can plug into a new level of low-cost, fau lt-tolerant storage perfor
mance: The Concept 500 Series RAID (redundant array of independent 
disks) subsystem. 

It stores up to 6 gigabytes, with sustained transfer rates to I 0 
megabytes per second. And you can add more storage, one disk at a 
time, for a total of up to 48 gigabytes on one SCSI interface. 

Complete subsystems 
for these buses: 

SCSI-2 

PC/AT" 

The Concept 500 
Series is a complete sub
system that's ready to plug 
in and run, including fu ll 
driver and host adapter 
software support for four 
popular buses. And Stor
age Concepts ' track record 
of six years of proven 
RAID reliability and per
formance is built in, too. 

Get more mass storage, without a massive subsystem. ln the 
U.S., call I (800) 525-9217 from outside California, (714) 852-8511 
from inside California, or write to 1622 Deere Avenue, Irvine, CA 
92714. In Europe, call 44 494 
442 202 or write lo 649 Lon
don Road, High Wycombe 
HPI I I EZ, England. 

STORAGE 
r== CONCEPTS 

All product names are trademarks or rcgis1ercd trademarlcs of their rc.'l;pective companies. e l 991, Storage Concepts, Inc. 
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I PRODUCT FOCUS 

CAEICAD TOOLS 

programmer designers to wiggle 
around on ground any more," says 
Miller. "It's especially a problem for 
the programmer manufacturer 
who's trying to build a universal 
machine that can handle various 
pin-outs. These days ground isn't al
ways the lower-left corner pin of the 
part any more." 

Miller was the engineering 
manager who built the 2900, Data 
I/O's universal device programmer. 
To address speed-related problems, 
the 2900 features a number of test 

When designers decide 
to move to in-circuit 

programming, they will 
have to design their 
boards to support it. 

111 

and debugging aids, including a se
rial vector test. Normally a program
mer stimulates all pins in parallel. 
Using the serial vectors option lets 
the user stimulate each pin sepa
rately. This helps determine if it's a 
sequence-related problem. Another 
test, called the compensated vector 
test, anticipates what the part is 
going to do and lets the programmer 
adapt itself, and adjust the loads on 
the outputs. This decreases the 
chance of any ground bounce errors. 

According to Miller, the 2900 uses 
the same style pin drivers used in 
Data I/O's high-end Unisite pro
grammer. Reducing the perfoqn
ance a little bit, Data I/O integrated 
the pin driver into a number of 
ASICs. This let the 2900 be much 
smaller and more portable than the 
Unisite. Like many automatic test 
equipment machines, its shape is 
round in order to locate the pin 
drivers a consistent distance away 
from the sockets. At the heart of the 
2900 is a 4200-gate array which is 
basically an algorithm coprocessor. 
A 68000 processor deals with user 
interface and the general house
keeping chores. The "coprocessor" 
takes over when it's time to transmit 
critical wave forms out to socket. 
The 2900 also uses two semicustom 
analog ASICs, and another gate 
array that was borrowed from Uni
site's design. • 



~~~~~~~~~-----1~~~ 
At last, there's an alternative to 

expensive 68000 emulators 
And you actually get better source level debugging 

Now there's a softw.ire alternative to 
debugging embedded 68000-series 

code. Sure, you may need one emulator 
for your hardware debugging or for an 
occasional software bug that requires a 
trace, but why spend an extra $38,310 
for each programmer when you can give 
them FreeForm and an RS-232 cable? 

FreeForm is a remote source-level 
debugger that enables you to connect 
your MS-DOS or UNIX computer 
directly to your target hardware, giving 
you the most advanced software debug
ging environment available for less than 
J/10 the cost of a hardware emulator. 
And you' II have more software source
level capabilities than you ever dreamed 
of getting from any hardware emulator: 

Debugs Fully 0_12_timized Code YES! 

Debugs Code in REAL TIME YES! 

Complex Breakpoint Conditions YES! 

Comj)ile and Link from Deb~ger YES! 

Full C Display of Variables YES! 

Complete Linked List Displ~ YES! 

User-Definable Commands YES! 

Automatically Finds Your B11&s NO. 

Field Debuggi~ Capabilities YES! 

Royalty-Free Monitor YES! 

Command Recall YES! 

Automatic Testi~ ScriE_ts YES! 

Works with Real Time Kernels YES! 

FreeForm can't quite do everything, but 
it's close! 

FreeForm 's unique approach to 
remote C debugging gives you incredible 

power to find those difficult bugs, yet 
there are only five basic commands 
that you need to learn to get started. 

FreeForm is completely integrated 
with our CrossCode C compiler. Time 
after time when a large amount of code 
is put through many different 68000 
compilers, CrossCode C comes out on top. 

In an independent test per
formed by a large corporation 
using 1300 lines of ACTUAL tar
get code (not small unrealistic 
benchmarks), CrossCode C pro
duced the smallest code and 
generated the fewest 
instructions. 

You'll never again need to spend mon
ey on a new emulator or pod for each 

68000 68040 
68008 68070 
68010 68301 
68020 68302 
68030 68303 

68330 
68331 
68332 
68340 
93CIOO 

new project 
because Free
F or m and 
CrossCode C 
support all 
68000-series 
processors by 

Motorola, Signetics, and Toshiba. 

With FreeForm, all you have to do is 
customize the monitor for each target 
that you use. And we assign one of our 
engineers directly to you to help you do 
this quickly and easily. 

Best of all, this software is backed by 
one of the most responsive software 

companies in the industry. Here's what 
one client had to say: 

Your tech/sales support is great, and 
your follow-up is incredible. I would 
recommend your products on the basis 
of support alone! 

-
If you're still not convinced , call us 

for this FREEFORM DEMO KIT. It 
includes a complete copy of FreeForm 
and CrossCode C so that you can run 
your own code through the compiler and 
debug it on an actual remote 68000-
based system! 

CALL TODAY for more information: 

1-800-448-7733 x510 
Outside the United States please dial 

PHONE: l-70S-971-8170 

FAX: l-70S-971-8513 

-

SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEMS, INC 

The Most Responsive Software Company. 

DEPARTMENT CD1 
4248 BELLE AIRE LANE 
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA 

FreeForm'" , CrossCode" . MS-DOS", UNIX" and XENIX" are trademarks. 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

SOFTWARE AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

•
Object-oriented CASE tool lets user 
tailor his own methods 

C++. Mark V states that the actual 
percentage of automatica lly 
generated code can be as high as 60 
percent, but will vary depending on 
the level of detail of the source dia
grams, the availability of class li
braries and the nature of the appli
cation. 

The power of object-oriented 
s oftware-development tools lies 
not only in its ability to develop 
modular, reusable code, but also in 
its own inherent flexibility. An ob
ject-oriented tool 
produces object-

important becau se, for example, 
C++ methods development is still in 
its infancy. Today's popul ar tech
niques may be overtaken by new 
developments tha t might render a ObjectMaker runs on a variety of 

PC and worksta
tion platforms in

oriented code but 
it can be easily 
customized by 
the user to suit 
his or her own 
methodology and 
personal taste . 
Such a tool is 
ObjectMaker, a 
member of a new 
generation of 
CASE a n a lys is 
and design tools 
from Mark V Sys
tems (Encino, CA). 
ObjectMaker of
fers structured 

ObjectMaker covers entire software lifecycle cluding Hewlett
Packard/ Apollo , 
IBM RS6000, AT 
and PS/2, MIPS, 
Sun, Evans and 
Sutherland, Data 
General and Dig
ital Equipment 
Corp. It's also 
adapted to three 

analysis and 
design as well as 
behavioral (state) 

REPOSITORY 

FRAMEWORK OR 
ENVIRONMENT 

REVERSE ENGINEERING 

ADAGEN a 

CGEN 

CODE GENERATION 

ADS, C AND C++ 

OBJECTMAKER 
TOOL DEVELOPMENT KIT 

CUSTOM METHODS ~ 
RULE·BASED CODE 

AND TEXT GENERATION = 

window environ
ments : Macin
tosh, X Windows 
X11R4 and Micro-

analysis and 
design. In addi
tion, there 's a 
reverse-engineer 
ing facility that 
can produce dia
grams from exist

ObjectMaker provides object-oriented structured design and analysis from original 
concept through code generation and maintenance supporting over 20 existing 
methodologies. A reverse-engineering facility generated structured diagrams from 
undocumented code and a tool-development kit allows the user to customize the 
method of working. 

soft Windows. 
ObjectMaker is 
available now, 
and depending on 
configuration and 
options, it's typi
ca lly priced at 
about $6 ,000 a 
seat. 

- Tom Williams 

- - --- --- - - - - -- -- ---

ing, poorly documented code to give 
insight into its design and function
ality. Automatic code generation for 
Ada, C and C++ is also supported. 

ObjectMaker supports over 20 off
the-she lf analysis and desig n 
methods and notation conventions 
including Buhr, Chen, Ward-Mellor, 
DeMarco, Yourdon , and many 
others. For the novice CASE user, 
ObjectMaker also contains a rule
base with rule checking to enforce a 
chosen methodology. But the user 
isn't constrained to even one of the 
many supported methods. The Object
Maker tool-development k it pro
vides the ability to customize any 
methodology by means of an exten
sion language that lets the u ser 
modify the actions of accelerator 
keys, modify existing method rules, 
create custom methods including 
rules and semantic mapping and 
develop custom-code generation 
directly from diagrams. 

Being able to ta ilor the tools is 
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CASE tool obsolete. The ability to 
define new methodologies and inte
grate them into an existing tool en
vironment is expected to be a hedge 
against the danger of obsolescence. 

ObjectMaker is conceived as a 
life-cycle project tool to be used from 
the initia l generation of proposals 
through requirements analysis to 
code generation and maintenance. 
It includes an underlying data re
pository that maintains the intri
cate rela tionships between symbols 
and diagrams and the project dic
tionary. Document and diagram 
data can be output to a number of 
popular publishing software pack
ages including Pagemaker, Ventura 
Publis h er, Microsoft Word and 
Word perfect . 

The automatic code generation 
facility maintains consistency be
tween the code templates and the 
design diagrams and their naming 
conventions. Code generation mod
ules are available for Ada, C and 

ObjectMaker at a glance 

• Off-the-shelf support for over 20 
object-oriented and structured 
methods 

• Binding for all methods to a 
single integrated repository 

• Code generation and reverse 
engineeri ng for Ada C and C++ 

• Operates with X Windows, 
MS-Windows and Macintosh 

• Methods are customizable by 
the user 

• Extensible to keep pace with 
evolving CASE technology 

Mark V Systems 
16400 Ventura Blvd 
Encino, CA 91436 
(8 18) 995-7671 
Circle 274 





I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

CAEICAD TOOLS 

.• Servo simulator trims months off 
disk drive design cycle 

Traditionally, development of disk
drive electronics has been delayed 
until two critical stages were 
achieved: the manufacture of drive 
hardware and the development of 
the servowriter. The drive castings 
with actuator, head and media had 
to exist, and the servowriter had to 
write the servo patterns (reference 
information used to position the 
read/write heads) on the disks before 
the electronics could be tested and 
debugged. In many cases, this wait 
could add four to six months to a 
drive's design cycle. A product from 
Helios called Proteus, however, may 
change all that. Proteus simulates 
the servo signal of a drive before the 

drive is built. This permits the 
design engineer to develop and 
debug the drive servo electronics 
months before the hardware is 
ready. 

I Proteus 
"We've been in the business of 
providing servowriters to high
volume, high-density disk-drive 
manufacturers since 1985," says 
Richard Freedland, president of 
Helios, "so we've seen first hand the 
delays that took place while our cus
tomers waited for the hardware and 
servowriter. We took our servowrit
ing experience and developed a 
simulator that lets a company have 
the drive electronics debugged and 
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rolling off the assembly line by the 
time the rest of the drive is ready." 

Proteus simulates the composite 
servo-signal output of a disk drive as 
though the signal was derived from 
magnetically reading the servo pat
tern from the disk surface. The simu
lation of this signal is unique because 
it's created by the interference of two 
separate channels used for position 
reference. The channels exhibit an 
interdependence when changing 
states that indicates head positioning 
and movement. This simulated signal 
indicates drive head positioning when 
staying on a track or in seek mode. 
The system can also simulate closed
loop, complete feedback operation. 

The Proteus system 
simulates a disk
drive's servo signal 
and mechanical 
HDA characteristics 
before the drive is 
built. 

Proteus is fully programmable to 
simulate the head/disk assembly 
(HDA), including the voice coil 
motor, mechanical characteristics 
and the movement of the read/write 
head across the media. The designer 
can program a seek profile, media 
defects and servo patterns, as well 
as repeatable and nonrepeatable 
runout. 

"Runout is a term used to describe 
anomalies in a disk drive's bear
ings," explains Robert Benson, 
marketing adviser at Helios. "Re
peatable runout happens at regular 
intervals during a drive's rotation, 
whereas nonrepeatable happens at 
random, when a ball inside the bear
ing wobbles because it isn't perfectly 

round. In either case, it's important 
to see how much runout your servo 
system can handle to keep the heads 
on track." 

Proteus can also be used in the 
manufacturing process to improve 
product quality. "Drive electronics 
are currently production tested by 
connection to a test drive or testing 
with the actual drive mechanics," 
Freedland points out. "This means 
that the test is run under normal 
conditions and shows how the elec
tronics behave with that specific 
drive under that one set of condi
tions. Extreme conditions aren't 
tested." 

Proteus can be programmed to 
simulate any conditions, including 
worst-case mechanical charac
teristics, to test the drive electronics' 
tolerance and recovery capability. 
By testing the boards under worst
case conditions, the electronics can 
be optimized for the degree of 
ruggedness required. 

Proteus is a stand alone PC/AT
based system that includes a built
in keyboard and a high-resolution 
display. It's available now and is 
priced at $29,000. -Mike Donlin 

Proteus at a glance 

• Simu lates servo signal of a disk 
drive before the drive is built 

• Simulates worst-case conditions 
so drive electronics can be op-
timized for rugged environments 

• Fully programmable to simu late 
the HDA, the voice coil motor, 
mechanical characteristics and 
read/write head movement 

• Designers can program a seek 
file, repeatable and nonre-
peatable runout, media defects 
and servo patterns 

• PC/AT-based system with built-in 
keyboard and high-resolution dis-
play 

• Available now for $29,000 

Helios 
1020 Stewart Dr 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 732-8208 
Circle 280 



" ... the industry's best keyboard." 
- Personal Computing 

" ... a byword for quality and tactile 
feedback .. •"_ Which Computer? 

" . ..ifs the leader among computer 
keyboards."-PCMagazi•• 

" ... nobody has been able to match 
h Ii " · t e qua ty... -PC World 

Now We'd Like To Give \Ou 
A Quote On Price. 

The "industry's best keyboard" is now for sale. If you're putting together systems or need 
keyboards customized for your OEM operation, we make the best. 
Call (606) 232-6814 or, in Europe, (33) 38 83 4308. Our quotes will 
impress you as much as those above. 

An IBM alliance company 

FAX (606) 232-7241 in U.S.A., (33) 38 83 4048 in Europe. © Lexmark International, 1991 . Lexmark is a trademark of Lexmark International, Inc. Quotes above reprinted with the permission of Personal Computing, March 1989; 
Which Computer?, July 1989; PC Magazine, January 17, 1980, © 1989 Ziff Communications Company; and PC World, The Hardware Shelf, Michael Goodwin, February 1988. 

See Us At COMDEX. 
CIRCLE NO. 74 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

CAE!CAD TOOLS 

I Mixed-signal ASIC toolset offers 
analog design for testability 

For use at both customer sites and 
at Gould AMI, the new Mixed-Signal 
Design Solution (MSDS) incor
porates analog model generators as 
well as analog design-for-testability 
features. Gould AMI claims that the 
proprietary and third-party tools 
within MSDS will keep time-to
market and development costs for 
analog/digital ASICs equivalent to 
those for complex all-digital ASIC 
designs. 

The Gould AMI-developed Analog 
Model Builder which automatically 
captures customers' specifications 
and generates pre-layout simulation 
models for a variety of analog func
tions is among the MSDS tools that 
can be installed on customers' work
stations. The Analog Model Builder 
checks customers' analog perform
ance parameters against tester-

specific rules and advises users if an 
analog function can't be tested as 
specified. It also captures users' test 
requirements for each of the analog 
blocks supported by the analog 
model builder. Employing an 
analog scan design technique, Gould 
AMI has coupled these analog 
blocks to test multiplexer cells, 
which along with an analog test bus, 
make the blocks observable and con
trollable, according to Gould AMI. 
Customized analog behavioral mod
els for use with the Saber/Cadat 
mixed-signal simulator are output 
by the Analog Model Builder. 

Also for installation at customer 
sites is Gould AMI's Design Cri
tiquer, a knowledge-based tool that 
offers the nonexpert, built-in analog 
IC design expertise, according to 
Gould AMI. Customers can use the 

200 MFLOPS OF 

Design Critiquer at the schematic 
stage, with Mentor Graphics' design 
capture software, to identify combi
nations of functional blocks that can 
create design failures. Types of er
rors identified include power-supply 
bussing problems , insufficient 
drive and sense levels, as well as 
crosstalk and noise generation. 

Gould AMI has also developed ap
plication tool interfaces for each 
MSDS tool installed on a customer 
workstation. These interfaces 
generate all of the information 
needed to run a tool for a given 
mixed-signal design project and 
automatically keep track of design
specific information needed to per
form a given design task. 

MSDS tools installed at Gould 
AMI include the proprietary Para
meterized Analog Building Block 
Generators CPABBGs) and MSTEST 
testability software. Each PABBG 
captures, in software, the electrical 
and physical design expertise 

POWER! 
• Single or dual i860-XP processors 

• True color frame buffer option 

• DT Connect. ITI VISIONbus. 
SCSI 1/0 options 

• Up to 64 MB memory 

• • • AND THE SOFTWARE 
TO USE IT! 

• AT or VME 

Trademarks are property of their respective holders. 

CIRCLE NO. 72 
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• For DOS, Unix 386, Sun OS, 
VxWorks 

• i860 Native Unix Sys V.4 with 
X Windows 11 .4 

• Fortran and C compilers 

• Scientific and imaging libraries 
with over 250 imaging routines 

• 2562 2DFFT::; 11 OMS 

• 5122 3x3 convolution ::; 11 OMS 

Suite 204. 71 Spitbrook Rd. 
Nashua. NH 03060 

Phone: (603) 891-2750 • Fax: (603) 891-2745 



CAE/CAD TOOLS 

needed to create an analog block 
from the specification provided by 
the Analog Model Builder. Each 
specialized PABBG enables Gould 
AMI to synthesize analog cells that 
meet the area and performance 
demands of a customer's application 
without substantial cost penalties, 
according to Gould AMI. 

In addition to enabling customers 
to incorporate design for testability 
into their circuits, MSTEST speeds 
the creation of ASIC manufacturing 
test programs at Gould AMI. The 
performance parameters output by 
the Analog Model Builder are used 
by engineers at Gould AMI to create 
a test module for each analog block. 
Such a test module can be imple
mented in any test program where 
that particular design block is used. 

Integrated under a single X-Win
dows-compliant graphic user inter
face, MSDS tools run on Apollo 
workstations. MSDS is supported by 
Gould AMI's range of high-density 

CMOS manufacturing processes. 
Available now, pricing for the MSDS 
toolset begins at $75,000. 

- Barbara Tuck 

MSDS at a glance 

• Generation of custom analog 
models at customer site 

• Expert analog design tools 

• Production of a test module for 
each analog block 

• Saber/Cadat mixed-signal 
simulator 

Gould AMI 
2300 Buckskin Rd 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
(208) 234-6872 
Circle 278 

Trademark Information 

UNIX is a registered trademark 
of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 

PAL is a registered trademark 
of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 

SMART-POWER is a registered 
trademark of N artron Corp. 

CDA and BurstRAM are 
trademarks of Motorola, Inc. 

SCOPE and ASSET are trade
marks of Texas Instruments, Inc. 

IRIS POWERVISION is a trade
mark of Silicon Graphics, Inc. 

RealTimeX is a trademark of 
Concurrent Computer Corp. 

Zone Bit Recording is a 
registered trademark of 
Seagate Technology, Inc. 

PCs FOR BUSINESS 
AND INDUSTRY 

Hardware. 
SMT offers a complete line of passive 
backplanes, enclosures, processors, 
monitors, and keyboards for OEM's 
and integrators. Our systems are 
built to survive in harsh industrial 
environments, yet priced to compete 
in the price sensitive commercial 
market. At SMT, quality products are 
only the beginning. 

Service. 
Designing and manufacturing an 
enclosure for your unique applica
tion. Sourcing that hard-to-find 
accessory. Integrating and testing 
the entire system. SMT offers 
these services to complement 
your own in-house expertise. Our 
service is what separates SMT 
from the typical PC vendor. 

If you are an Integrator or OEM looking for a reliable source for 
your PC platform , call Systems Manufacturing Technology today. 

We build PCs for Business and Industry . 

.;--- cw w ~ •:.:., . Systems Manufacturing Technology, Inc. 
-... ..- ma ..... • - -. ·.a P.O. Box 1320 • 1080 Linda Vista Drive 
~ • .,. • .._,.. San Marcos, CA 92079-1320 
.. ~..... • .. 1-800-64 8-6262 . 619-744-3590 

FAX 619-471-1153 

See us at BUSCON/91 East Booth #205 
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OEM PRODUCT UPDATE 
Canon 
Laser Beam 
Printer 
Family 
The Canon family of OEM 
Laser Beam Printer 
Engines comp1ises the 
largest installed base in the 
laser printer market. This 
success has been built on 
Canon's well-documented 
reputation for reliability and 
low maintemmce, innova
tion and high quality 
images. 

There's a Canon engine 
for every OEM application. 
Personal printers. Desktop 
publishing and printing. 
Spreadsheets. Engineering. 
Graphics production. CAD/ 
CAM. A unique feature of 
Canon's table top models is 
the patented EP cartridge 
system. Housing virtually 
all consumables, the EP 
cartridge makes user 
maintenance simple. 

As an OEM associated 
with Canon, you' ll work 
with a leader in laser 
technology and engine 
reliability. You'll get the 
product and technical 
support you need to serve 
existing customers and 
respond to emerging 
market opportunities. 

For more information, 
call 1-800-323-0766. Or 
write to Canon USA, Inc., 
OEM Operations, Printer 
Division, One Canon Plaza, 
Lake Success, NY 
11042-1113. 

canon 
OEM Operations 
Printer Division 

Product specifications subject to 
change without notice. Canon and 
the Canon logo are registered 
trademarks of Canon, Inc. 
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LBP-LX Laser Beam Printer Engine 

A c.-ompact, affordable printer engine ideal for desktop 
applications. Uti li zes the disposable EP-L cartridge. 
Available in both Video (exte rnal OEM controller) and 
PCB (in ternal OEM controller) models . 

LBP-SX 

The most popular laser beam printer in the world. 
C lamshe ll top cover permHs easy access to paper path 
and disposable EP-S image cartridge. Available in 
Video and PCB models. 

Month ly prints: 
Resolution: 
Print speed (PPM): 
Dimensions: 

LBP-20 

5000 
300/400dpi 
8 
18"W x 19.5"0 x 9.l"II 

A heavy-duty laser beam printer for large-format 
printing. Modular design allows multiple product 
configurations. 

Monthly prints: 
Resolution: 
Print speed (PPM): 

30,000 
300/400/480 dpi 

Simplex: Letter 20 
11" x 17" 10 

Duplex: Letter 14 (impressions) 
l]" x 17" 

Dimensions: 
8 (impressions) 
29"W x 24"0 x 20"11 

Monthly prints: 750 
Resolution: 300/400 dpi 
Print Speed (PPM): 4 
Dimensions: 16.7"W x 14.l"D x7.6"H 

LBP-TX 
and 

LBP-RX 

-----
I 

Hard-working laser beam printers featuring expanded 
paper handling. The HX model offers duplex capability. 
Dual cassettes hold up to 400 sheets and two types of 
paper. EP-S cartridge in all versions. Available in 
Video and PCB models. 

Monthly prints: 
Resolution: 
l>rint speed (PPM): 

TX Simplex 
H.X Duplex 

Dimensions: 

LBP-DX 

5000 
300/400 dpi 

8 
7 (impressions) 
TX l8"W x 19.5"D x 12.5"H 
HX 18"W x 25.0"0 x 12.5" ll 

Our largest-format laser beam prinkr. Outputs 
high-quality photographs, halftones and line art prints 
on vellum or paper. Ideal for engineering and graphics 
production. Handles 500-foot rolls of24" wide paper or 
cut sheet sizes up lo D (24" x 36"). 

Monthly prints: 5000 
Resolution: 400/508 dpi 
Print speed (PPM): 

D size (24" x 36") 3 
C size (18" x 24") 5 

Dimensions: 30"W x 39"D x 46"H 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

CAEICAD TOOLS 

I Implicit mixed-mode simulation 
for analog/digital ASICs 

ANAsim at a glance 

• Automatic switching from 

The ANAsim mixed-mode simulator 
from ANAmation integrates relaxa
tion and event-driven methods to 
simulate analog and digital circuits 
with a single engine. With ANAsim, 
users don't have to designate circuit 
elements as being analog or digital 
prior to simulation. Instead, as the 
design process progresses, the sys
tem informs the user of the quality 
of the signal at any node and the type 
of simulation needed for any ele
ment, as well as the results of the 
simulation. "The simulation hap
pens implicitly, with the determin
ing factor being the quality of the 
signal itself," says Robert Bowman, 
president of ANAmation. 

The ANAsim behavioral modeling 
language, constructed using func
tions as extensions to the netlist for
mat commonly found in analog 
simulators such as Spice, lets de
signers model components using 
equations. ANAmation has develop-

The ANAscope plotting package 
accepts input from ANAsim and lets 
users display and manipulate 
waveforms created by ANAsim. 
ANAscope displays the mode in 
which a signal is being interpreted 
and the nature of the signal. Users 
can store reference plots in the sys
tem's memory for later examination 
and comparison with different simu
lation runs. 

ANAsim, bundled with ANAvision, 
is available now at $25,000 per seat. 

- Barbara Tuck 

analog to digital simulation as 
required 

• Behavioral modeling capabilities 
in Spice format 

• Built-in library of mixed-signal 
circuits and analog function 
behavioral models 

• Implements many nonlinear 
functions 

• Analog and digital waveforms 
can be displayed and plotted 
using ANAscope 

• Complete object-orientated de-
sign environment for schematic 
capture and analysis 

• Runs on Sun Workstations and PCs 

ANAmation 
30 State St, Suite 210 
Fairport, NY 14450 
(716) 377-2560 
Circle 288 

ed a built-in library of functions to Miii••••••• 
model I/O behavior in mixed-signal 
circuits and to describe common 
analog behavioral qualities. 
ANAsim implements a variety of 
nonlinear functions including 
trigonometric, polynomials, com
plex, notch, etc. A filter designer, for 
example, can specify the charac
teristics of a filter as a ratio of two 
polynomials in a matter of seconds, 
according to ANAmation. Moreover, 
a superset of Spice includes a model 
description for every logic element 
type in ECL, CMOS, and TTL. 

Though AN Asim runs as a 
standalone utility on Sun worksta
tions as well as PCs, ANAsim is 
initially being offered only within 
ANAmation's ANAvision object
oriented environment which in
cludes schematic capture, a cell li
brary manager, plus a waveform 
analysis package called ANAscope. 
When ANAsim is used within 
ANAvision, system designers can 
switch from behavioral models to 
macromodels or schematic models. 
The design system provides simula
tion results by showing signal flow 
paths and the state of the elements 
(saturation , linear). For setting 
values, users simply double click on 
any device and set values via a noti
fier panel. 

\iifu 
VFEA International Trade Association 

OPEN BUS 
SYSTEMS 191 

26 - 27 November 1991 
Hotel Pullman St Jacques, Paris, France 

CONFERENCE and EXHIBITION 
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• Conformance Testing • Futurebus+ 
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Whatever your destination 
on the open bus highway ... 

VME-64 
Keep Right 

Newbridge Microsyste m s c an help y ou get there. 

Newbridge Microsystems offers the industry's most 
complete and flexible open bus silicon product line. 

Leading the way with our 32-bit VME chipset that 
supplies a full high performance VMEbus interface, 
we provide a pin-for-pin compatible migration path 
to VME64. Our product direction extends beyond 
VME to devices and VHDL models for emerging 
Futurcbus+ protocols. 

The CA91C014 and CA91C015 VME 
chi pset provides: 

• IEEE 1014/VMEbus Rev C 
compliance 

• Full VMEbus interface 
implementation 

• High performance VMEbus 
decoupling with on-chip DMA 
functiona lity 

• Bus Isolation mode for system 
diagnostics and fault isolation 

For those applications demanding even 
higher performance, the CA91C064 
VME64 device will offer users of our 
32-bit chipset a pin-for-pin compatible 
upgrade to VME64 . 

• NEWBRIDGE 

Newbridge Microsystems is also developing a highly 
flexible solution for entering the Futurebus+ market 
quickly. The CA91C896 and CA91C897 Futurebus+ 
chipset will feature: 

• Generic local bus and decoupled Futurebus+ 
interfaces to support split transactions for 
multiprocessing and burst transfers for higher 
performance 

• Support for scalable external 
performance enhancements for use 
across a spectrum of applications 

• Portable VHDL models lo minimize 
design effort - and your lime to 
market 

Our second generation Fu tu rebus+ 
products will include processor 
specific single chip devices. such as 
the CA91C880 for the Motorola 88K 
RISC processor family. 

Backed by the worldwide Newbridge 
group of companies and an interna
tional sales and distribution network, 
Newbridge Microsystems is laying out 
an open bus route to the future. 

NEWBRIDGE 
MICROSYSTEMS 

Newbridge Microsystems • A Division of Newbridge Networks Corporation. 
603 March Road , Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 2M5 

Tel: (613) 592-0714 • 1-800-267-7231 ·Fax: (613) 592-1320 

Newbridge and logo and Calmes are trademarks of Newbridge Neworks Corporation . Copyright 1990, Newbridge Networks Corporation. 
Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

CAEICAD TOOLS 

•
Timing tool_ eliminates data path 
vector requirements 

Quad Design has equipped the latest 
version of its system-level analytical 
timing verifier-Motive-with 
several features that target ease of 
use. Motive Release 4.0 features a 
new algorithm called States (sym
bolic transition analysis of timing 
events) that automatically detects 
and evalu ates the effects of complex, 
multicycle data path logic on system 
timing with ou t requ irin g the 
specification of data path vectors. 
This enh ancement delivers the 
benefits of using dynamic timing
verification tools , i.e., t he ability to 
uncover multicycle timing r elation
ships while elimin ating the time
consuming task of generating data 
path vectors . This featu re also 
reduces reports of false paths
predictions of delay paths that can
not occur. 

"To correctly evaluate the timing 
behavior of digital circuitry control
led by multicycle logic," says Chuck 
White, vice-president of engineering 
for Quad Design, "a timing analyzer 
must be able to determine during 
which clock cycles a given circuit 
node or device changes logic state. 
Motive ach ieves this without the 
need for data path vectors by ac
cepting and analyzing logic state in
formation from any simulation tool, 
using a simple but powerful simula
tion data control file. Motive also 
lets a designer pick any number of 
nodes in a design for timing verifi
cation. The more data it's given, the 
more dynamic the verification will 
be." 

In addition to the States a lgo
rithm, Qu ad Design has equipped 
Motive 4. 0 with the ability to per
form dynamic Boolean logic opera
tions , which automatically elimi
nates many classes of false paths 
from timing analysis . The tool also 
features an algorithm that lets 
users identify multicycle , false or 
inferior signal paths and instructs 
the program to take that informa
tion into account, without having 
to specify such paths by hand. Mo
tive also sports a new graphical user 
interface-the Open Software Foun
dation's Motif-which makes the 
tool interactive and easy to use. Mo
tive users can eliminate false paths 
from their timing analysis results 

via a button displayed on their 
workstation screen. 

According to Quad Design, Motive 
is the first EDA package that can 
analyze transparent latch behavior 
and complex skew relationships be
tween system clocks. Its "explana
tion mode" provides detailed ex
planations about the characteristics 
of a signal delay as a signal moves 
between devices along a trace. With 
this information, designers can de
termine the right approach to solv
ing a timing error, then implement 
the solution before prototyping. Mo
tive also provides an EDIF (Elec
tronic Data Interchange Format) 
translator that accepts database in
formation from other EDA tools. 

Motive 4.0 will be available in the 
fourth quarter of this year and will 
be priced at $10,000 to $50,000 de
pending on the platform. 

- Barbara Tuck 

Motive 4.0 at a glance 

• Evaluates effects of complex, 
mu lticycle data path logic on 
system timing 

• Dispenses with data path vector 
requirements 

• Evaluates multicycle timing 
relationships to reduce reports 
of false paths 

• Performs dynamic Boolean logic 
operations 

• Features the OSF Motif graphica l 
user interface 

• Ava ilable 04 and priced from 
$10,000 to $50,000 depending 
on platform 

Quad Design 
1385 Del Norte Rd 
Camarillo, CA 93010 
(805) 988-8250 
Circle 279 

68030 UME 

3U 
efficiency. 
Wouldn't it be great if you could 
get a compact, high performance 
3U 68030 VME board with the 
features you need at a price you 
can afford? Now GreenSpring 
delivers the goods with the 
new workhorse SBC5. ~ ~ 

We started ~ 6..t\~ r-
with a speedy . :...\\"ti w 
32Mhz 68030 ~ -0 
processor. Added a ,.o R 0 \) 
burst memory cache fill 
controller and 60ns DRAMs for 
64MB/second throughput. Integrated 
our proprietary GIA'M bus interface 
silicon in an economical 100-pin quad 
pitch package. Then topped it off with 
32-bit F!ASH memory for in-circuit 
programming. Now that 's efficiency. 

Of course, we've included all the 
functionality you expect - EEPROM, 
RTC, serial ports and timers. A 32Mhz 
68882 FPU is optional. Get OS-9 or 

CrossCode TM C and FreeForm ™ for 
source-level debugging. Or use 

the board support package for 
your favorite kernel. 

Call 
or fax 
GreenSpring 

Best of all , you can 
get this unprecedented 

efficiency for the 
unexpected low 

price of $1695 list 
($1295 OEM). 

today for a 
complete catalog of 
VM Ebus products. 

0 M P U R 

1204 O'Brien Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025 
( 415)327- 1200/FAX( 415)327-3808 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

COMPUTERS AND SUBSYSTEMS 

I Futurebus+ "F" backplane designed 
for maximum transfer rates 

The first Futurebus+ backplane 
designed to meet the "F'' profile of the 
P896.2 specification will be making its 
debut at Buscon/91-East in Washing
ton DC later this month. The high
performance 64-/128-bit backplane 
has been designed by Bice-Vero 
Electronics (Hamden, CT) to meet and 
exceed the maximum transfer rates 
specified by the "fast" profile. 

The new backplane is made to con
form to the IEEE 1301 ''hard metric" 
specification, providing 13 slots posi
tioned on 30-mm spacing. It's de-

Bice-Vera's new Futurebus+ backplane 
features a multilayer circuit board con
figured to a accommodate the fast 
Futurebus+ profile. The backplane is 
designed to accommodate up to 13 fu/1-
sized, hard-metric Futurebus+ boards 
using the 2-mm metric connector. 

signed to accept 12-SU (300-mmx300-
mm) boards. Bice-Vero has been 
among the leaders pushing the Fu
turebus+ specification. It has also pro
vided the first soft-metric backplane 
for Raytheon as part of the U.S. 
Navy's proof-of-concept Future bus+ 
project. (That operating backplane 
will also be on display at Buscon.) 

Profiles A, B and F are the only 
ones that have reached the final 
approval stage. The profiles are 
waiting for the IEEE's approval to 
become a completed standard. 
Though all three profiles share the 
hard-metric configuration, they 
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each differ in some respects. Profile 
A is a full implementation of the 
P896.1 logical definition of Future
bus+, yet it leaves some performance 
parameters to be implementation 
dependent. 

Profile B is referred to as the I/O 
profile and comprises a subset of the 
P896.1 protocols. It's profile B that 
has been projected as the market 
leader because of its strong support 
by Digital Equipment Corp, Star
den t and other large computer 
makers. But these companies have 
yet to make any product announce
ment. It's also been considered that 
profile F, however, will be one of the 
early market leaders because only 
those interested in blazingly fast 
performance will be willing to pay 
the Futurebus+ price tag in the im
mediate future . 

"We expect the profile F back
plane to be the most popular version 
with designers, at least for now," 
says Mike Humphrey, vice-president 
of strategic marketing at Bice-Vero. 
"System designers now realize that 
Futurebus+ packaging hardware ac
tually exists and that backplanes con
forming to the specification will offer 
levels of throughput not previously 
available on open architecture sys
tems," adds Humphrey. 

The major feature distinguishing 
the profile F backplane from profile A 
is the routing of the central arbitra
tion circuitry, which is very rigidly 
defined. In the profile F version, all 
arbitration circuitry must be tracked 
from the lower pin-field in connector 
E. In the profile A version, this con
nector is used for I/O. The two profiles 
are otherwise similar to the extent 
that profile F boards will operate in a 
profile A system, but not vice versa. 

As more companies start to inves
tigate Futurebus+ and devote en
gineering resources toward design, 
they can't be in doubt about the 
availability and performance of 
backplanes, says Humphrey. "Sili
con is already available and that 
demands a backplane in full compli
ance with the Futurebus+ specifica
tion," he says. He adds that Bicc
Vero's new backplane is the result of 
more than two-year's development 
and will satisfy the most demanding 
performance requirements. 

Inherent in the 16-layer back
plane design are Bicc-Vero's new 
surface-mount termination tech
niques. This minimizes signal skew 
and allows all the benefits of BTL 
(backplane transceiver logic) cir
cuits to be realized. The approach 
calls for 33-Q, surface-mount resis
ters and high-speed capacitors to be 
arranged to exactly match the 
length of each signal trace, thus 
minimizing skew. The capacitors 
provide local high-speed charge 
storage directly to each line, which 
is further protected from the effects 
of ground bounce by multiple power 
and ground planes together with a 
pattern of ground tracking. 

Power for each power rail is 
brought to the backplane via Bicc
Vero's Lomet connector, developed to 
counteract the skin effect ex
perienced with fast-rising edges as
sociated with BTL drivers. Lomet 
provides a low impedance intercon
nect to the multiple main power and 
ground planes with power studs 
being used to bring less-critical volt
age levels (±V and 5-V battery
backup/standby) to the bus. 

In addition, Bicc-Vero's system 
provides full thermal management 
of the power-conversion module, 
which is fully self-contained and 
contains its own cooling system . 
Three, large-capacity variable
speed fans mounted at the rear of 
the rack, draw air across the board 
area and exhaust it through the 
rear. Remote sensors monitor the 
cooling efficiency of each fan and 
adjust the speed accordingly. 

- Warren Andrews 

Futurebus+ backplane 
at a glance 

• P896.2 Compatible 

• 13 slots 

• Hard metric 

• Profile "F" 

Bice-Vero Electronics 
1000 Sherman Ave 
Hamden , CT 06514-1336 
(203) 288-8001 
Circle 276 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

COMPUTERS AND SUBSYSTEMS 

I VisionMaster scores with high-performance 
graphics and image processing 

A new graphics-processing module 
combines high levels of image genera
tion and graphics processing in a 
single module. VisionMaster, the first 
high-performance graphics board to 
come from Radstone Technology 
(Montvale, NJ), is a fully compatible 
VMEbus module , calling for three 
VMEbus slots in its minimum con
figuration, and is capable of display
ing up to 2048x1024 pixels, interlaced 
or non-interlaced, RS-343 compatible. 

The module offers a fully pro
grammable video format and will 
drive any standard RGB monitor and 
accept an input from any standard 
video format, including all television 
standards including PAL, NTSC, 
D2MAC and SECAM. The module 
comprises 4-Mbytes of video memory 
divided into two 2-Mbyte blocks, 
which is backed up by as much as 
256-Mbytes of optional extended 
memory. The later extends the mod
ule's storage capability up to 30 sec
onds of real-time PAL television. 

The standard 8-bit pixel depth al
lows the display of up to 256 colors 
and/or gray shades from an overall 
palette of 16. 7 million colors. The 
module features a front-panel video 
bus interface designed to control 
and synchronize as many as three 
VisionMaster modules to extend the 
total system capability. This allows 
the system to provide as many as 
24-bits/pixel and for the entire 
palette of 16. 7 million colors to be 
displayed. For CMYD applications, 
four modules can be combined. 

I On-board processing 
The module's pixel-processing 
capability comprises four, 4-x16-bit, 
bit-slice processors operating in paral
lel to provide peak execution speed in 
excess of 160 Mips. The processor can 
perform almost all standard graphic 
functions including line drawing, area 
filling, Gouraud shading, edge detec
tion, filtering, anti-aliasing, affine 
transformations and more . Sun 
Microsystems' Pixrect and many 
Xll.4 functions are available directly 
from firmware . There are more than 
100 graphics and imaging functions 
built into on-board firmware. 

Typical performance of the mod
ule exercising its processors in
cludes 4-Mpixel/s vector-draw rate, 

160-Mpixel/s block-fill rate, 20- to 
160-Mpixel/s Gouraud-shading 
rate, and 10-Mpixel/s anti-aliasing 
rate. Other benchmarks include 5.3-
Mpixel/s rate for 9-point convolu
tion, 8.4-Mpixel/s binary-erosion 
rate, 26-Mpixel/s histogramming 
rate and 14-Mpixel/s correlation. 

A built-in RS-343-compatible 
frame grabber combines 8-bit reso
lution with a maximum sample rate 
of 30-Msamples/s. Eight Gamma 
correction tables including one 
that's programmable, are available 
for camera-input correction. The 
module has on-board hardware to 
support up to two cursors which can 
be either cross hair and/or 64-x64-
bit maps. It also provides zoom in 
both directions with a magnitude of 
one, two, four, eight and 16 times. 

In operation, video input is fed to 
the frame grabber then to the main 
video memory through a I/O multi
plexer. The video signal proceeds to 
a data switch and processor or op
tionally to the extended memory. 
Video timing is provided by the on
board timing generator which also 
interfaces to the VMEbus. 

The pixel processor (comprising 
the four bit-slice processors) is con
trolled from the main program, or 
from an included microcode assem
bler sequencer (MICAS) and re
turned to either the main- or ex
tended-video memory. The data 
switch is also connected to the VME
bus interface and DMA controller. 
VisionMaster's price hasn't been de
termined yet. 

- Warren Andrews 

VisionMaster at a glance 

• 2048x1024 pixel display 

• Interlaced or non-interlaced 

• RS-343 compatible 

• Built-in frame grabber 

Radstone Technology 
20 Craig Rd 
Montvale, NJ 07645-1737 
(201) 391-2700 
Circle 275 

68030 VME 

FLASH 
flexibility. 
Tired of hunting down blank 
EPROMs? GreenSpring's SBCS with 
FLASll memo1y ends hunting season 
forever. Say "good-bye" to long delays. 
In-circuit programming means you 
don 't even have to 
power down. 

just one 
example of 

how GreenSpring 
engineered real

world functionality into our 32Mhz 
68030 VME board. Along with the 
features you expect, like 4MB dual 
access DRAM, serial ports, a four-level 
arbiter and mailbox interrupt. 

And some you don't expect, but 
wi ll learn to appreciate, such as our 
GLA ™ custom bus interface silicon. 
Not to mention Indust1yPack™ slots 

for almost unlimited 1/0 
~ ~ options. 

~ ~· ~ Finally, we 
:0 ~,,,,,. back you with 
o <"°') a 30-day return 

0 u c, ~ privilege, a one-year 
warranty and the best technical support 
in the business. An unbeatable value at 
an unexpected low price. 

Call or fax GreenSpring today to 
get a free catalog or a copy of the SBCS 
User Manual. Or information on our 
other exciting VMEbus products. T1y us. 
We're flexible. 

GREEN~SPRING 
COMPUTERS 

1204 O'Brien Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025 
( 415)327- 1200/FAX( 415)327-3808 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

COMPUTERS AND SUBSYSTEMS 

I Dual-i860 board delivers 160 MFlops 
Using multiple microprocessors on a 
single board is becoming an attrac
tive way to maximize overall perfor
mance. CSPI has taken this ap
proach with its latest vector 
processor card, the SC-2XIJVME, by 
sporting two 40-MHz Intel i860 
chips. Specifically designed for ap
plications in signal processing, such 
as sonar, radar, seismic, simulation, 
and real-time processing, the SC-
2XUVME offers 160-MFlops perfor
mance, 16-Mbytes memory, and a 
40-Mbyte/s VME subsystem bus 
(VSB) interface. 

At the heart of the SC-2XUVME 
board are two Intel i860 micro
processors. The i860s operate to
gether in a master/slave relation
ship, forming a high-performance 
processing engine. During each 
clock cycle, each 40-MHz i860 can 
perform a floating-point multiply 
and add. CSPI offers a hand-coded 
library to help designers make full 
use of this architecture. 

The SC-2XUVME delivers 160-

MFlops performance for functions 
like fast Fourier transform, convo
lution and correlation. Illustrating 
its performance, it takes just 133 
ms for the board to perform a 
512x512 real, two-dimensional 
FFT (including bit reversal.) Ac
cording to CSPI, finite impulse-re
sponse filtering runs on the board 
at rates approaching the board's 
160-MFlops peak due to the 
balanced architecture of the two 
i860 chips. Memory on the board 
includes 2-, 8-, or 16-Mbytes of 
page mode DRAM. Page mode al
lows data fetches at the boards ar
chitectural limit of 160 Mbyte/s. 

Data from external devices can be 
transferred across either the VME
bus, the VSB or the daughter I/O 
port at rates approaching 160 
Mbyte/s. Through a daughterboard 
I/O port, both DMA and shared
memory access is permitted to the 
SC-2XLNME's main memory. I/O 
daughterboards for VSB or custom 
I/O configurations are available. Oc-

Our Lists Are No Good 
(Unless You Use Them!) 

In direct mail marketing, testing is the name of the game. PennWell 's 
Computer Design list is worth a test. Use a sampling of our li st for as little 
as $475. Ifs a small price to pay when thousands of doll ars are at stake. 

~n.nnsts ~IADVANCEP I TECHNOLOGY 
GROUP 

Names you can count on. 

Call 1-800-962-4669 
Ask Deanna Re bro for good names 

l .+2 1 South Sheridan• Tul sa, Okl a homa 74112 

CIRCLE NO. 80 
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cupying the same slot with the 6U 
form factor SC-2XLNME, the I/O 
daughterboards add extra I/O capa
bility without using any additional 
slots in a VME backplane. 

Software available for the SC-
2XUVME includes advance signal-, 
image-, and seismic-processing li
braries, along with C and Fortran 
compilers. Operating systems avail
able for the board include the pSOS+ 
real-time operating system kernel 
and the Unix-compatible Unison 
operating system. Unison combines 
Unix system calls with the network 
file system (NFS), TCP/IP (Trans
mission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol), and X Windows support. 

Multiprocessing is supported by 
SC-2XLNME. Up to 16 of these 
boards can be controlled from a 
single application. By taking advan
tage of the multiprocessing/multi
tasking features of pSOS+ and Uni
son, users can easily develop and 
debug multiprocessing applications 
for the board. 

Available now, prices for SC-
2XUVME start at $8,500. 

-Jeffrey Child 

The SC-2XUVME 
at a glance 

• Two 40-M Hz Intel i860s 

• 2 to 16 Mbytes 

• 6U form factor 

• Maintains 160-Mbyte/s perform
ance doing FFTs, convolutions, 
and correlations 

• Up to 16 SC-2XUVMEs control
lable from one application 

• C and Fortran compilers 

• Signal-, image-, and seismic
processing libraries 

• VME, VME subsystem bus and 
1/0 daughterboard interface 

• VSB or custom 1/0 daughter
boards 

• Supports pSOS+ real-time kernel 
and Unison 

CSPI 
40 Linnell Circle 
Billerica, MA 01821 
(617) 272-6020 
Circle 290 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

I SRAM revamped for more speed, less noise 
As clock frequencies race past 33 
MHz, one of the first components to 
feel the pressure has been the 
SRAM. Used as cache, high-speed 
scratch-pad memory, vector arrays, 
and as main memory in high-perfor
mance systems, SRAMs struggle with 
different problems that vary from 
one subsystem to another. But all 
these applications share the problems 
of high-speed design, particularly 
those related to transmission line 
effects, capacitive loading and 
crosstalk due to long parallel paths. 

Despite these new concerns, most 
SRAMs continue to be designed 
using old habits. However, at least 
one SRAM vendor, Electronic De
signs (EDI), has taken some new 
approaches with its 1-Mbit, 17-ns 
SRAM. To enhance the speed and 
power of the device the company 
cast out some old ideas, while 
adding some new ones. 

Increased speed and overall per
formance improvements were 
achieved through the elimination of 
address transition detection (ATD). 
Redesigned output buffers provide 
further speed enhancement by re
ducing the package induction. And 
the routing of the signal and power 
lines is optimized to reduce noise. 

I Goodbye ATD 
While many memory chips still use 
ATD by force of habit, it's not neces
sary with today's high-speed designs, 
EDI claims. In fact, ATD often creates 
problems due to edge sensitivity. 

To further reduce sensitivity to 
reflections, the SRAM uses hystere
sis technology. Hysteresis reduces 
sensitivity to reflections caused by 
unterminated address and control 
lines, or reflections in certain termi
nated bus structures. According to 
EDI, hysteresis lets users put more 
memory devices on the same address 
lines without worrying about false 
triggering of the part and the extra 
power consumption it causes. 

Further enhancing the SRAM's 
speed, EDI designed the chip's output 
buffers to better cope with package 
inductance. Most SRAM designs end 
up significantly limiting the edge rate 
of their output buffers to keep internal 
noise at an acceptable level. This 
tends to raise the impedance of the 
driver. In contrast, EDI's designed a 
buffer that sets the impedance much 

lower than other approaches. Also, 
the buffer uses special circuit tech
niques to reduce internal noise. This 
technique adjusts the driver to turn 
on at the same time regardless of the 
transistor gain. 

Although noise problems are not 
usually given top priority in most 
SRAMs produced today, EDI de
cided to tackle it head-on through 
careful routing of the SRAM's power 
and signal lines. Paying particular 
attention to bus and signal place
ment results in a part that's more 
tolerant of the noisy environments 
of today's high-performance sys
tems, according to EDI. 

Offered in organizations of 128kx8, 
256kx4 and lMxl, this line of 1-Mbit 
SRAMs offers speeds from 17- to 35-
ns built in a 0.8-µm CMOS process. 
The 128kx8 is available with either 
the single- or dual-chip module and 
the 256kx4 can be configured with 
either common or separate I/O. The 
1-Mbit SRAM has been designed so 
that any one of the five possible con
figurations can be selected at bond
out, rather than through a mask op
tion. As a result, full device 
characterization data applies to the 
entire family of 1-Mbit SRAMs. 

Available in sample quantities, 
prices range from $64 to $221. 

- Jeffrey Child 

1-Mbit SRAMs at a glance 

• Access speeds up to 17 ns 

• Available in 128kx8, 256kx4, 
and 1 Mx1 organizations 

• 128kx8 version available with 
single- or dual-chip enable 

• 256kx4 version available with 
either common or separate 1/0 

• Performance enhanced by 
abandoning address transition 
detection (ATD) 

• Output buffer design reduces 
package induction 

• Routing of the signal and power 
lines optimized to reduce noise 

Electronic Designs 
42 South St 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
(508) 435-2341 
Circle 289 
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$1295 
economy. 

Sure, you can 
settle for false economy ... the bargain 
basement boards with the garage sale 
performance. Or take a flier on the 
high-end boards with the stratospheric 
price tags. 

But if speed, cost, options, back
up, software, flexibility and stability 
mean anything to you, talk to our 
engineers about your application. Call 
or fax GreenSpring with your toughest 
VME questions. We'll send you a free 
SBC5 User Manual just for calling. 

GREEN~SPRING 
C OMPUTERS 

1204 O'Brien Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415)327-1200/FAX (415)327-3808 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

I Spare gets smaller still 
Add another vendor to the burgeon
ing list of chip houses now building 
Spare compatible processors and 
chip sets. Rather than make the 
processor itself, however, the strategy 
at Tera Microsystems (Santa Clara, 
CA) is to sell its peripheral chip set, 
dubbed Microcore, by leveraging off 
the Spare CPU/floating point unit 
expertise of other semiconductor 
suppliers, like Weitek, Fujitsu and 
LSI Logic. Microcore comprises four 
devices, the TM5610 system control 
unit (SCU), the TM5620 I/O control
ler (IOC), the TM5630 SBus inter
face chip (EXP), and the TM5640 
color video display controller (CXP). 
The level of integration offered by 
this approach reduces the com
ponent count of a full Spare system 
to less than 20 components. 

The 5610 System Controller in
terfaces to a Spare CPU. It combines 
a Spare reference MMU, 8 kbytes of 
cache memory (4 kbytes data and 
instruction) as well as a DRAM con
troller and write buffer on-chip. 

The I/O controller, the 5620, offers 
buffered interfaces to AMD's Lance 
Ethernet controller and the 53C90 

SCSI controller. A peripheral/ 
memory channel, offering three un
dedicated DMA channels, supports 
up to eight byte-wide devices. Inte
grated peripheral functions include 
an interrupt controller, three 
counter timers and two serial ports. 
In addition, the IOC offers mono
chrome video display support, util
izing a DRAM-based frame buffer. 
An X-compatible hardware cursor 
has also been included. 

Two optional Microcore com
ponents allow the implementation of 
a full-color system with SBus sup
port. The color video display control
ler, the 5640, supports 8-bit color 
and gray scale displays with resolu
tions up to 1280x1024. Video RAMs 
and RAM D-A converters are the 
only external components required. 
For standard SBus support, the 
SBus interface chip implements the 
SBus B.O specification and will let 
the designer build a system with up 
to four SBus slots. 

With the integration of cache 
memory and main memory inter
face control on the SCU chip, Tera 
has optimized the time required to 

Sparcstation 2/Microbus architecture 

transfer blocks of data from memory 
into the cache. In particular, inter
chip communications involved in 
sending address and control infor
mation to the memory controller, 
and the overhead of arbitrating for 
the bus and initiating bus transac
tions are reduced. A further reduc
tion in miss penalty is achieved by 
reducing the amount of time that 
the CPU is stalled during a cache 
line fill and by overlapping the re
maining fill cycles with continued 
CPU execution. Tera's implementa
tion supports this with line wrap
around, interleaving accesses to the 
data caches, as well as streaming, if 
the CPU requests the next word in 
the cache line being filled, the CPU 
is sent the data as it's being writ
ten to the cache. 

The key to keeping the cost of the 
chip set and hence the architecture 
of the system down, is the Micro bus 
itself, the bus through which all the 
Tera devices communicate. While 
several Spare chip set implementa
tions have been based on MBus, 
Tera chose to define the Microbus. 
Tera sees the MBus as appropriate 
for multiprocessor systems, and for 
moderate to high-cost designs in 

EJ 
11 

SCSI 
CONTROLLER 

Microbus connects 
the four Microcore 
Spare system chips 
from Tera Microsys
tems together. By 
designing its own 
bus, and focusing 
on building 
peripheral chips, 
rather than core 
processors, Tera 
hopes to target the 
under $5,000 Spare 
clone market, an 
area as y et un
touched even by 
Sun itself. 

MICROCORE SCU 
SYSTEM 

CONTROLLER 

4x4MB 
SIM Ms 

4x4MB 
SIM Ms 

(OPTIONAL) 

4x4MB 
SIMMs 

(OPTIONAL) 

4x4MB 
SIM Ms 

(OPTIONAL) 

11 
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MICROCORE CXP 
VIDEO DISPLAY 

REFRESH 

D 
VRAM 

FRAME 
BUFFER 

D 
RAM/DAG 

8-BIT 
BUS 
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MICROCORE BXP 
SBUS EXPANSION 
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LED/SPEAKER 

MOUSE PORT 

KEYBOARD PORT 
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FDC 

ISDN CODEC 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

which the cost of upgrading the CPU 
module is attractive. But the company 
felt that these weren't important in 
the desktop and portable system de
signs for which the Microcore chip set 
was intended. 

Microbus uses a simpler bus pro
tocol than MBus and has a smaller 
number of signals. Both buses sup
port the 36-bit physical address 
space defined by the Spare MMU 
specification. The Microbus pro
vides a 32-bit-wide (plus optional 
byte parity) data bus versus the 64-
bit-wide data bus provided by MBus. 
In total, Microbus requires 44 signal 
pins on each component interfacing 
to the bus. This contrasts a total of 
7 4 signal pins on each component 
interfacing to MBus. This reduction 
in pin count lets the Tera chips be 
packaged in quad flat packs and 
hence offered at a lower cost. 

The SCU and the IOC will be 
sampling during 3Q91 with produc
tion volumes available by the end of 
the year. The color video display 
controller (CX.P) and SBus interface 
(BX.P) will sample in the fourth 
quarter. The SCU and IOC combi
nation at 25 MHz is priced at $400. 
The full 33-MHz Microcore chip set 
will be $745. -Dave Wilson 

Tera chip set at a glance 

• Spare-compatible four-chip set 

• Optimized memory/cache 
interface 

• System reduced to 20 
components 

• Simpler bus interface than 
Sun's MBus 

Tera Microsystems 
5200 Great America Pky 
Suite 250 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 987-5600 
Circle 277 

WE'RE FIGHTlr\G Fa< 
'rOUR LIFE 

American Heart ft 
Association ~ 

FUTUREN T: 
THE FIRST 
AND lAST 
WORD IN 

SCHEMATIC 
DESIGN. 

"Ten years ago, FutureNet® had 
the first word in schematic design 
when it became the industry stand
ard for the PC. We built an enormous 
user base, all over the world. 

Today, FutureNet is the last word 
in schematic design. 

FutureNet has more advanced 
features, like continuous zoom and 
undo/ redo commands. It has better 
connections to the rest of the EDA 
world, supporting such standards 
as EDIF 2 0 0 and hundreds of 
printers and plotters. And it sup
ports DOS and Sun-based net
worked environments. 

At $895-and even less for a site 
license- FutureNet remains the 
best value on the market. You have 
my word on that. Because I'll back 
our software with a 30-DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. 

See for yourself. Call us today 
to qualify for a FREE Demo Disk, 
and we'll also send you FutureNet 
Direct, a complete catalog of 
software and utilities to support 
schematic capture:· 

1-800-3-DatalO 
( 1-800-332-8246) 

I 
I 

DATAl/O 
Corporation 

CIRCLE NO. 82 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

I FPGA enables fast, 16-bit counter designs 
The virtue of field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) is that they 
h elp desi gners build sm a ll er , 
cheaper and faster systems. Using 
an FPGA, dozens of packages wor th 
of TTL can be crammed into a single 
package. But to win with an FPGA 
requires the right combination of 
functional capacity and speed. With 
its A1240 FPGA, Actel appears to 

offer both , touting it both as the 
fas test and as the second highest
density FPGA in the industry. 

The second member of Actel's 
ACT 2 family of gate arrays, the 
A1240, offers h igh-performance by 
deliver ing 66-MHz overall system 
speed . The part also offers impres
sive performance in specific com
mon ci r cu it functions . For ex-

You can choose the most appropriate 
We will provide you with anything from 
an empty metal shell to a complete 
turnkey system. And, we will gladly combination of chassis size, 

basic configuration, card cage, ~ integrate VME cards, mass storage devices, 
mass storage, 
power supply, 
1/0 panels, 
cooling and 
enclosure. 
Zoltech's 
modular 
chassis 
concept 
allows you r 
VME system to be optim ized for specific 
applications and envi ronments. 

Low Prices and Fast Delivery 

IBJ 

The use of our off-the-shelf components 
allows your special system package to be 
delivered quickly and at a standard system 
price. 

Long-Term Reliability 
A low-cost package really isn 't low-cost if it 
fai ls in the field. Zoltech's unique positive
pressure, filtered air cooling system insures 
that your machine wi ll run clean and cool. 
The EMI shielding integrity of the full y
enclosed chassis is preserved regardless of 
the number of cards installed in the card 
cage. 

Call or write for 
complete specifications and prices 

CIRCLE NO. 83 
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1/0 cables, peri phera ls 
and system software. 

A typical complete 
system: 
VLV- 11/Model J O 
chassis, twelve 
6Ux 160 slots, 68020 
CPU, 5MB memory, 
18 serial channels, 
flopp y, cartridge 
tape, dual 
W inchesters, 400W 
power supply, eight 
fans, in lower 
enclosure. 

7023 Valjean Ave nue, Van Nuys, Ca lifo rnia 91406 USA 
1818) 780-1800 FAX 1818) 780-1978 

Representative and dealer inquiries are invited. 

BUSCON/91-EASr 
See us at Booth #1209 
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ample, it enables the designof16-bit 
counters performing at 75 MHz. 
Furthermore, theFPGApermitsthe 
design of33-MH z, 16-bit accumula 
tors. The device has 4, 000 equ iv
alent gates which tran slates as 
3,200 available gates, assuming an 
average automatic design efficiency 
of 80 percent, according to Actel. 

The A1240 can be designed and 
programmed using Actel's Action 
Logic System Release 2.01. Ad
vanced routing algorithms and 
ample routing resources deliver 100 
percent routable designs, fully auto
matic, at 95 percent module u se. 

Processed in 1.2-µ m CMOS, th e 
A1240 offers 104 user I/Os, a max
imum of 565 flip-flops, and 684 logic 
modules. The A1240 shares th e 
same architectural attributes as its 
other family member, the A1280, 
Actel's 8 ,000-gate device. This ar
chitecture includes a two logic mod
ule design that optimizes perform
ance and logic module u se. One 
module type builds high fan-in com
binatorial macros and can h a ndle 
up to seven input functions. The 
other module configures sequential 
macros. It can accommodate a latch 
or flip -flop and/or many combina
torial macros of one to seven in
puts. State machines with up to five 
product terms, each with five inputs, 
require only two module delays . 

Available now in a 132-ceramic 
pin-grid array package, the A1240 is 
priced at $210 (lOOs). A 144-pin 
plastic quad flatpack version is 
priced at $150 (l OOs). -Jeffrey Child 

The A 1240 at a glance 

• 4,000 equiva lent gates, 3,200 
avai lable for design 

• 66-MHz overa ll system speed 

• 100 percent automatic place 
and rout 

• 104 user 1/0 pins 

• Up to 565 flip-flops 

• Combinatorial and sequential 
logic module types 

• 684 logic modu les 

Ac tel 
955 E Arques Ave 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 739-1010 
Circle 291 
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY 
INVITED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 

YOU'RE INVITED ... TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
of the Leading Regional Peripherals Conference 
featuring new technology presentations and product displays 

Take your Advantage now. 
Request your Complimentary Invitation and Computer Peripherals ICC Agenda 

UNITED ST A TES 
D Newton, MA-9/5/91 
D Tysons Corner, VA - 9 /12/91 
D Dallas, TX- 9/26/91 
D Raleigh, NC - 10/3/91 
D Portland, OR-11/6/91 
D Irvine, CA - 1 /7 /92 

If you are involved in the purchase, 
design, or specification of peripheral 
products, you should be here! 

Provide your conference selection by 
returning this section by Fax or mail. 

Dataquest I ICC 
3151 Airway Avenue,# C- 2 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

D Ft. Lauderdale, FL - 1 /14/92 
D San Jose, CA - 2/ 4/92 
D Nashua, NH - 4/8/92 
D Minneapolis, MN - 4/23/92 
D Austin, TX - 5/14/92 

EUROPE 
D London, England - 9/12/91 

D Copenhagen, Germany - 9/ 17 / 91 
D Frankfurt, Germany- 9/24/91 
D Barcelona, Spain - 10/ 2/91 
D Amsterdam, Holland-1/16/92 
D Mi.inchen, Germany - 1 / 21 / 92 
D Milano, Italy - 1 / 23/92 
D Paris, France - 1 /28/92 

Place your business card 
here - Copy - Then 

fax this sheet back to us. 
1 division or IJat:.aQlx:st 

FAX: (714) 957-0903 
TEL: (714) 957-0171 
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Coming in October from COMPUTER DESIGN ... 

ANALOG & MIXED-SIGNAL The Official 
ANALOG & MIXED-SIGNAi. 
DESIGN CONFERENCE 

DESIGN CONFERENCE Show Guide _____ _ 
COMPUTER DESIGN and the Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference team up to 
provide you with a complete Show Guide package before and during the show. 

The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design conference, jointly 
sponsored by COMPUTER DESIGN and Miller 
Freeman Publications, is the first conference of its kind 
to focus on the needs of designers involved with high
speed digital designs and mixed digital/analog designs 
at the board and ASIC levels. The Show Guide for the 
conference will be mailed with the October issue of 
COMPUTER DESIGN and will have major added-value 

editorial-a directory of standard analog IC vendors, 
analog and mixed-signal ASIC vendors and CAE/CAD 
tool vendors- to underscore the conference's emphasis 
on mixed-signal board and chip design. This directory 
provides an opportunity for companies not exhibiting at 
the conference to reach COMPUTER DESIGN'S 
100,000-plus readers who have an interest in analog and 
mixed-signal design. 

The Guide: A complete show, events, and area directory including: 
• Comprehensive F1oor Plan • Technical Course Catalog 
• Official Exhibitor Directory • Area Entertainment Guide 

Value-added Editorial: 

Distribution: 

Issue Date: 

Pricing: 

COMPUI'ER DESIGN's directory of standard analog IC vendors, 
analog and mixed-signal ASIC vendors and CAE/CAD tool vendors. 

The Show Guide will be polybagged and mailed with the October issue 
of COMPUI'ER DESIGN to the full circulation of 100,000+ 

PWS 
Full distribution at the Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference 

PWS 
Additional distribution to all pre-show registrants. 

October 1, 1991 

$4,000 Per Page - including color. 

Special Discounts: $3,500 Per Page - including color - if you run in either the August or 
November issue of COMPUI'ER DESIGN 
$3,000 Per Page - including color - if you run in both the August and 
November issues of COMPUI'ER DESIGN 

Closing: September 10, 1991 

111mi1H!!frli@p1 ANALOG & MIXED-SIGNAL DESIGN CONFERENCE 
· · ~· Santa Clara Marriott • Santa Clara CA 
: ·~· October3~November 1, 1991 

•---""·"11·"·'.'"
0

.''"'-----------COIPITIR PENNWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY • ONE TECHNOLOGY PARK DRIVE • WESTFORD, MA 01886 • 508-692-0700 

For more infonnation, contact any of us... DISIGI PUBLISHER: David L. Allen, 508-392-2111 • ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Tim L. Tobeck, 508-392-2116 • NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS MANAGERS: • WESTFORD, MA, Tim Pritchard, 508-392-2217 • SPRING, TX, Eric Jeter, 713-353-0309 • 
SAN JOSE, CA, Diane Palermo, 408-292-6837 • STRATEGIC ACCOUNTS REPRESENTATIVE: • WESTFORD, MA, 
Sue Nawoichik, 508-392-2118 • INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: • SURREY. ENGlAND, David Round, 81-686-7655 
• PARIS, FRANCE, Daniel R Bernard, 1-3!).14-6780 • MUNICH, GERMANY, Johann Bylek, 089-903-8806 • MIIAN, 
ITALY, Luigi Rancati, 02-70-30-0088 • TOKYO, JAPAN, Toshio Equsa, 81-33-536-5404 • ASIA, AUSTRALIA, 
NEW ZEALAND, TOM GORMAN, 852-833-2181 
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Attend 
BUSCON 191 East -

A Capitol Idea Comes 
To Washington, DC. 

BUSCON '91 East, the nation's lead
ing trade show and technical 
conference for board and systems 
level technology is coming 

industry's premier seminar program. 
Learn what is new from the people 

actually developing the technology. 

to Washington, DC for 
---=======- It's all at BUSCON '91 

the first time. 

BUSCON '91 East is 

East, September 11-13 
at the Omni 
Shoreham Hotel, 

the one place to see, 
test and compare the 
newest products and 
technology from hun
dreds of leading vendors. 

SM Washington, DC. 
BUSCQN/91-EAST For more informa-

SEPTEMBER 11-13, 1991 tion about attending 
OMNI SHOREHAM HOTEL , 

WASHINGTON, o.c. BUSCON 91 East, 
just complete and return the 

Get an inside track on technical 
developments you can use now at the 

coupon below or call (800)243-3238 
(in Connecticut call (203)852-0500). 

© CMC, 1991 A•~EVENT 
,------------------------------~ I 
~ YES, I want to attend BUS CON '91 East. 
~ Please send me all the details. 

Name: _______________ _ 

Title: ____________ BUSCON/91-EAST'" 
Company: ______________ _ 

Address: ---------------

SEPTEMBER 11-13, 1991 
OMNI SHOREHAM HOTEL 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

City: _____________ State: ____ Zip: ____ _ 
Phone:( ) ____________________ _ 

Return to: CMC, 200 Connecticut Avenue 
Norwalk, CT 06856-4990 
Or fax to: (203)857-4075 

l__ BE3 

------------------------------------~ 
CIRCLE NO. 85 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS ------

Fiberoptic link starter kit 

A starter kit enables system desig
ners to introduce fiberoptic link 
products to their customers. Aug
men t's AL 100 Series links are 
board-level fiberoptic products that 
enable direct, high-speed point-to
p oin t links between VMEbus, 
NuBus, and DEC Unibus and Q-bus 
computers. Consisting of two AL 100 
Series boards, 150 ft of fiberoptic 
cable, and special engineering sup
port, the starter kit lets OEMs buy 
a single fiberoptic link at a discount 
for evaluation and development. 
Augment Systems Booth 419 
(617) 271-0230 

Telecom interface 
card sports 12 DSPs 

The VME9Ul 2 combines 12 digital 
signal processors with a Tl phone 
line interface on a 9U VME board. 
The DSP s, each with up to 512 
kbytes of SRAM each, talk to each 
oth er and the Tl line via four 
software configurable serial buses. 

BUSCON/9 7 -EAST 

The board also has a bus master and 
slave controller for DMA and 
memory-mapped transfers. Com
munications are performed by C
callable functions. An optional mez
zanine card adds 12 codecs that can 
access the serial buses for individual 
voice input and output. Fully popu
lated with all 12 DSPs, the board 
costs $29,000. 
Communica tion Booth 319 
Automation & Con trol 
(800) 367-6735 

Dual-i860 vector processor 
delivers 160 MFlops 

The SC-2XUVME combines two 40-
MHz i860 chips in a master/slave 
relationship to form a processing 
engine. Each i860 can perform a 
floating-point multiply and add 
during each processing cycle. Tar
geted for signal-processing applica
tions, the board offers 160-MFlops 
performance for functions such as 
fast Fourier transform, convolu
tion and correlation. The card 
comes with up to 16 Mbytes of 

MIXED ANAlOG·DIGITAl SIMUlAllON 

142 

in the 1990s 
and its Impact on Design Methodology 

by Hans Klein. Ph.D .. 
International mixed-signal expert 

v Presents the viewpoint of PCB & IC developers 

v Compares architectures, features and limitations 

v Serves as a selection guide 

v Provides a framework to compare simulators 

The most comprehensive selection 
QUlde ever published on commercial 
simulators. This new 212-page report 
describes design methodology and 
compares mixed-signal simulators 
from a user perspective. It's a must! 

CIRCLE NO. 86 
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Technology 
Information 
Publishing 
(408) 685-921 7 

page-modeDRAM.Data from exter
nal devices can be transferred over 
the VME, the VSB or the a daughter
board I/O port at rates approaching 
160 Mbyte/s. Prices for the SC
XUVME start at $8,500. 
CSPI Booth 314 
(617) 272-6020 

System enclosures 
featu re improved cooling 

The MaxChassis II enclosures are 
designed to fit large systems into a 
standard 19-in rack or on a tabletop. 
Rack space accommodates both 
VMEbus or Multibus II standard sys
tems. Available in 12- and 20-slot con
figurations, the enclosure features a 
cooling technology that keeps cards 
well within temperature specifica
tions. The 12-slot box has a mounting 
assembly providing front access for 
two full-height or four half-height 
51/4-inch disk drives. System desig
ners can choose from over 200 models, 
including special order combinations 
and numerous front-panel alterna
tives. Prices for the MaxChassis II 
enclosures start at $3,000. 
Electronic Solutions Booth 1007 
(619) 452-9333 

Portable VME enclosures 

A family of small portable tower 
enclosure systems fits up to 12 
6Uxl60mm VME cards. Designed 
for optimum air flow dynamics, the 
enclosures allow air intake from the 
front and exhaust at the back. The 
systems include a power supply lo
cated on a hinged rear door. Available 
in 3-, 5-,7-, and 12-slot versions, all 
systems are fully wired, tested and 
ready to run with power supply, fans 
and backplanes. Price of a typical 3-
slot version starts at $1,200 in quan
tities of20. 
ELMA Electronic Booth 229 
(415) 656-3400 

68040-based VME board 
off ers extensive 1/ 0 

The GMS V49 is a real-time, multi
processing SBC for the VMEbus. 
Based on the 68040, the board fea
tures an Ethernet/Cheapernet 
transceiver interface, a SCSI inter
face and eight channels ofRS-232 or 
RS-422 serial I/O with five lines of 
optically isolated digital I/O. To 
facilitate embedded design, all I/O is 



routed through the P2 connector, al
lowing cabling to be attached to a 
break-out board on the back side of the 
VME J2 backplane. Custom I/O func
tions can be added via a selection of 
16-bit expansion modules. Memory on 
the board includes up to 4 Mbytes of 
battery-backed SRAM, up to 4 Mbytes 
of EPROM, and either 2 or 8 Mbytes 
of two-way interleaved DRAM. The 
V 49 is priced at $3,600 (lOOs). 
General Micro Booth 1109 
Systems 
(714) 625-5475 

68EC030-based 
VME CPU board 

The HK68N3D, a VME board based 
on the 68EC030, features clock 
speeds of 33 MHz, 2 to 16 Mbytes of 
static column DRAM, two RS-232 
serial ports and optional Ethernet 
and SCSI controllers. Also included 
on the board are 128 bytes of non
volatile RAM and sockets for two 
1Mx8-bit EPROMs. Software sup
port for the V3D includes VxWorks 
5.0 and OS-9 2.4 operating systems. 

BUSCON/91-EAST 

Dbus-68 interface. Designed for sys
tems that must capture incoming 
signals with no loss of data, the 
module features a large FIFO to 
prevent such losses. Besides the 
high-speed parallel port, the DB
PCOMM also interfaces to the VME 
subsystem bus (VSB). Operating in
dependently of the host CPU, an on
board DMA controller handles block 
transfers between the FIFO and 
either a parallel I/O port or the VSB 
interface. The module is priced at 
$2,995. 
Matrix Booth 1100 
(919) 231-8000 

68040-based CPU 
boasts advanced design 

Based on a 25-MHz 68040, the 
MVME167 is a CPU card for the 
VMEbus that combines extensive use 
of ASICs, advanced manufacturing 
techniques and economies of scale. 
On-board ASICs include memory con
trollers, networking, and serial and 
parallel communications, and a bus 
interface chip incorporating the 

VME64 specification. In addition, 
the MVME167 has both SCSI and 
Ethernet ports. Residing on a 
daughterboard module, the board 
includes 8 to 32 Mbytes of DRAM, 
128 kbytes of SRAM and 512 kbytes 
ofEPROMIEEPROM. The MVME167 
is priced at $3,995. 
Motorola Computer Booth 924 
Group 
(800) 624-8999 

VME board offers 
64-kbit switching 

The PRI-48 is an intelligent VME
based Dual Tl hardware/software 
platform that provides data format
ting and 64-kbit switching. Maintain
ing frame integrity, the switch matrix 
can operate on time slots of both Tl 
spans, the data formatter and a local 
serial time-division-multiplexed high
way accessed via the P2 connector. 
The PRI-48 can run as a stand-alone 
module or in a multiboard VME sys
tem. Software drivers implement both 
link-level and network-level protocols 
as specified by ANSI and CCITT, with 

The board is priced from $1 ,795 to 'iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiilijil~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiii;iillllii~iiiiiil $3 ,995, depending on memory con- I I 
figuration. 
Heurikon Booth 908 
(608) 831-0900 

386 EISA board 
offers 32-kbyte cache 

The EI1120 is an 33-MHz 80386DX
based EISA plug-in SBC featuring a 
high-speed cache. Governed by an 
Intel 82385 cache controller, the 
cache consists of 32 kbytes of high
speed memory. Also integrated on 
this AT-form factor card are a hard 
disk interface, a floppy disk control
ler, two RS-232 serial ports, and a 
Centronics parallel port. Strict ad
herence to EISA design specifica
tions allows users to take advantage 
of extensive software available for 
XT/AT and EISA systems. 
International Booth 619 
Control Systems Pte Ltd 
(65) 278-8288 

Expansion module 
exceeds 30 Mbyte/s 

The DB-PCOMM is a parallel com
munications module that transfers 
32-bit data above 30 Mbyte/s. This 
expansion module attaches to any 
double-height ho s t CPU with a 
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support concentrated on ISDN. The 
board is priced at $3,990 (100s). 
Primary Rate Booth 505 
(603) 898-1800 

Military-rated VME enclosure 

The 96 ATR-CD is a conductive 
cooled VME enclosure designed for 
survivability of system cards. Hold
ing up to 16 6U VME boards, the unit 
features temperature monitors in 
power supply and card cage areas. To 
increase reliability and lower repair 
time, the enclosure is constructed 
with a minimal number of separate 
subassemblies. Designed to meet 
military requirements for tempera
ture, shock and vibration, the unit 
meets MIL-STD-810E and several 
other military specifications. The 
chassis is available with a 
shock/vibration tray. 
Prototek Booth 418 
(513) 874-5094 

BUSCON/91-EAST 

VME embedded PC 
for control applications 

The EPC-6 is a PC-compatible con
troller for the VMEbus that lets 
designers quickly embed PC
developed applications into VME
based systems. It can be used as a 
stand-alone PC or in tandem with 
other VMEbus CPU cards in a mul
tiprocessing environment. Based on 
a 20-MHz 80386SX with 16 kbytes 
of cache, the EPC-6 includes 
Microsoft's ROM version of MS
DOS, 512 kbytcs of flash EPROM, 
up to 4 Mbytes of DRAM, and two 
serial ports. Price is $1,995. 
RadiSys Booth 1213 
(800) 950-0044 

SBus dual-port 
communications 

The SB-302 is a dual-port adapter 
card for SBus systems that need an 
interface to serial lines running at 

speeds up to 2.048 Mbits/s. Support
ing X.25, LAPE and other WAN 
protocols, the SB-302 uses a 20-MHz 
68302 microprocessor for El speeds, 
and has a 16-MHz option for Tl re
quirements. Two serial ports sup
port multiple protocols. Expansion 
modules enable each port to be inde
pendently configured to meet EIA-
232D, EIA-449 , EIA-530 or V.35 re
quirements. SunOS and X.25 device 
drivers are available to facilitate 
WAN connectivity on Sun worksta
tions. 
SBE Booth 1107 
(415) 680-7722 

VME CPU offers 
advanced 1/0 arrangement 

Based on a 20-MHz or 30-MHz 
68030, the TP34V is a single-board 
computer for VMEbus systems. To 
maximize I/O performance and off
load the main CPU, all of the board's 
I/O controllers are advanced 32-bit 

Generate cost-effective sales leads 
with Computer Design's 
Showcase Advertising 

For as little as $840 for each 1/9 page ad, your advertising message 
reaches over 100,000 computer systems designers, and developers 
-each a key decision maker responsible for purchasing your 
products. 
Just send a glossy photo and approximately 60 words of copy. We'll 
do the rest...with no production charges. If no photo, 100 words of 
copy accepted. Two and four color available at nominal charge. 
Closing date: First day of previous month. 

For more information or to reserve space: Call Sue Shorrock at 800-225-0556 
or In Massachusetts at 508-392-2185 COMPUJER 
COMPUTER DESIGN I 

-

-----0-neTechn-ologyPark-Drive ___ OfSIGN P 0 Box 990 
Westford, MA 01886 
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devices with local intelligence . SCSI 
and Ethernet interfaces reside on 
the TP34V main address and data 
buses. Comprised of 4, 8, 16, or 32 
Mbytes of DRAM , the board's 
memory architecture supports the 
68030's burst bus interface, sustain
ing a 44-Mbyte/s burst transfer rate , 
while providing a 22-Mbyte/s ran
dom access transfer rate at 33 MHz. 
Price of t h e 33-MHz version is 
$3 ,940. 
Tadpole Technology Booth 410 
(512) 338-422 1 

SCSI capabilities enhanced on 
VMEbus analyzer 

The XMEM-PB is a SCSI-based pig
gyback module for use on the VBT-
32 lB, VMETRO's bus analyzer for the 
VMEbus. 'IWo new SCSI capabilities 
have been added to the XMEM-PB. 
First, an on-board SCSI host adapter 
has been added to support post cap
ture storage of a single 64- or 256-

BUSCON/91 -EAST 

kbyte trace into a Unix-compatible 
file structure. Second, a two-bank 
interleaved trace memory has been 
added to support real-time con
tinuous storage of multiple XMEM 
traces. The enhanced XMEM-PB 
with SCSI host adapter and File Sys
tem Firmware is priced at $2 ,850. 
VMETRO Booth 1121 
(713) 266-6430 

486-based computer 
for the VMEbus 

The XVME-687 is a complete PC/AT 
computer in a 6U double-wide 
VMEbus form factor. The board offers 
a 20-MHz 80486SX processor, both 
VMEbus and PC/AT bus interfaces, 
hard and floppy disk controllers, and 
a VGA graphics controller. Also fea
tured are 4to 16 Mbytes of dual-access 
DRAM, programmable byte-swap
ping logic, two serial ports, and a 
parallel port. Suitable for industrial 
applications, the board works under 

adverse temperatures , shocks and 
accelerations. Price is $5,400. 
Xycom Booth 210 
(313) 429-4971 

STD32, DSP motion 
controller runs at 10 Mips 

J oint ly developed by Ziat ech and 
Delta Tau Data Systems (Canago 
Park, CA), the ZT8931 is DSP motion 
controller for the STD32 bus. Based 
on the 10-Mips Motorola DSP56001 
chip, the board controls four axes of 
motion control, providing a lOOµ s 
servo update rate per axis. Comprised 
of a two-board sandwich, the ZT8931 
requires an additional board to control 
eight axes. All axes can be controlled 
simultaneously, independently, or 
coordinated with each other. The 
ZT8931 controls DC brush , DC brush
less, AC induction, stepper, and vari
able reluctance motors. 
Ziatech Booth 1029 
(805) 541-0488 

VMEillaCard 
$1795 

YME performance at a price you can sink your teeth into! 
Heurikon's HK68N3D offers YME standardization and 
design flexibility with a 33 MHz Motorola 68EC030 
and 2 Mbytes of memory foronly $1795 (less in quantity). 
That makes the Y3D a cost efficient entry point into 
YME single-board computers. As a complement to our 
main course. you can add more memory. SCSI or 
Ethernet. YxWorks and OS-9 are also available. 

While our price indicates good value, it's our service 
which makes that value great. Our YME boards, 
real-time operating systems and software development 
environments are backed by superior technical support 
before and after the sale. The Heurikon Y3D is the 
first in a series of new 680XO value priced en trees. 
If you're hungry for more information, give us a call. 
1-800-356-9602. Bon Appetit. 

Partners in Real-Time 

HElRIK8N 
Outside 1he U.S .. c.ill 608-8JJ-0900 or t-:AX 608-831-4249 

VxWori.., 11- a 1radcmarl.. of Wind R1,cr S) ~1e1m. 
OS-9 i\ a trademarl.. of Microwarc Systems. 

Visit Heurikon at BUSCON Booth 908. 
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Coming in January from COMPUTER DESIGN ... 

The Official 
BUSCON/92-WEST 
Show Guide ______ _ 

COMPUTER DESIGN and BUSCON team up to provide you with a complete 
Show Guide package before and during the show. 

The Guide: The Guide will include the full exhibitor listing and descriptions, a dining 
and entertainment guide, a major value-added bus/board market overview and 
analysis- plus, a new products section- and inquiry card. 

Value-added This winter's official Buscon Show Guide, mailed with the January issue 
Editorial: of COMPUTER DESIGN and distributed to all show attendees, will feature 

the usual show information - technical session descriptions and schedule, 
exhibitor listing, dining and events in the Long Beach, CA area - but will be 
enhanced by two editorial features of special interest to COMPUTER DESIGN 
readers, Buscon attendees and exhibitors: 

Distribution: 

Issue Date: 

Pricing: 

Savings 
Opportunity: 

Closing: 

• First is a marketing overview of the bus/board industry written by 
Warren Andrews. This overview will analyze the often confusing and 
contradictory data on the size of the board business and projections for its 
future development and growth. 

•The second feature will be New Products, in which the products 
being introduced at Buscon, or which were introduced to the marketplace 
since Buscon/91-East, will be highlighted. 

The guide will be polybagged along with the Western portion of COMPUTER 
DESIGN's January issue for a total distribution of 50,000+. In addition, a 
special mailing will go to all of the pre-registrants ... and it will be distributed 
to each attendee at the show. 

January, 1992 

$2,200 Per Page - including color. 

Advertise in the February Show issue of COMPUTER DESIGN 
and save $500 per Show Guide page. 

December 10, 1992 

BUSCON/92-West 
Febmary 4--6, 1992 
Long Beach Convention Center • Long Beach, CA 
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Year after year! 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
IS BIG WITH THE 
OEM PERIPHERAL CROWD 

~c 
Invitational Computer Conferences 

a division of Da1aQuest 

June 6. \99\ 

INV1TATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCES 
OEM PERIPHERAL 1990/91 

Computer Design 

Datamation 

EE Times 
Computer Systems News 

UNIX World 
Computer Reseller News 

Computerworld 
DEC Professional 

Computer Technology Review 

Systems Integration 

HP Professional 
- Government Computer News 

- Midrange Systems 

-

Federal Computer Weekly I I 
I I 

1-- I 600 BOO 1000 
~ ~ p 

o ATIENDEE PUBLICATION READERSHI 

THE #1 CHOICE IS 
COMPUTER DESIGN ... 
YEAR AFTER YEAR ! 

-I 

1200 

Dataquest's Invitational Computer 
Conferences regularly asks attendees 
their readership preference. At the 17 

conferences in the 1989/90 OEM Peripheral 
series, COMPUTER DESIGN was the atten
dees overwhelming choice. When the ques
tion was again asked at all 12 conferences in 
the 1990/91 series, COMPUTER DESIGN was 
again selected as the # 1 publication among 
these OEM Peripheral Seminar attendees. 

AMONG ENGINEERING 
OEM PERIPHERAL 
SERIES ATTENDEES 
THE #1 CHOICE IS 
COMPUTER DESIGN. 
But that shouldn't be a surprise. After all, 
COMPUTER DESIGN is 1000/o design & 
development qualified, 700/o engineering 
management and has more than 71,000 
specifiers of memory/storage equipment 
& systems, and 79,000 specifiers of 
terminals and other input/output equipment. 

PRODUCT #SUBSCRIBERS 

Memory/Storage Equipment & Systems 71,300 

Terminals & other Input/Output Equipment 79,985 

System Boards 

Software 

Integrated Circuits 

83,652 

87,623 

79,849 

June 1991 BPA 

Plus more than 44,000 specifiers of 
GAE/CAD/CAM software. If you're 
marketing peripherals to important OEM 
specifiers, we should be your #1 advertising 
buy. Call any of us for more information. 

Delivering Today's Electronics OEM COMPUTIR 
COMPUTER DESIGN. ONE TECHNOLOGY PARK DRIVE 'WESTFORD, MA' 01BB6 • 508-692-0700 • FAX 508-692-7780 DIS I GN 
PUBLISHER: David L. Allen, 508-392-2 111 • ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Tim L. Tobeck, 508-392-2116 • NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS MANAGERS: • WESTFORD, MA, Tim Pritchard, 508-392-2217 • SPRING, TX, Eric Jeter, 713-353-0309 • SAN 
JOSE, CA, Diane Palermo, 408-292-6837 • STRATEGIC ACCOUNTS REPRESENTATIVES: • WESTFORD, MA, 
Sue Nawoichik, 508-392-2118 • David Singer, 508-392-2109 • INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: • SURREY, ENGLAND, 
David Round, 81-686-7655 • PARIS, FRANCE, Daniel R Bernard, 1-39-14-6780 • MUNICH, GERMANY, Johann Bylek, 089-
903-8806 • MILAN, ITALY, Luigi Rancati, 02-70-30-0088 • TOKYO, JAPAN, Toshio Equsa, 81-33-536-5404 • ASIA, 
AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, TOM GORMAN, 852-833-2181 

A Penn Well Publication 
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"They call it direct mail. 
To me it's still mostly junk." 

It may be impossible to 
change your prospects' attitudes 
about direct mail. But you can 
reach them, even when direct mail 
doesn't. 

The same prospects who dis
card your mailer are the first 
to pick up a specialized business 
publication. A recent study, con
ducted by the Forsyth Group, 
confirms it. 

The study asked 9,823 busi
ness and professional buying 
influences what sources of infor
mation they find most useful in 
shopping for the products and ser
vices they buy for their companies. 
Almost invariably, they ranked 
specialized business publications 
first. 

Other sources of information 
were also well regarded by many 
respondents. The results suggest 
that sales representatives, trade 
shows and direct mail are valuable 
parts of a solid marketing mix. 
But to reach the most prospects 
for the least money, you can't top 
trade magazines. 

For a free copy of the study, 
please write to American Business 
Press, 675 Third Avenue, Suite 400, 
New York, NY 10017. 

Where business 
goes shopping. J\BP 



Computer Design Magazine 

UPCOMING ISSUES 
Watch for these Special Features & Events in Computer Design Magazine -

SPECIAL REPORTS TECHNOLOGY FOCUS PRODUCT FOCUS 
Comprehensive reviews and Analyses of specific technology and Detailed review and comparative 
analyses of the major technology product trends, and approaches to specifications for selected /Cs, 
and design issues facing system benchmarking, evaluating and board-level products, design 
designers and software selecting the optimum design solutions. tools and software. 
developers. 

JANUARY • Designing multimedia • Top-down design method- • Specialty SRAMs 
systems ologies and tools 

•CASE 

FEBRUARY' • Multiprocessing • Benchmarking RISC • High-resolution 
Buscon, architectures performance D-A converters 
SysComp • VHDL synthesis & simulation 

MARCH • Emulating 32-bit • Image processing in standard • VME CPU boards 
El processors bus environments 

• Managing design databases 

APRIL 0 FUZZY LOGIC: SPECIAL REPORT ON FUTURE COMPUTING 

IDEA '92, • Choosing between PLD, • Analyzing bus performance • C compilers 
Comdex FPGA and ASIC • RISC versus DSP in 

Implementations embedded applications 

MAY • Analog versus digital • Intelligent power control • RISC processors 
CICC approaches to signal • PCB design and layout 

processing 

JUNE" • Integrating PC-based • 1/0 buses and interfacing • Real-time kernels 
DAG tools into the design • Advances in graphics ICs and OS's 

environment 

JULY • High-performance • Benchmarking digital and • Logic analyzers 
network interfaces mixed-signal simulators 

• Evaluating optimizing 
compilers 

AUGUST* • Designing high-speed • Bus-based DSP systems •Op amps 
digital systems • Multichip modules (MCMs) 

SEPTEMBER • Object-oriented • Futurebus+ and beyond • 16-bit microcontrollers 
Buscon, languages in • Designing ASICs for 
ESP, ITC real-time applications testability 

OCTOBER* NEURAL COMPUTING: SPECIAL REPORT ON FUTURE COMPUTING 

SysComp, • Application-specific • Selecting PC/AT chip sets • High-speed 
A&MS, El , building blocks in • Software-performance A-D converters 
Comdex mixed-signal ASICs analysis 

NOVEMBER • Designing for testability • Mezzanine bus strategies •Emulators 
Wescon , • Advances in datacom ICs 
Autofact 

DECEMBER* • 32-bit processors in • Evaluating PLD design tools • EISA CPU boards 
embedded applications • Graphical user interfaces 

•starch Readership Research Issue 

PENNWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY • One Technology Park Drive • Westford , MA 01886 • 508-692-0700 
For more information, contact any of us ... 
PUBLISHER: David L. Allen, 508-392-211 1 • ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Tim L. Tobeck, 508-392-2116• NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS MANAGERS: • Westford, MA, Tim Pritchard, 508-392-2217 • Spring, TX, Eric Jeter, 713-353-0309 • 
San Jose, CA, Diane Palermo, 408-292-6837 • STRATEGIC ACCOUNTS REPRESENTATIVES: • Westford, MA, 
Sue Nawoichik, 508-392-2 118 • David Singer, 508-392-2109 •INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: • Surrey, England, 
David Round, 81-686-7655 • Paris, France, Daniel R. Bernard, 1-39-14-6780 • Munich, Germany, Johann Bylek, 
089-903-8806 • Milan, Italy, Luigi Rancati, 02-70-30-0088 • Tokyo, Japan, Toshio Equsa, 81-33-536-5404 • Asia, 
Australia, New Zealand, Tum Gorman, 852-833-2181 
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DESIGN STRATEGIES 
Analyses of the tradeoffs, options 
and design decisions made in 
developing a micro-processor-
based product or system in a 
specific application area. 

• Peripherals 

• Medical diagnostics 

• Process control 

• Military systems 

• Instrumentation 

• Workstations 

• Communications 

• Networking 

• Data acquisition 

• Imaging systems 

• Robotics and 
automation 

• Automotive systems 

A Penn Well Publication 



We believe 
the eggs come first. 
eo1To1u~\.. 

STAFF WRITTEN 
TECHNOLOGY 

ENG INEERING 
MANAGEMENT 

't:.~GINEER/NG 

Delivering value to our advertisers 
begins with editorial, circulation and 
readership. 

"Why-to" editorial- strong, technology 
editorial. 65% of our editorial is technology 
driven. Design choices, options and 
directions, staff written, multi-vendor, 
multi-product driven- essential! 
Essential, to our 71 % Engineering 
Management circulation - "why-to" 
editorial is exactly 
what's needed 
by Design & 
Development 
Engineering 
Managers 

making the tough decisions on design 
tradeoffs and directions. 
Readership - That's why Computer 
Design wins readership among such 
important audiences as those senior 
technical trend setters attending meetings 
like the Invitational Computer 
Conferences. Among all attendees 
registering at all 1989 ICC conferences 
Computer Design was #1. 

Ad pages are simply the score card. 

So, the next time someone asks why 
Computer Design is doing so well, 
remember ... the eggs come first. 

1990 
GROWTH IN 

Ad pages source: MMS/Rome 

•
400 tt-.l>'4ERTISING 

.r,r,,o l'tt-.Gl:.t. 

PENNWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY• ONE TECHNOLOGY PARK DRIVE , WESTFORD, MA , 01886 • (508) 692-0700 
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TRADE ONLY 
The show is open to all 

manufacturers and users of 
electronic products, 

from industry, government and institutions. 

October 29-31, 1991 
Exhibition Place 



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, OUTPLACEMENT AND POSITIONS WANTED 

Recruitment Advertising Manager 

Tom Murphy 
(213) 372-27 44 

POSITIONS WANTED ADS 
Free 1" ad to subscribers seeking full-time 
employment. Just include 50 words of copy 
and your subscription label. We'll run your 
ad in 2 consecutive issues. 

Available to non-subscribers or consult
ants/companies at $125 per column inch. 
Mail your position wanted ad to: 

COMPUTER DESIGN 
Positions Wanted 

One Technology Park Dr 
PO Box990 

Westford , MA01886 

SALES & MARKETING SPECIALIST: Specializ
ing in fast sales and marketing growth and man
agement. Track record of high profits and 
explosive growth in sales and new market pene
trations. Heavy technical background in comput
ers, telecommunications and other high tech 
fields. Fully equipped home office if required. Call 
Ralph at (817) 43()-4226 until 8:00 pm central 
time. 

HARDWARE/FIRMWARE GURU: Helped start
ups before, can help yours . Outgoing, innovative 
BSEE w/10+ years experience in digital logic de
sign (Xilinx, Abel , Cupl, Plus Logic, ASICs on 
Mentor Graphics) , microprocessors (68000, 
8051), DRAM architecture and timing, ND and 
DIA, real-time programming for embedded appli
cations, CAD (OrCAD, AutoCAD) , MS-DOS, Unix 
and most high level languages seeks a challeng
ing position with a Silicon Valley start-up. Call Gus 
at (415) 969-3838 (day) or leave a message at 
(408) 492-8721. 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SYSTEMS EN
GINEER: BSEE, BSCS, MBS +30 yrs ex
perience-RF, MW, Digital , ATE, design, test & 
integration, specification/requirements analysis, 
MIL-SPECs/STDs, VAX/VMS, HP1000, PCs, mil
itary & aerospace systems and products. R. 
Small, 27523 Diane Marie, Saugus, CA 91351 . 
(805) 298-5038. 
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CAREER 
CONNECTIONS 

Closing Dates for upcoming 
magazine issues 

Issue 
October 

November 
December 

Closing dates 
September 2 

October 4 
November 8 

POSITIONS WANTED---------

HARDWARE ENGINEER: Experienced in analog 
and digital design. Have designed using Z-80 
microprocessors and National microcontrollers. 
PC board layout and schematic capture. Use 
MS-DOS. Designed instruments and systems. 
Willing to relocate West or Southwest. Full time 
position or oontract work. Harry Ford (503) 292-
3072. 

HW/SW DEVELOPMENT: 
Mike (714) 960-1918 

V.P./DIRECTOR-LEVEL MARKETING MAN
AGEMENT: 14+ years successful strategic/tacti
cal marketing (hi-tech) experience with boards 
(STDbus, Multibus, VMEbus) and systems. 
Assertive/creative style . Companies include HIP, 
Intel , and Force. MBA in international/consumer 
marketing, BS in oomputer architecture. Geo
graphical preference is San Francisco (South 
Bay). Will oonsiderother. Steph (415) 659-8739. 

ANALOG GURU: 20+ years design/applications 
of data acquisition, instrumentation, microproces
sor interlace, telecom, dataoom, RF and micro
wave. Numerous publications. Gifted technical 
wmer, speaker. Don Jones (214) 348-8729. 

HELP WANTED------

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

Let ACT assist your design team. 
• We specialize in developing microprocessor 
based products and embedded software. • We 
can help with part of your project or handle the 
entire development. • Facilities include Micro 
Development Systems, 1

2
1CE, CAM/CAD and 

PCB layout system. • Analog and digital circuit 
design (video, FPGA, PAL, FUR). • Bus develop
ment for Multibus, VME, PC, MCA, LAN & STD. 
APPLIED COMPUTER TECHNIQUES, INC. 
3914 Dekalb Dr. Orlando, FL 32809 
(407) 851-2525 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ANALYST 11 : 
Needed to provide programming assistance to a 
public health program; responsible for design, 
development and implementation of software for 
field offices; acting as a Local Area Network 
(NOVELL 286) administrator and providing tech
nical support for 20 stations. 40 hours per week, 
$25,440 per year. Requires bachelor degree in 
science, math or business with2 years experience 
in computer systems analysis and/or computer 
programming (excluding micro/personal oomput
ers). Also requires comprehensive knowledge of 
Clipper, dBASE IV, Novell 286 Network and public 
health policies. Send resume to Job Service of 
Florida, 1307 North Monroe Street, Tallahassee, 
FL 32303. Reference job # FL-04 76442. 

HARDWARE ENGINEERS: BSEE Design 
mother boards using 32 bit Intel CPU. Experience 
in Digital Systems/Circuit Design. Experience with 
design of AT compatible systems. 3+ years ex
perience. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS: BSCS/BSCE Ex
perience with BIOS for 32 bit Intel CPU. Write 
programs to interact with the BIOS. Do oompati
bility tests on the mother boards. 3+ years ex
perience. 

Send resume to Alan Yong 
DAUPHIN Technology, Inc. 
1125 E. St. Charles Road 
Lombard, IL60148. 



HELP WANTED ---

VHDL SOFTWARE ENGINEER for Massa
chusetts CAE software company. Responsible for 
providing design, development and support to 
company's VHDL compiler and simulation soft
ware; working to develop VHDL software tech
nology ; developing software to integrate 
third-party VHDL tools into the VHDL environ
ment; developing existing VHDL tools; designing 
and implementing VHDL language parsing, lexical 
analysis and code generation software; compiling 
detailed software specifications; reviewing and 
analyzing specttications; ensuring software will 
run on various operating systems including UNIX, 
DOS and VMS; working to resolve customer is
sues; developing customer training'marketing 
materials; and delivering technical presentations. 
BS/EE or BS/CS required, plus 3 years' exp. in: 
software development using C, UNIX, O/S and 
UNIX tools and utilities; and compiler develop
ment. Included in the 3 years must have been: (a) 
2 years' exp. wtth compiler development for a 
concurrent programming language such as 
VHDL, Ada, or Chill ; one of the following-YACC, 
BISON, or OCCS; one of the following-LEX, 
FLEX, or REX; (b) 6 months' exp. with circuit 
simulation and digital hardware design. In lieu of 
six months' exp. in circuit simulation and digttal 
hardware design, will accept three college-level 
courses in these areas; & (c) 3 months' exp. with 
object-oriented programming; VHDL. 40 hr. wk. 
Hours 8:30 to 5:30. Salary: $55,000 per yr. Qual
ified applicants send resumes in~ to J.O. 
#1726, Mass. Dept. of Employment & Training, 
Special Programs, 2nd Fl. , 19 Staniford St., Bos
ton, MA02114. 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEER: Design 
and develop Expert System based on real-time 
computer controlled robotic systems using "C' 
language in the UNIX environment on DEC Micro
VAX systems. Addttionally, responsibilities in
clude design & implementation of data 
communication hardware & low-level software to 
interface with ex1emal devices in a Motorola 
MC68000 based distributed real-time com
munication system. Requires Master's in Electri
cal Engineering with a major in Computer 
Engineering and one graduate level course in 
each of the following: Robotics, Expert Systems, 
and Applied Mechanics (Dynamics). Requires 2 
yrs. direct exp. or in lieu of exp. willing to accept a 
candidate who has had graduate level research in 
the area of computer network controlled robotic 
system in a UNIX environment on the DEC Micro
VAX system, as well as a graduate school project 
in developing system application & device driver 
code and in data communication hardware design 
and interface for Motorola MC68000 based micro
computer systems. Salary $39,000/yr. , 40hrs. 
p.w., no o.t. , 8-5 M-F. Must have proof of legal 
authorny to work permanently in the United States. 
Send resume to: ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 401 S. State Street-
3 South, Chicago, IL 60605. Attn: Len Boksa, Ref. 
#V-IL 2687-B, NO CALLS. An employer paid ad. 

COMPUTER DESIGN 
Card Deck Circulation 
Increased to 100,000 
AT NO EXTRA COST.-~ 

COMPUTER DESIGN has increased the distribution of its Direct 
Action Card Decks by 10,000 - at no ext ra cost to you . This totals 
over 100,000 design and development qualifi ed engineers and 
engineering manager subscribers from COMPUTER DESIGN 
Magazine's newly expanded U.S. and Canadian circulation base. 

Circulation - 100,000 Design and Development Qualified 
Including: 

71,000 Engineering Managers 
29,000 Design Engineers 

Now, More Engineering Managers Than Any Other Deck! 

COMPUTER DESIGN Direct Action Cards have always been top
performers for new product introductions, catalogs, li terature, mailing 
list compi lation , and lead generation. 
Now, with extra reach , COMPUTER DESIGN Direct Action Cards are 
even better. And best of a ll , these 10,000 new prospects are free! 

1991 Direct Action Cards Schedule 
Mailing Date Insertion Order Materials 
January 1 December 3 December 4 
March 1 February 1 Feb ruary 4 

f April 1' March 1 Ma rch 4 
Surface Mount D ev ices Specifier Deck 

May 1 April 1 A p ril 4 

r June 3• May 1 May 3 
Design & Develo pment Tools Specifier.Deck 

July 1 June3 June 4 
September 2 August 1 Augusts 

September 2 September 4 ~er1 ' 
& Measure ment Tools Specifier Deck 

November 1 October 1 Octob er 4 

*Special Marketing Directed Decks w ith specia l prici ng . 

1991 Rates: 
1x .... ...... $2 ,080 
2x ... ... .... $1 ,945 
4x .... ...... $1 ,650 
6x ... ... .... $1 ,445 
2nd Color : 
St d add $200 
PMS add $300 

Call for information on 
1990 Rate protection 
and multiple Cards Per 
Pack discount. 

For more information, production 
assistance, or to place an order, 
call Sue Shorrock at 800-225-0556 
or 508-392·2185 or FAX us at 
508-692· 7780. 

COMPUTER 
DESIGN 
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SYSTEM S H 0 WC AS E I 
SYSTEM 
SHOWCASE--

Reach over 100,000 
qualified engineers and 
e'!gineering managers 
with 
SYSTEM SHOWCASE 
advertising. 

Rates start at $840 
For more information 
call Sue Shorrock at 
800-225-0556 or 
508-392-2185 

Economical Universal 
Programmer with Lifetime 

Software Support 

Model 9860 Features: $995.00 
• Programs E/EEPROMS, PALs, PEELs, FPLAs, GALs, 

E/EEPLDs and MPUs. 
• User Defineable Programming Parameters 
• Provktes Test.Vectors for PLO Functtonal Test 
• Menu Driven Operatkm on any IBM PC/XT/AT or 

80386 up to 25 MHz. 
• 40-pin R~aceable ZIF Socket with "Pin-Driven" 

Programming Method. 
• Software Diagnosis I Hardware Calibration 
• PLCC Adapters are available (optional) 
• Four Software Updates Annually. 

FOR FREE DEMO DISK, CALL: 
AMERICAN RELIANCE. 

(800) 654-9838 FAX (818) 575·0801 
CIRCLE NO. 169 

Free Catalog 
The World's Largest Collection of Adapters & 
Accessories for VLSI/Surface Mount Devices 
• Emulator Pods & Adapters • Debugging Accessories 
• Debug Tools • Prototyping Adapters 
• Programming Adapters • Custom Engineering 
• Socket Converters 

Emulation Technology, Inc. 
2344 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051 
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664 

CIRCLE NO. 172 
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SBus Display Board 
Display VGA, Super VGA, Multi sync .. . up lo 
1280x1024 pixels. The Vigra VS.10 and VS.12 SBus 
display boards have progranunable pixel resolution, 
and a repetoire of 256 colors displayable from a 
palette of 16.7 million. Device drivers are included for 
Sun's window environments. 

Vigra, Inc. 
4901 Morena Blvd., Bldg. 502 

San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 483-1197 I FAX: 619483-7531 

CIRCLE NO. 167 

Instrument 
Control and 
Data Acquisition 
Free 1992 catalog of in
strumentation products 
for PCs, workstations, 
and more. Features 
IEEE488.2 interfaces 
and software, plug-in 
data acquisition boards, 

VXIbus controllers, DSP hardware and soft
ware, and signal conditioning accessories. Ap
plication software for complete acquisition, 
analysis, and presentation of data, including 
graphical interfaces. Application tutorials and 
training classes also detailed. 

National Instruments 
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730 

(512) 794-0100 
(800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada) 

Fax: (512) 794-8411 
CIRCLE NO. 170 

Code TAP"' 386 is the first source-level nm-Lime 
debugging tool for 80386 DX and SX embedded 
systems. And priced so every member of your 
software te-Jm can have one. 
• Real-Lime lrJnspan:nt execution to 33MJ lz. 
• Debugs in protected, re-J I and virtual 8086 
modes - as well as most popular symlX>I fonnals 
- with single-stepping hetwc..'Cn mcxlL~. 
• Fe-Jtures VALIDATE /Sofi-Scope lll 386 for 
source- and assembly-level debugging. 
•Includes a powerful mou.sc--driven interface. 
• Price• $4995 (DX) $5995 (SX) 

For more details or a 
demonstration, ca ll 1-800-
343-3659 (in \YIA , 206-882-2000). 

C /WI A{fJ•d .ll>r""l"*- (~"/~''"'""' 
<;tilJl4iflhAll".\1' l'Ollwt'J'l~U 
14'1-.JHJ,llA 'JH(Pl'J'IJ.!All< 11 
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A 3"x5" Single Board Computer 
with FREE C Source Utilities! 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee! 
• 8051 type architecture • 5x4 keypad encoder 
• Siemens 80C535 • On board +SY regulation 
• 40 digital 1/0 lines • Optional real time clock 
• 2 RS232 ports and • Over 40 FREE C ~ 

I RS485 port source utilities 
• 8-Bit ND converter with 8 

multiplexed inputs lRl-LDATASYSffiMS IN~· '"c 
• Power supervisory circuits 9.1-S'l l Farrington Hwy. i,d Fl· 
• 8KB or 32KB RAM/32KB Waipahu. llawa• USA 96197 

or 64 KB EPROM 1soe1 671..5133 • FAX <808> 671-8543 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-245-8745 

CIRCLE NO. 168 

STD BUS PRODUCTS 

8 & 16 Bit CPU's 
Peripherals & Card Cages 

Custom Design 
Worldwide Service 

OEM Discounts 
Guaranteed Delivery 

ZWICK SYSTEMS INC. 

17 Fitzgerald Rd., Suite I 04 
Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H 9G I 

Tel (613) 726-1377, Fax (6 13) 726-1902 
Represe11/atives Required! 

CIRCLE NO. 171 

SC/FOX'" Embedde d-System Compute rs 
SC/FOX VME SUC(Single Board Com1mtcr) 18 MIPS. 60 M IPS burst. 
gL'1tera11>urpose. sk>!- 1 Master/Slav(' Syslem Controller. Up to 512K bytes 
O-w:,1m.11iu1y. I SCSI. I pt1, 2:.t.Yi<ll 1>0rb. U~ !().bit l lanis llTX 2()X). 

SC/FOX PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS. 50 MIPS bur.)(.. 
gC'llC'r.tl purpose PC / AT/386 plug-in board. 32K to lM bylc 0-ws static 
memory, multiple PCS operation. SCSI option. Uses llanis RTX 2()X). 

SC/f<UX SBC (Single Board Com1>ulcr) 18 MIPS. 60 MIPS burst, Stand
alone 01X'ration, Eurocard size. I ptr. I serial 1:iorl. up to 512K bytes O.ws 
memory, 2 50-pin userconncrtors. SCSI option. Uses Harris RTX 2(XX). 

SC/FOX PCS32 (Pardllcl Coprocessor Systcm32) 15 MIPS to 70 
M IPS. gC"nC"rai-1X.11'1XJSe PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board with 64K to IM 
bytC" O·ws static memory. Uses 32-bit SLJ2 Forth micropnx·cs!'Or. 

Ideal ror embcdded real-time control, data acquisition. or hik'11-51X'C'd 
pl'OC('ssing. Forth software and utilitk'S included. C optional. OEM pricing. 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC (4 15) 322·8763 
208 California Avenue, Pa lo Alto, CA 94306 
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CMOS 186 
Single Boord Computer 

Runs C or QuickBASIC" Programs 
Powerful 16-bit computer directly executes 
EPROM's containing any C or BASIC .EXE file. 
NO LOCATORS! Software includes multi-tasking. 
multi-drop comm. PIO control. OPTOMUX.'" 

• 10, 12. 16MHzBOC186 
• CMOS design 
• 512KRAM 
• 384KEPROM 
• STD BUS Expansion 
• COM/ RS232/485 
• COM2. LPTI 
• RTC Avail 
• BOC 187 Avail 
• OEM discounts 

1011 Grand Central Ave. , Glendale, CA 91201 
(818) 244-4600 FAX (818) 244-4246 

CIRCLE NO. 175 

VMEbus ANALOG 1/0. 
The RVE788 is a 3U (halfwidth) VMEbus 
card w/ 16 inputs and 8 outputs, all w/ 12 
bit resolution. Replace two or even three 
of our competitors ' cards with one 
RVE788. Input filters, res. prog. gain , 
sample-hold, variable speed operation, 
low power CMOS, optional current loops. 
Throughput rates to 33 kHz. 

ROBOTROL CORP. 
925 W. San Martin Ave. 
San Martin CA 95046 

(408) 683-2000 

CIRCLE NO. 178 

ELECTROMAGNET 

[l RADIATION 

Analyze DC and AC 
Electromagnet 

• Field Radiation 
from the gamma 
range (1 gamma = 

0.000001 gauss) to 200 kgauss from DC to 
lOOKHz. Earth's field is typically 0.5 gauss DC. 

Typical Applications: 

• ELF field measurement of power lines, trans
formers, motors, lamp ballasts, etc. 

· CRT /VDT field measurement 
· Electromagnetic clean room environment 

analysis 
• Determine magnetic shielding effectiveness 

Walker Scientific Inc. 
Rockdale Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 U.S.A. 
Toll Free: (800) 962-4638 
FAX: (508) 856-9931 

CIRCLE NO. 179 

Tough, rugged 
boards that 

handle shock, 
vibration, 

heat, cold and 
the budget 

squeeze 
MATRIX VMEbus Rugged Series loves harsh 
environments. Designed to operate from -40 "C 
to +85 ·c, the Rugged Series su rpassed these 
temperature specs and sustained continuous 
operation during severe environmental testing. 
With off-the-shelf prices, the MATRIX line of 
rugged products is tough to beat. Rugged 
32-bit processors, specia lty 1/0 boards, 
memory boards, and enclosures at a fraction 
of the cost of full Mil-spec products. •1 MATRIX lj l CORPORATION 

1200 f\ew I k>p<' Ro.-.d, R.1~h. NC 27610, Phono.•:(919) 23 1-&m, l'AX (9 \Q)2J\ -8001 

CIRCLE NO. 176 

Data 1/0 Wall Chart 
FAX us the name and serial number 

of your device programmer, and you' ll 
qualify for a FREE copy of Data I/O®'s 
1991 Wall Chart, listing more than 4,000 

*U.S. list price only. 

devices in 12 device 

DATAl/O 

Reduced size 
100 MHz 
Clock Oscillator 

Conn or-Wi nfield Corp. 
announces literature on a 
new line of High Speed 8-
pin DIP oscillators. The 

A53 Series line of ACMOS logic clock oscillators covers 
the high frequency range of 50-120 MH z. Literature for 
a 14-pin version (AC53) with frequencies to 200 MHz is 
also available. The A53, 8-pin model wi ll soon be avai lable 
in a .48" square ceramic surface mount package. Contact 
Barney 111 for details. Additional specifications listed 
below: 

Model A53 
Package 8-pin DIP 
Duty Cycle: 50/50 +/- 2% 
R/F Times : 2-3 nS typical 

Connor-Winfield Corporation 
1865 Selmarten Road 
Aurora, IL 60505 
PH: (708) 851-4722 FAX: (708) 851-5040 
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(E)PROM/PLD PROGRAMMERS 

Low Cost, High 
Perfonnsnce so-
1 utions for users 
of programmable 
ICs. BYTEK offers 
logic & memory 
programmers for 

Design, Production, Field Service & 
Engineering Labs. Stand-alone units 
offer RS232 & Parallel Port for quick 
data transfer. 3.5" Disk Drive for easy 
updates. FREE Warranty & Updates 
for 1 yr. Models from $495. (US) 
Call for Catalog: 800-523-1565. 

BYTEK Corporation 
543 NW 77th St., Boca Raton, FL 33487 

(407)994-3520 FAX: (407)994-3615 

CIRCLE NO. 177 

To: Data 1/0 FAX #: (206) 869-7423 
Subject: My FREE Wall Chart 

Name: ---,,F~ir$-. , ----,M,,._,...r. --l,...,,--,,,--

Title: -----------
Company:-----------
Address: __________ _ 

Mail Stop:----------
City/State/Prov.:--------
Zip/Postal Code: ---------
Phone Number:( ___ ), _____ _ 
Brand/model Area Code 

of my programmer**-------
Serial number ________ _ 

Or call 1-800-3-DataIO (1-800-332-8246). 
** We 'll accept a11y brand 

of device programmer. DATAl/O 
CorporatlOl'I 

Precision Time 
Plug-ins 

by TRUETIME 

VME · Multibus · PC 
TIME CODI 

Time in various formats 
is furnished to the host 
computer over its particular 
bus. Time resolution lo 1 
microsecond is available. 

SYNCHRONIZED CLOCKS 

Availoble in a number of 
sizes and configurations, 
these boords provide 1 
millisecond time sync hroni 
zation referenced to UTC. 

3243 Santa Rosa Avenue • Santa Rosa . CA 95407 

(707) 528 1230 • FAX 707-527-6640 • TELEX 176687 

1;•'• 
CIRCLE NO. 181 
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68000 STD Bus 
Development 
System 
• 68000 processor 

@16MHz 
• 2 serial ports, 3 timers, 

printer port, SCSI port 
• Microware OS-9/ 68000 

operating system in ROM 
• 'C' compiler, assembler, 

debugger, text editor in 
ROM 

• 512K battery backed system RAM 
• 256K battery backed RAMDISK 
• Expandable to hard disk, 16 Mbytes memory 
• Compatible with STD 8-bit 1/0 cards 
•Single unit price $1300 
• Delivery 2-3 Weeks ARO 

XYZ Electronics, Inc. 
4700 North 600 West, McCordsville, IN 46055 

Ph. 317-33!>-2128 
Toll Free 1-800-852-6822 (except Indiana) 

FAX 317-33!>-2128 
CIRCLE NO. 182 

Multibus II 
Parallel System 

Bus Analyzer 

PSBA-100 A productivity 
enhancement tool for the system 
integrator, field service engineer, 
software, and hardware engineer. 

• Sta nd-alone, s ingle board computer 
• 6U form factor , installs in a s ingle slot 
• Built-in , te rmina l-based user interface 

Supports a ll four address spaces 
Data capture based on Multibus 11 protocol 
Fully programmable filter logic uses 
templates based on Multibus II protocol 
Filter logic s upports 16 trigger levels 

M11lhbu1ll1•111 .. Mm11ri<oflnttlC'orp 

PRC 
PAC Inc 
141 O Wall Street 

Bellevue, NE 68005 

For m ore 
information 
and free Demo 
Disk, Call .. .. (402) 293-3900 

CIRCLE NO. 185 

PALs, PEELs, GALs, MICONs 

$495 
and up 

Order today 
Call 800-448-8500 

•Supports PDls: PAls, GAls, 
PEEls, Bipolar PROMs, plus 
MICONs & E/ EPROMS 

•Accept. HEX, S·records, 
Binary, & JEDEC files 

•Hign·speed bus 
interfaCe 
•8, 16, & 32-bit 

word sol1ts 
•40 pin tlF socket 

•IBM PC(.XT/AT/386 
COITiflC?tibe 

•Expert technical support 
• 1 year warranty 

•JO day money·bock guarantee 

I · 

AVtlCET 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

CIRCLE NO. ,188 
120 Union St., Rockport, ME 04856 
Out.ide US 207·236-9055 • FAX 207·236-6713 
The 50Urce for quality embedded-syslem loo/s 
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Intelligent VME 1/0 Controller 
w/Optional Mezzanine Modules 

• 20/25MHz 68020 microprocessor 
• 1 or 4Mbytes DRAM 
• Mezzanine modules for an alog, digital, 

1/0, memory, Ethernet, SCSI and m ore .. 

VPU-25 is a cost-ettective design platform 
for adding 1/0 and networking capabilities 
to industrial/process control applications. 
Call SBE, Inc.: 

1-800-347-2666 

CIRCLE NO. 186 

ARIEL 
DSP96002 
BOARDS 
DELIVER 
lOOMFLOPS 

Ariel's MM-96 for ISNEISA and V-96 for 
VMEbus unleash the power of Motorola's 
DSP96002. They combine lightning-quick 
speed, large memory array, versatile I/O 
with 120 Mbyte/sec. total bandwidth, and 
almost unlimited signal-crunching 
potential via Ariel 's two high-speed 
expansion buses. Call Ariel for more 

information. i\rie} _ 
The DSP A uthority 

Voice: 908-249-2900, Fax 908-249-2123 
DSP BBS: 908-249-2124 

Email: ariel@ariel.com 
Ariel Corporation 

433 River Rd., Highland Park, NJ 08904 
CIRCLE NO. 189 

357 MHz 14-Pin 
Clock Oscillator 

Connor-Winfield Corp. 
announces literature on a 
new line of high frequency 
ECL Logic clock osci lla
tors. The ECLB Series 

oscill ator covers the high frequency range of 8 MHz-360 
MHz. A YA ILABLE NOW IN A 14-PIN DIP. Literature 
for a double DIP version with frequencies to 500 Ml lz is 
also available. Frequencies to 90 MHz are now available 
with Voltage Control function (model EY53 series). 
Contact Barney Ill for de tails. 

Additional specifications listed below: 
Model ECLB 
Package : 14-pin DIP 
Frequency : 8 MHz to 360 MHz 
Supply -5.2 or -4.5 Vdc 

Connor-Winfield Corporation 
1865 Selmarten Road 
Aurora, IL 60505 
PH: (708) 851-4722 FAX: (708) 851-5040 

CIRCLE NO. 184 

::1~ 
PROMJCE. 77le F.imnvate 
Development System of 
7bmonow. .. .. ·-1351 ~"=~omi ........ 614/411·1U3

1
,_

1 Ille f'AX 61414 _,._., 
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**** " The Best 8051 Emulator" 

sh cable 

8051 
SEE EEM 89190 

Pages D 1324-1326 

PC based emulators for the 8051 family 
IOJ1, 9032 , 8051, 8052 , IOC152/1541321/451f.i5V51FA/51GBl515/517/5351537/ 
SS21Sl2/f521151, 90532, 13C.S1/552Jf52/751n521HI , 1344, t7Ct511552/7511 
752, 1751 , 1752 , 055000 + CMOS 

• PC plug-in boards or AS-232 box. 
• Up to 30 MHz real-t ime emulation. 
• Full Source-level Debugger wlcomplete C-variable support . 
• 48 bit wide, 16K deep trace, with " source line trace." 
• " Bond-out" pods for 8051 , 83C552, 83C451 , 83C652, 

83C751, 80C515/80C517, 83C752. 

Prices: 32K Emulator 8031 $1790," 4K Trace $1495" 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK! 
Ask about our demo VIDEO 

See us at Embedded Systems Conference Booth #316 

nDHau 51 E. Campbell A"8nue 
Campbell. CA 95008 
FAX (408) 378-7869 

CORPORATION (408) 866·1820 

CIRCLE NO. 190 
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• C source code 
•ROM-able 
• Full porting provided 
• No OS required 

GCOM, Inc. 
1776 E. Washington 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217) 337-4471 

Specialists in Compute r Communications 
FAX 217-337-4470 

CIRCLE NO. 191 

COMING OCTOBER 1ST 

COMPUTER DESIGN 
TEST & MEASUREMENT 
Tools & Equipment Specifiers 
SPECIAL CARD DECK 
Computer Design offera a special card 
deck to the Test and Measurement 
specifiera exclusively. 

A great way to tary:et these sp:cifiera with
out waste circulation at spectal discount 
rates. Plan now to reach 65,000 Test a nd 
Measurement specifiers who are 100% 
design and development qualified. 

Materials Due: September 4th 
Mall Date: October 1, 1991 

For more information on special rates and 
sizes contact: Sue Shorrock at 800-225-0556 
or 508-392-2185 or FAX us at 508-692-7780. 

Call Today! 

CIRCLE NO. 194 

•Quick pulse pgms. eight 1 Mbit EPROMs in 40 sec. 
•Stand-alone or PC-driven •1 Megabit ol DRAM 
•RS-232, parallel in & out ports •Made in U.S.A. 
•Binary, Intel hex, & Motorola S lormats •A9 Identifier 
•100 user-definable macros •2 year warranty 
•Information, call 19161 924-8037 •Single pgmr. $550 

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS 
4539 Orange Grove Ave. • Sacramento, CA 95841 

- (M-F, 8-5 PST) ::::!IC 
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IT'S IN THE CARDS ••• 
More Leads, More Action, More Sales 

Our readers are proven buyers of: 

Computer Systems 93,256 
System Boards 84,066 
Integrated Circuits 77,922 
Design/Development Equipment 85,312 
Memory/Storage Equipment 72,237 
Software 88,949 
Terminals /Input-Output Equipment 81 ,894 
Communications Equipment 70,342 
Components 75,802 
Test Equipment 65,035 

Smart buyers depend on 
COMPUTER DESIGN 

DIRECT ACTION CARDS 

Call Sue Shorrock 
at 800-225-0556 
or 508-392-2185 co..uTER 

DESIGN 
CIRCLE NO. 195 

INDUSTRIAL PASSIVE BACKPLANES 
PC/AT/I SA 

' ' ~ ~ ! , , ,. • • 

1t1ut~•uu ,. ' 
• " . t ~ ~~ ........... .. 

'"' "', 

• Availab le in 3 to 20 Slot Configurations 
User Selectable " Tri- Mode " BUS Termination 
Mul tiple Power Connec tion Alternatives 
Industry Compatible Mounting Holes 
Sol id State 5 V Keyboard Power Protection 
Minimum 4 Layer FR4 /94V UL Construction 
Optional Power Good Circui try On Board 

• Multi-Processor 18 and 20 Slot Backplanes 
User Selec table Segmentation 

• Custom Design Capability rm. 
• Lifetime Warranty ..... 
• Made in USA 

1729 Little Orchard St., San Jose, CA 95125 
Phone 408 -971-0910 FAX 408-971 -0163 

CIRCLE NO. 193 

TARGET 
COMPUTER DESIGN SUBSCRIBERS 

BY MAIL--
COMPUTER DESIGN subscriber list 
available for ren t. 100,000 direct mail 
responsive engineers and 
engineering managers. Key decision 
makers, by name, at business 
addresses. Target by job fu nction, 
company type, design management, 
product design, purchase influence 
or geographic areas. Proven winner 
for books, subscriptions, technical 
reports, seminars, conferences, tools, 
components, catalogs, hardware, 
software, testing instruments and 
many other offers. 

For more information call 
Deanna Rebro al PennWell Lists, 
Advanced Technology Group: -----

800·982·4669 or 918-831-9551 

CIRCLE NO. 196 

1991 UPCOMING ISSUES Computer Design Magazine 
MONTH SPECIAL REPORT TECHNOLOGY FOCUS PRODUCT FOCUS 

October 1* 32-bit microcontrollers Fast PLDs - Barbara Tuck Flash EPROMs 
Ron Wilson RISC-based CPU boards - Warren Andrews Jeff Child 

November 1 System simulation High-density ASIC packaging - Jeff Child STD CPU boards 
Wescon and verification Multiprocessing in real-time - Tom Williams Jeff Child 
ITC Mike Donlin 

December 2 Migrating PLDs to full ASICs Accelerators to boost standard-bus performance High-resolution A-D 
Barbara Tuck · Warren Andrews converters 

8- and 16-bit microcontrollers - Ron Wilson Jeff Child 

' Starch Readership Study Issue COMPUTER 111w~ I f/LIJ~I 

DISIGN;:' filjfill 
fll/htl 

Penn Well Publishing Company • One Technology Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886 • 508-692-0700 

I 
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ATTENTION 
ENGINEERING EXECUTIVES, 

PROJECT MANAGERS 
AND 

DESIGN ENGINEERS: · 
This November there is only one place to 

evaluate the competitive advantages of 
programmable logic, ASICs, memories, DSPs, 

discrete devices, A to D convertors, analog 
and digital ICs and other semiconductor devices 

from a wide variety of vendors: 

The Semiconductor Show at WESCON. 
And only one place to evaluate the competitive 

advantages of PC-based EDA tools from leading 
manufacturers: 

The EDA Show at WESCON. 
Don't miss this once-a-year opportunity to see the 
latest advances in semiconductors and EDA tools, 
as well as test and measurement instruments, pas
sive components, production materials and sup
plies, and engineering services. At the largest event 
for senior executives, project leaders, and electron
ics engineers: 

Wescon · 
November 19-21, 1991 

Moscone Convention Center 
San Francisco, Calif. USA 

Those who know, go. For a preview program 
with a complete exhibitor list, technical confer

ence schedule, short course synopsis, and special 
event itinerary, call 1-800-877-2668 or complete 

the coupon below and fax or mail today. 

. .. "- - -r--------------------------------------1 
D Send me more information about attending WESCON/91 
D Send me more information about exhibiting at WESCON/91 

Name ____________ Title ________ Company __________ _ 

Address __________________________________ _ 

City ____ ______________ State _____ _____ Zip _____ _ 

Fax: 213-641-5 117 Mail: WESCON Preview, 8110 Airport Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA 90045-3194 CD l_ _____________________________________ J 
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B·Channel, 16-Bit Analog 1/0 Board 
With Direct Interfaces to Popu lar Array 

Processor and DSP Boards 

• Up to 100 KHz/Channel Sampling Rate 

• Four or eight 16-Bit Differential 
Analog Inputs 

• Optional Four 16-Bit Analog Outputs 
{Daughter Card) 

• Simultaneous Sampling 

• Programmable On-Board Sampling Clock 

• Convenient VMEbus Access of ADC or 
DACData 

• Direct Serial and Parallel Interfaces for 
Array Processor and DSP Boards 

;4ft#CaltP11s 
• Sonar Signal Processing 

• Digital Audio 

• Vibration Analysis 

• Seismic Signal Processing 

• Large BW Track And Hold Amplifiers 
Permit Undersampling of Signals 
{Band Limited) of Frequency up to 500 KHz 

• Precision Applications Requiring Matched 
Channels, Negligible Sampling Aperture 
Jitter and Low Inter-channel Crosstalk 

Ruggedized Version Also Available 

CALL US TOLL FREE 
1 .. soo .. 267 .. 9794 

Tel: (613 )-749-9241 Fax: (613 )-749-9461 
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SBEFits. 
Matching your high-speed data 

communications requirements with 
a quality supplier has never been 
easier. Whether you 're a manufacturer 
of mini/superminicomputers, work
stations or high-performance data 
communications products, only SBE 
provides a perfect fit . 

Only SBE offers a complete line of 
intelligent high-performance com
munications controllers for all major 
interface technologies: FDDI , Token 
Ring, Ethernet and High Speed Serial. 
Only SBE adds premium features , 
without a premium cost, for the best 
price/performance in the industry. 

Add integrated hardware s are 
solutions; availability in V 
Multibus and SBus; plus l~-y 
development assistance and tefitlnu
ing product support. 

Discover how SBE's intelligent 
high-performance controllers can 
meet your LAN and WAN interface 
requirements. Turn to SBE today. 

/ / / /. /. 

For fast action, call: 1-800-347-COMM 
Germany: 0130-810588 

United Kingdom: 0800-378-234 

SBE, Inc., 2400 Bisso Lane, Concord, CA 94520 
CIRCLE NO. 96 
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A REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCE IN 
SPARC MULTIPROCESSING. 
The industry's first integrated SPARC® 
multiprocessing solution - the CY7C605 
Multiprocessing Cache Controller / MMU. 

High-performance systems designers have 
migrated to RISC in a race for performance. 
Just as rapidly, there is a movement to 
multiprocessing, which represents the most 
cost-effective way to load more power into a 
single system. 

Multiprocessing RISC design is not 
simple. There are substantial technological 
challenges, particularly in the area of 
multi-level memory systems. 

Now we offer a breakthrough to help you 
implement multiprocessing systems rapidly. 

Cache coherency without stealing processor 
cycles - a leap in performance. 

Maintaining cache coherency is one of the 
biggest problems to solve in shared memory 
multiprocessing systems. 

This approach solves it 

Pin compatible with our CY7C604 Uniprocessing 
Cache Controller!MMU, this new device lets you 
cascade to build cache size to 256K. 

SPARC multiprocessing is now enabled. Now you can design-in multiple high-performance SPARC 
chipsets. Our revolutionary Multiprocessing Cache Controller and Memory Management Unit 
(CMU-M PICY7C605) provides memory management facilities and a unique cache architecture 
for higher performance. Our complete SPARC chipset solution shortens your time to market. 

It is the only VLSI solution that performs 
concurrent bus snooping and processor 
execution. 

Our unique dual cache tag directories 
provide for simultaneous bus snooping and 
processor access to cache. No other cache 
management unit provides dual tags on-chip. 

As a result, your system maintains cache 
coherency without stealing execution cycles 
from the microprocessor. 

You get multiprocessing with the most 
efficient cache coherency protocol available, 
allowing data to pass from CPU to CPU in a 
single clock cycle. That translates directly to 
higher performance systems. 

MBus compliant. 
MBus compliance means you have a 

SPARC-standard, plug-and-play route to 
even more powerful, higher rewing systems. 

An integrated part of the industry's 
highest performance SPARC chipset. 

Our chipset approach simplifies the 
complexities of multiple CPUs working 
together in a shared memory system. 

This VLSI solution means you don't have 
to design and pay for boards full of logic to 
accomplish fast multiprocessing. 

It is all available now. 
For more information on the industry's 

most complete multiprocessing solution, 
please call for our literature package today. 

Multiprocessing 
Information 
Hotline: 
1-800-952-6300. * 
Ask for Dept. C1 1 V. 

'(32) 2-652-0270 in Europe.© 1991 Cypress Semiconductor. 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95 134. Phone: I (408) 943-2600. Telex: 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD. TWX: 910-997-0753. 
SPARC is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc. Products bearing the SPARC trademark are based on an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 


